TOWN OF CUMBERLAND
MEETING OF THE TOWN COUNCIL
TOWN COUNCIL CHAMBERS
JUNE 24, 2002
I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.

VI.
VII.
VIII.

Call to order in the Council Chambers at Cumberland Town Hall at 7:00 p.m.
Approval of Minutes
a) 6/10/02
Manager's Report
Public Discussion
Legislation and Policy
02 - 62.

To hold a Public Hearing to consider and act on a Contract Zoning
Agreement between the Town and Peter Kennedy to amend the Southern
OC Zone on US Route 1 to permit a mix of residential and commercial
development, and a communication tower, on a 67 .24 acre parcel.

02- 63.

To authorize up to $146,000 from undesignated surplus and award bid to
Storey Bros., Inc., in the amount of $891,609.50 for the Blanchard Road
Reconstruction Project.

02 - 64.

To consider application for funding for byways on Route 88 under DOT
Transportation Enhancement Program.

02- 65.

To review Gorill-Palmer report on Route 100/Blackstrap Road/Skillins
Road intersection.

02 - 66.

To authorize Town Manager to execute drainage easement for the SAD 51
Middle School Project.

02 - 67.

To consider and act on applications for annual victualer's licenses.

02 - 68.

To set 7/08/02 Public Hearing date to consider and act on application by
Winn Road LLC, d/b/a 137 Main Street, for a full liquor license.

02 - 69.

To set date for workshop re: hunting policy on town property.

02 - 70.

To set date for workshop with Recycling Committee.

Correspondence
New Business
Adjourn
MEMBERS OF THE TOWN COUNCIL
Jeffrey Porter, Chair
829-4129
Donna Damon
Mark Kuntz
829-6482
Harland Storey
Michael Savasuk
781-3061
William Stiles
Stephen Moriarty,
829-5095
Town of Cumberland web site: www.cumberlandmaine.com

846-5140
829-3939
829-6679

******** MEMORANDUM ********
TO:

Cumberland Town Council

FROM:

Robert Benson, Town Manager

RE:

Town Council Meeting of June 24, 2002

*************************************
02-62

To hold a public hearing to consider and act on a Contract Zoning
Agreement between the Town and Peter Kennedy to amend the
Southern OC Zone on US Route 1 to permit a mix of residential and
commercial Development, and a communication tower, on a 67.24
acre parcel.

A final copy of the Contract Zone language is included in your packets.
The Planning Board has reviewed the plan for the second time, with
minor amendments, and voted unanimously to forward the Contract Zone
Agreement with Mr. Kennedy to the Council. Mr. Gleason and Mr.
Kennedy will be present at the meeting, as well as Corporation Counsel,
Ken Cole.
02-63

To authorize up to $146,000 from undesignated surplus and award
bid to Storey Bros, Inc. in the amount of $891,609.50 for the
Blanchard Road Reconstruction Project.

Please review the material in your packet concerning the Blanchard
Road Reconstruction Project. We issued an RFP and received two bids,
Storey Bros. as the low bidder. We are recommending the award of
bid to the Storey Bros. Please review the Project Summary Cost Sheet.
Bill Shane and Adam Ogden will be present at the meeting to respond to
questions. Of importance is the amount of the bid and the Total Project
Cost of $1,351,610. As seen on the cost sheet, the shared costs represent
$905,578 from the State and $446,032 from the Town. You will note that
I am recommending an authorization of up to $146,000. The reason for
this is that there is a sizable contingency fund, which I hope will not
require the full amount. However, to meet the State numbers we should
authorize up to the full amount of $146,000. Please be aware that, as
presented, this project takes us to the Bruce Hill Road and 50' beyond, so
that the intersection of Blanchard Road and Bruce Hill has been
reconstructed. The Councilors should also be aware that due to the size
of this project and a desired completion timeframe of the fall of 2002, it is
essential that we begin reconstruction as soon as possible. Therefore, we
do need to award the bid on June 24 to permit the contractor to

commence work immediately. Also, we will be meeting with the
contractor to review details, which may or may not produce project
savings. Negotiations will continue beyond June 24, but this
appropriation item will set this project in motion.

02-64

To consider application for funding for byways on Route 88 under
DOT Transportation Enhancement Program.
This item requests endorsement of the application. Further details will be
furnished to you if we receive the grant to develop the costs.

02-65.

To review Gorrill-Palmer report on Route 100/Blackstrap
Road/Skillins Road intersection.
Gorrill/Palmer has submitted its traffic signal warrant evaluation to the
town. That report is included in your packet. In order for a traffic signal
to be installed, the location should meet one or more of 8 traffic signal
warrants. It is the opinion of Gorrill/Palmer that a traffic signal is not
justified, based on these warrants. A right-turn lane on the Blackstrap
Road, and possibly the Skillins Road approach, is recommended. Stop
lines should be installed, and the Skillins Road stop sign relocated to
within IO feet of Route I 00. It is also recommend that the intersection be
reevaluated following the installation of a channelized right turn lane.

02-66

To authorize Town Manager to execute drainage easement for the
SAD 51 Middle School Project.
Subsequent to a request by Scott Poulin, I am requesting authorization to
execute a drainage easement for the Middle School Project. The
attorneys have prepared language regarding the easement
th.rough the Cumberland Housing Authority and Town property.

02-67

To consider and act on applications for annual victualer's licenses.
You will find enclosed a list of renewal licenses from the Town Clerk.
These licenses require annual approval from the Council.

02-68

To set date of 7/08 for Public Hearing to consider and act on
application by Winn Road LLC, d/b/a 137 Main Street, for a full
liquor license.
A public hearing for the liquor license application of 137 Main Street
must be held prior to granting of the license. The hearing will be
adver1ised for the meeting of July 8, 2002.

02-69

To set date for workshop re: hunting policy on Town property.
Self explanatory.

02-70

To set date for workshop with Recycling Committee.
Self explanatory.

NOTE:
I have enclosed a copy of the court decision upholding the judge's
decision regarding the Blanchard lot. I am greatly relieved with this decision and it will
enable us to move forward on the transportation system on the Cousins Island side. The
first meeting by MOOT was held Thursday evening.

Administration
290 Tuttle Rd
Cumberland, ME 04021
Phone: 207-829-2205
Fax: 207-829-2224
Web: www.cumberlandmaine.com
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TOWN OF CUMBERLAND
MEETING MINUTES OF THE TOWN COUNCIL
MONDAY, JUNE 10, 2002

Present: Chair Stephen Moriarty, Councilors Peter Bingham, Jeffrey Porter, Mark Kuntz,
Harland Storey, Donna Damon and Michael Savasuk.

I.

Council Chair Moriarty called the meeting to order at VAL HALLA Golf and
Recreation Center at 7:02 p.m.

II.

Approval of Minutes
a) 4/29/02 and b) 5/23/02
Councilor Bingham moved to accept the minutes of 4/29/02; seconded by Councilor
Porter.
VOTE: UNANIMOUS (7-0)
Councilor Storey moved to accept the minutes of 5/23/02; seconded by Councilor Kuntz.
VOTE: UNANIMOUS (7-0)

Chairman Moriarty referenced tomorrow's election, extending his best wishes to both
candidates. Councilor P011er is unopposed, and Councilor Bingham is a candidate for the School
Board after serving two terms on the Council, two terms on the school board, and 5-6 years on
the Planning Board. Chairman Moriarty conveyed his appreciation to Peter Bingham, describing
him as "a true public servant". Councilor Bingham depicted his time on the Council as "very
fulfilling" and thanked the Council, Manager and employees for their assistance.

III.

Manager's Report

Town Manager Benson stated there would be a meeting Tuesday, June 11, 2002
With MDOT re: the Cousins Island Wharf Road Project. MOOT will hold two informational
meetings, one in Yarmouth on Thursday, June 20, at 7 pm; and another Thursday, June 27, at 7
pm, on Chebeague Island.
The Manager also thanked Councilors Porter and Bingham for their service to the town.

IV.

Public Discussion
None.

V.
02-51.

Legislation and Policy.
To hear report of Assessor on revaluation process.

Chairman Moriarty explained that Assessor, Bill Healey, and Ken Rogers, of
Vision Appraisal, were present to provide an oral report of the revaluation process. Additionally,
Chairman Moriarty recognized members Bill Ward, Joseph Madore, and Jeff Daigle, Chair of the
Revaluation Advisory Committee. During an annual sales ratio study, completed approximately
one year earlier, Bill revealed the town had dropped near the state's minimum ratio level of 70%.
The ratio is calculated by dividing the assessment by sale price. The fmther you are removed
from market value, the greater chance of assessment inequities. That was the case in
Cumberland, where ranges of assessment ratio varied from 40% to 80%. As a result, he

performed a "spot revaluation", followed by a full revaluation. To complete a full revaluation,
he had to choose between a "full campusing" and a "statistical update". A statistical update was
recommended, due to the fact that a revaluation had been completed six years earlier. Vision
Appraisal began their work in January; at which time another sales ratio study was performed,
indicating the town had, in fact, dropped below the state's minimum 70% ratio; a precursor to a
State-mandated revaluation. Vision Appraisal reviewed the sales data for the period of January
1, 2001 to December 31, 2001, and the process began in earnest. Together they created building
tables, based on trade publications and regionalization market adjustments; and land tables,
based solely on land sales. The tables were then reanalyzed to determine whether the
assessments were at or below market value. Particular areas within the town required only
"simple updating", while other areas required fmther analysis. The revaluation consisted
predominantly of drive-by analysis to distinguish areas of concern. The Foreside was reviewed
in March, and Chebeague Island in March/ April.
Assessor Healey believes prope1ty in Cumberland has been assessed in accordance with
just value. The assessment notices have been mailed, resulting in 262 informal meetings
scheduled for the next two weeks. Those with extenuating circumstances will be reviewed up to
the commitment date. Once commitment is made to the State, property owners will need to
follow the formal abatement process. This process allows for a claim against valuation, not a
claim against taxes, and involves a formal meeting with the Assessor where all aspects of the
assessment are reviewed. If the property owner is not satisfied with the outcome of the meeting,
a written abatement form, with specific requests, must be completed and returned to the
Assessor. The Assessor will review the written requests, and respond to the property owner in
writing. If the owner remains dissatisfied, he/she has 60 days in which to seek an appeal with the
town's Board of Assessment Review. The third and final step is an appeal to Superior Court.
The Court will hear valuation appeals only, with no consideration given to tax concerns. Bill
concluded by noting that the informal meetings to date have resulted in a small number of
reinspections. He considered the Revaluation Advisory Committee as "beneficial to the process."
Jeff Daigle, Chair of the Revaluation Advisory Committee, spoke briefly about
the committee's process, which began February 25, 2002. Their formal goal was identified as
follows: "to assist professionals to ensure the revaluation process is as equitable and accurate as
possible and to promote greater public awareness of the nature of the process". Many formal
sessions have been held with the Assessor, producing a thorough education of assessment
policies and procedures. A report of their findings will be issued at a later date, but he believes
the committee has contributed valuable input resulting in either actual change or a notation for
future change. He expressed that the group is "near democratic consensus on the mainland, and
hope we are moving toward consensus on the island." He expects their efforts to continue until
the commitment date in late July. Meeting agendas and notes are available for review by the
public at the Assessor's office. Two "public education sessions" are scheduled the week of June
17th, one on the Mainland and another on Chebeague Island.
Council comments:
Chairman Moriarty explained that initial estimate of the Town's tax rate at $18-19.00,
down from a current rate of $23.20, has been further reduced to $17.15 with the adoption of the
budget and near completion of the revaluation. The $17.15 rate represents an approximate 34%
decrease from an estimated $24.65 tax rate had the revaluation not occurred. The final tax rate
is anticipated to be set by the Council at its second meeting in July.

Councilor Storey commented that the committee process may be of value to MMA and
requested whether bylaws or guidelines could be created from the committee's process.
Committee Chair Jeff Daigle responded that the committee is "creating a road map" for future
reference. Committee member Bill Ward suggested that written guidelines could be produced
through a workshop.
Councilor Damon referred to the "financial pain" of many homeowners and strongly
encouraged the Town to support change to the state-mandated process.
02 - 52.

To authorize Town Manager to execute an easement on Wyman
Way to Portland Water District.

Town Manager Benson explained that the construction of a new home on Wyman Way has
resulted in the need for an easement from the Town for the purposes of installing a water line to
the home. The Manager requested authorization to execute an easement. He will work with the
Portland Water District to ensure that a water main, rather than water line, is installed across
Route 9 to prevent the need for future digging.
Councilor Bingham moved to authorize the Town Manager to execute an easement on
Wyman Way to Portland Water District; seconded by Councilor Porter.
VOTE: UNANIMOUS (7-0)
02-53.

To review design for existing fording site (Twin Brook) as permitted
by DEP.

Town Manager Benson indicated that DEP has issued a permit for this site requiring a
number of improvements. If approved by the Council this evening, the Town will receive a
Permit By Rule allowing the Public Works Department to construct a wooden bridge. In order to
meet the conditions of approval, the project must he completed this summer. Only pedestrians
and maintenance vehicles will use the bridge. The cost estimate is between $2,000 and $3,000,
utilizing town personnel.
Adam Ogden, Public Works Director, indicated that DEP initially required a 24" culvert,
submerged 6" into the streambed, with a 42' wide rip rap to allow for flooding. He suggested the
bridge concept, which was ultimately approved and preferred by DEP.
Councilor Bingham questioned how the town plans to deal with ATV use. Adam Ogden
suggested installing bollards at the approach to the bridge. These would block access and could
be removed when necessary.
Councilor Bingham moved to approve the concept of a wooden/timber bridge design;
seconded by Councilor Damon.
VOTE: UNANIMOUS (7-0)
02-54.

To set date for Public Hearing to consider and act upon the adoption of a
Contract Zone to allow the following uses in the Southern Office
Commercial district: Single-family, duplex and multiplex dwellings for
persons 55 years of age and older on 10,000 square foot lots, with 75 feet
of frontage, front setbacks of 25 feet, side setbacks of 12 feet, and rear
setbacks of 20 feet, and; Communication Towers in accordance with
Section 433.

Manager Benson recommended a public hearing date of June 24, 2002.
Councilor Porter moved to set a public hearing date of June 24, 2002; seconded by
Councilor Kuntz.
VOTE: UNANIMOUS (7-0)

02 - 55.

To set date for Special Town Council meeting to swear in newly-elected
councilors.

Motion by Councilor Bingham to set a date of June 17, 2002; seconded by Councilor
Damon.
VOTE: UNANIMOUS (7-0)
02 - 56.

To issue Commercial Hauler licenses for 2002/03.

Manager Benson identified the four renewal license holders as Pine Tree Waste, Reynolds
Waste,Troiano Waste, and Waste Management.
Motion by Councilor Bingham to approve the Commercial Hauler licenses as presented;
seconded by Councilor Kuntz.
VOTE: UNANIMOUS (7-0)
02 - 57.

To authorize Town Manager to accept payment of foreclosed taxes
and issue quitclaim deed (Map R-3, Lot lOA).

Councilor Bingham moved to authorize the Town Manager to accept payment of taxes and
issue a quitclaim deed for the property identified as Map R-3, Lot l0A; seconded by Councilor
Storey.
VOTE: UNANIMOUS (7-0)
V.

Correspondence

*Councilor Bingham: Habitat For Humanity project in West Cumberland not likely at this point.
He hopes the town will continue to seek available sites for such a project.
*Councilor Kuntz: He received a few phone calls re: ATV activity in West Cumberland. He has
spoken with Chief Charron regarding this issue.
*Councilor Porter: Spoke about graduation activities. He also received calls from two
homeowners on Chebeague Island regarding the revaluation. He described their predicament as
"heart wrenching".
*Councilor Damon: The phone has rung non-stop with revaluation calls. She noted
"inconsistencies" as a major concern among callers. Also received calls regarding school
graduation.
*Councilor Storey: Received calls regarding parking issues at the graduation ceremony.
VI.

New Business
11

*Chairman Moriarty noted that the Council would hold a special meeting Monday, June 1i to
swear in the newly-elected councilors. A workshop will also be held to discuss the Chebeague
st
Island Long Range Plan. The Hope Island Mediation session would be held Friday, June 21 at
9 a.m. Four or more councilors expressed interest in attending and Chair Moriarty indicated that
a majority of councilors present would constitute a public meeting. Therefore, an agenda will be
created and distributed accordingly. He also referred to a document the councilors received
regarding the Route 100 intersection study.

The Council went into Executive Session at 9:35 p.m.
VII.

Executive Session re: Land Acquisition.

VIII. Adjourn

~~~
Nadeen M. Daniels
Town Clerk

Date:

5/29/02

To:

PortlandPress Herald;ATT: Joan

From:

Nadeen Daniels, Town Clerk/AdministrativeAssistant

*LEGAL AD*
Please run this Legal Ad and attached map on Monday June 17, 2002.
Purchase Order # ~.;)

T

PLEASE CALL ME or EMAIL me at ndaniels@cumberlandmaine.com
to confirm and quote price.

Thank you!! Any questions please contact me at 829-2205, ext. 300

TOWN OF CUMBERLAND
TOWN COUNCIL
PUBLIC HEARING
(Please use attached language and map)
Stephen Moriarty, Council Chairman

"The Cumberland Town Council will consider a Contract Zoning Agreement as an
amendment to the Town's Zoning Ordinance at its meeting on June 24, 2002, 7:00 p.m.,
at the Town Council Chambers, 290 Tuttle Road, Cumberland, Maine. The proposed
agreement between the Town and Peter Kennedy would amend the Southern OC Zone
on US Route 1 in Cumberland by permitting development on a 67.24 acre parcel of up to
40 units of senior housing to be developed by the Town on 10.8 acres to be given to the
Town by the developer, and development by Kennedy of 42 age-restricted single-family
homes, 38 units of age-restricted multiplex condominiums, 11 commercial lots on the
Route 1 frontage, a proposed communication tower lot of approximately 1.3 acres, a
community lot for use by various residents and 13.04 acres of open space dedicated to
the Kennedy subdivision. The contract also contains various provisions easing required
setbacks and road construction standards. The full text of the Agreement is available for
review during normal business hours at the municipal offices, 290 Tuttle Road,
Cumberland, Maine."
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HelpWanted Announcements Financial

classified@pressherald.com

Page 1 & 2

Page 2

Service
Directory

RealEstate
for Rent

Page 3
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Mail·

Classified

P.O.Dox 1460
Portland, MEo4104

LEGAL ADVERTISEMENT

LEGAL ADVERTISEMENT
Notice of Annual Meeting
'
Southern
Maine
Emergency
Medical
Services
Council,
Inc.
The Annual
Meeting
of the
Southem
Maine Emergency
Medical
Services
Council,
Inc. will be held on Wednes•
day. June 26, 2002 at 8:15
A.M. at the McKeman Center
on the Southern Maine Technical
Colloge
Campus
In
South Portland, Maine 04106.
All membors
of the Council
are encouraged
to attend.
The members of the general
public are Invited. For more
Information
contact
the
Executive
Director,
Donnell
P. Carroll at 207-741-2790.
977556

lEGAl ADVERTISEMENT

lEGAl ADVERTISEMENT

TheCumberland
TownCouncilwillconsidera ConlraclZoningAgreemenl
as an amendmesl
lo theTown'sZoningOrdinance
at ils meelingon June
24, 2002,7:00p.m., at the TownCouncilChambers,
290 TullleRoad,
Cumberland,
M'aine.
Theproposed
agreemest
betweenlheTownandPeler
Kennedy
wouldamendlhe Southern
OCZoneoo USRoute1 In Cumberlandby permittingdevelopmest
ooa 67.24acreparcelof up lo 40unitsof
seoio,housingto be developed
by lhe Townoo 10.8acresto begivesto
lhe Townby lhe developer,and developmesl
by Kennedyof 42 agereslrictedsingle-family
homes,38 unilsof age-reslricled
_mulliplex
condominiums,
11commercial
lotson lheRoule1 fronlage,a proposed
communicationlowerlot of approximalely
1.3acres,a community
lot for useby
variousresidents
and13.04acresof openspacededicated
to lhe Kesnedy
subdivision.
Theconlractalsocontainsvanousprovisions
easingrequired
selbacksandroadconslruction
standards.
Thefulltextof theA!Jreement
is
available
for reviewduringno,malbusinesshoursal the municipal
off,ces,
290TuttleRoad,Cumberland,
Maine.
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2:00 P.M., Wednesday
June 26, 2002

LEGAL ADVERTISEMENT

Plans and specifications
may
be obtained
from the •.Purchasing
Agents
Office
as
stated above.
Robert D. Coombs
Controller
975004

TOWN OF CAPE ELIZABETH
PUBLIC HEARING
There will be a public hearing
before the Zoning Board of
Appeals on JUNE 25, 2002 at
7:00 p.m. at Town Hall, 320
Ocean House Road on the
following:
1.) To hear the request of R.
Alexander
Mlllor
& Holly
Smevog, 58 Beach Bluff Terrace, Tax Map U10, Lot 16
for a right side property
line
variance
of fourteen
feel
from the required twenty-five
feet to construct
a two-story
addition
at eleven feet from
property line. ·
2.) To hear the request
of
Peter & Constance
Barr, 20
Beacon Lane, Tax Map U1 5,
Lot 66 for a front property
line variance of two feet from
the required
thirty
feet to
allow a structure built In 1998
to remain a twenty-eight
feet
from the front property llne.
.
977056
REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS
The County of Cumberland
Is
sollcltlng
proposals
for Contractors
for Office
Renovations located at the County
Courthouse,
142
Federal
Street, Portland,
ME 04101.
Specifications
can
be
obtained
from the Facilities
Department
by calling Bruce
Tarbox,
Facilities
Manager
(207) 871-8293 or Ken Cobb,
Maintenance
Supervisor
(207) 871 -8391, A mandatory
walkthrough
Is required
the

R1-7,R1-8,R1-8A,R1-11

ll

Stephen Moriarty,Council Chairman
LEGAL ADVERTISEMENT
1
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LEGAL ADVERTISEMENT
TOWN OF SCARBOROUGH
NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING
The
Scarborough
Town
Council will conduct a public
hearing on Wednesday,
June
19, 2002 at 7:30 p.m. at the
Municipal
Building.
Tho purpose of the public hearing
will be to receive comments,
both oral and written. on the
renewal request of the Sand
Dollar
Corp.,
d/b/a · LIiy's
Restaurant
for a full time
liquor license.
973642

LEGAL ADVERTISEMENT
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LEGAL ADVERTISEMENT

CITY OF
SOUTH PORTLAND, MAINE
Sealed bids will be received
by the
City
Purchasing
Agent, Room 102, City Hall,
25 Cottage
Road,
South
Portland,
Maine
until 2:00
P.M., on the following date,
at which time they will be
publicly
opened
and read
aloud for:
Bid EQUIPMENT
(BOILER-BURNERS)
for
MAHONEY MIDDLE AND

LEGALADVERTISEMENT

TOWN OF CUMBERLAND
TOWN COUNCIL
.PUBLIC HEARING
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Page 3 & 4
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LEGAL ADVERTISEMENT
Notice of Public Hearing
Town of Buxton
Plannlng
Board
The Town of Buxton Planning
Board will meet at tho Buxton Municipal Building on the
Portland
Road. on Monday,
June 24, 2002 at 7:30 pm to
hoar the followlng:
Public Hearing: Alisha Ross,
Application
for Conditional
Use - Home Daycare; Map 9,
Lot 11-6, Pease Road.
Public Hearing: Ronald Arborio, Application
for Subdivision Amendment
- Conditions of Approval; Map 9, Lot
21, Pease Road/Cheechako
Road.
Keith Emery, Chairperson
---977141

RealEstate
forSale

?A

".:Inn?

NOTICE OF
PUBLIC HEARING
TOWN OF LIMINGTON
The Public
Hearing for the
following · application
will be
held on Thursday,
June 27,
2002 at 7:00 P.M. at the Limington Municipal Building:
The application
by Doug and
Sheila Hubbard
for a new
residence
in the Resource
Conservation
District.
The
house will be located at Map
R-10, Lot 96 on Littlefield
Pond Road, Limington, ME.
977583.

LEGAL ADVERTISEMENT
CITY OF
SOUTH PORTLAND, MAINE
Notice to Bidders
Sealed bids wlll be received
by the
City
Purchasing
Agent, Room 102, City Hall,
25 Cottage Road for:
Bid #202064 GENERAL
TEACHING SUPPLIES
3:00, June 25, 2002
Bid #202060 ENVELOPES
2:00, June 25, 2002
Bid fonns may be obtained
at the office of the Purchasing Agent, 767-7608.
Robert D. Coombs
Controllef
975400

*Fax*it!*
791-6910
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ITechnical
ELECTRICIANS'.
and HELPERS ;.
Electrical contractor
seeking licensed
electricians and
helpers. Immediate
full time posi lions for
commercial work.
Exe. pay and
benefits. Company
vehicle.
Contact AMC
Electrical Associates
893-2469

email:
amcelecl@aol.com

ISales&Marketing
ASAP

PORTLAND
CALl
CENTER • Needs 5 to H
Reps. for a new ln-boun<

~t~.P~~Y1nira1~f,fgeg~iv1~eJ
g;iate~'!;~i~~i~n~.7
761-9555 or Fax 871-049(

CALL CENTER
SALES
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WANTED
CALL
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•1 ooo-•1200

Wk

If you've soSd food plans
vacuum
clea.l'lers
or an~
other lnhouse sales. Call u~

~~~~,:':~a~~
da~l~~t1
repeat business.
Call Mr
8

Phillips

774•10(U.

LONG TERM CARE
INSURANCE
SALES
POSITIONS

Combined
lnsuranct
Company
of America
whollv ".....,,....,,,.- · • · ··
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MEMORANDUM
PLANNING

·i

TOWN

DEPARTMENT
OF

CUMBERLAND,

MAINE

Date:

20 June 2002

To:

Bob Benson, Town Manager

Cc:

Cumberland Town Council

From:

Andy Fillmore, Town Planner

Subject:

Planning Board's Recommendation on the Route One Contract Zone

Dear Bob,
At their 22 May 2002 hearing, the Planning Board, at the Town Council's request, held a
public hearing to review the proposed Contract Zone for Peter Kennedy's lands in the
"southern OC district" along U.S. Route One. Present at the hearing were the Town's counsel
Ken Cole, the applicant Peter Kennedy, the applicant's counsel Phil Gleason, and the
applicant's designer Steve Mohr.
The Planning Board reviewed every aspect of the proposed contract zone with the applicant
and his representatives. As a result of their review, the Planning Board found that the contract
zone complied with the intent of the underlying zone, and further that it complied with the
Town's comprehensive plan. The Planning Board voted unanimously to recommend to the
Town Council that the Council adopt the contract zone as written.
The 67.24 acre parcel of land in question is located entirely within the southern Office
Commercial district along the west side of Route One. The applicant, Peter Kennedy, proposes
to gift approximately 10.8 to the Town for development of up to 40 units of senior rental
housing. The following describes the proposed development (all figures are approximate):

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Age Restricted Single Family:

42 units on 10.9 acres

Age Restricted Multiplex Condominiums:

38 units on 12.3 acres

Land Gifted to Town for Rental Seniors' Housing:

40 units on 10.8 acres

Commercial Lots on Route One Frontage:

11 lots on 14.8 acres

Communications Tower in Accordance with Sect. 433:

1 tower on 1.3 acres

"Community Lot" (specifics to be determined):

1.3 acres

Open Space (excluding Open Space on Town's parcel):

13.04 acres

Internal Road right-of-way:

2.8 acres

TOTAL SITE AREA:

67.24 acres

Planning Department, Town of Cumberland• 290 Tuttle Road, Cumberland, Maine 04021 • Telephone (207) 829-2206 Fax (207) 829-2224

It should be noted that in the event this Contract Zone is adopted by the Town Council,
the applicant would still be required to undergo the Planning Board's Site Plan and
Subdivision approval processes prior to any implementation of the proposed plan.
To aid in the Council's review of this proposal I have included the following
attachments:
I. A copy of the Planning Board's 22 May 2002 Notice of Decision giving a
positive recommendation to the Council for adoption of the Contract Zone.
2. A copy of the proposed Contract Zone language as reviewed by the
Planning Board.
3. The proposed site development plan, dated 30 April 2002.
4. An aerial photograph of the site anct'the surrounding area.

Please do not hesitate to contact me if you have any questions or comments on this
matter.
Best regards,

Andy Fillmore, AICP
Cumberland Town Planner
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Notice of Decision
Date: May 29, 2002

To:

Peter Kennedy
18 Carroll St.
Falmouth, Maine 04105

Re:

Contract Zone to allow the following uses in the southern Office
Commercial district: Single-family, duplex and multiplex dwellings on
10,000 square foot lots with 75 feet of frontage, with front setbacks of 25
feet, side setbacks of 12 feet, and rear setbacks of 20 feet, for persons 55
years of age and older, and; communication towers in accordance with
Section 433.
This is to advise you that on May 22, 2002 the Planning Board voted to
recommend the proposed contract zone to the Town Council for adoption.

Findings of Fact:

None

Waivers granted:

None

\Vaivers Denied:

None

Standard Conditions of Approval
This approval is dependent upon and limited to the proposals and plans contained in the
application and supporting documents submitted and affirmed to by the applicant. Any
variation from the plans, proposals and supporting documents, except deminimus changes
as so determined by the Town Planner which do not affect approval standards, is subject
to review and approval of the Planning Board prior to implementation.

CONTRACT ZONING AGREEMENT
BY AND BETWEEN THE TOWN OF CUMBERLAND
AND
PETER KENNEDY
RELATING TO THE HERITAGE VILLAGE SUBDIVISION
ROUTE 1. CUMBERLAND, MAINE
This Contract Zoning Agreement is entered into this __
day of June, 2002 by
and between the Town of Cumberland, a municipal corporation, and Peter Kennedy, of
Falmouth, Maine pursuant to the Conditional and Contract Rezoning Provisions set forth
in 30-A M.R.S.A. § 4352 and Section 606 of the Cumberland Zoning Ordinance, as
amended.
WHEREAS, the Town of Cumberland (the "Town") and Peter Kennedy
("Kennedy"), both desire to develop an age-restricted "elderly housing" project in
accordance with the requirements of the Fair Housing Act, 42 U.S.C. §§ 3601 et seq.(the
"Act") and
WHEREAS, Kennedy has presented to the Town a proposal for the development
and construction of an age restricted subdivision consisting of up to 42 individual single
family residential houses on an approximately 10.9 acre parcel, up to 38 multiplex
condominium units or single family residential houses on an approximately 12.3 acre
parcel, and up to 11 commercial lots containing approximately 14.8 acres, and an
additional approximately 10.8 acre parcel to be deeded to the Town for development of a
rental elderly housing project by the Town, all on an approximately 67.24 acre parcel
located off Route 1; and

WHEREAS, Kennedy proposes that each house and/or condominium so
constructed and sold in the said subdivision shall be sold to individuals or couples with
one person of 55 years of age or greater; and
WHEREAS, Kennedy proposes that no persons of 18 years of age or younger
shall be permitted as permanent residents in said houses or condominiums; and
WHEREAS, in order for the development to be financially feasible for the
construction and sale of said single family homes and/or condominiums to an age limited
elderly market while meeting all applicable codes, certain amendments with respect to
density, setbacks, road lengths and certain other performance standards of the
Cumberland Zoning Ordinance will be required; and

WHEREAS, the Cumberland Town Council has, prior hereto, allocated a
sufficient number of sewer permits to Kennedy's project on the condition that such sewer
permits be utilized for the construction of "elderly housing"; and
WHEREAS, on November 26, 2001 the Cumberland Town Council voted to
request the Cumberland Planning Board to review Kennedy's subdivision proposal with a
view to entering into a Contract Zoning Agreement permitting the Heritage Village
Subdivision, subject to later compliance with Subdivision and Site Plan Standards as set
forth in the Cumberland Subdivision Ordinance for Major Subdivisions; and
WHEREAS, the Cumberland Town Council is willing to enter into a Contract
Zoning Agreement with Kennedy subject to the terms and conditions set forth herein;
NOW THEREFORE, pursuant to the provisions of 30-A M.R.S.A. § 4352(8) and
Section 606 of the Cumberland Zoning Ordinance (as amended), the Cumberland Town
Council hereby finds that the following Agreement:
A)
- is consistent with the Comprehensive
Cumberland on June 22, 1998; and

Plan duly adopted by the Town of

B)
establishes a contract zone area consistent with the existing and permitted
uses in the original zone of the area involved; and
C)
only includes conditions and restrictions which relate to the physical
development and future operation of the proposed development; and
D) -···imposes those conditions and restrictions which are necessary and
appropriate for the protection of the public health, safety and general welfare of
the Town of Cumberland.
The parties agree as follows:

I.

Establishment

of the Contract Zone:

The Town hereby agrees that that certain area of approximately 70 acres shown
on a plan of land entitled "Property Development Plan Heritage Village" prepared by
Mohr & Seredin for Peter Kennedy dated _____
, 2002 shall be a Contract Zone
pursuant to the provisions of 30-A M.R.S.A. § 4352(8) and Section 606 of the
Cumberland Zoning Ordinance.
II.

Permitted Use Within the Contract Zone:

The development pe1mitted within the Contract Zone established in paragraph
above shall be as follows:
A)
All uses cu1Tently authorized in the Office Commercial District, including
possible assisted living facilities.
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B)
The construction of up to 42 single family residential houses on individual
house lots, each of which lots must contain not less than 10,000 square feet, and
up to 38 multiplex condominium units or single family residential houses on an
approximately 12.3 acre adjoining parcel; all of which shall be restricted for sale
to and use ancl/or occupancy by persons 55 years of age or older, and permit no
persons 18 years of age or younger as permanent residents. Kennedy shall have
the right to (i) vary the mix between single family houses and condominium units,
and (ii) to convey or subcontract all or any portion of the project to one or more
third parties, subject to the provisions of this Agreement and the approval of the
Town, which approval shall not be unreasonably withheld.
C)
That approximately 10.8 acres of the total site will be deeded to the Town
for an elderly housing project of up to 40 units and a community building
location.
D)
That approximately 14.8 acres along U.S. Route l shall be reserved for
commercial development; of up to 11 lots, as specified in the existing zone; said
commercial development to be developed with adequate buffering from the
residential development to the rear.
E)
That not more than 40% of the parcel retained by Kennedy (exclusive of
the approximately 10.8 acre parcel to be conveyed to the Town) be required to be
reserved as open space and deeded to the Town.
F)
That a Community Center be jointly developed by the Town and Kennedy
as a public amenity benefiting this over-all project at a convenient site adjacent to
the Kennedy and Town parcels, which community center may have public and
private recreational and therapeutic facilities located within it.
G)
That a communications tower be permitted on up to a 1.3 acre site
properly buffered from all residential uses in accordance with Section 433 of the
Cumberland Zoning Ordinance.
H)
That the layout and overall plan of the development will be substantially
as that shown on the Plan.
I)

That the setback provisions relating to said conceptual plan be:
(1)

(2)

each single family residential lot shall be as follows:
•

Front yard setback not less than 25 feet.

•

Side yard setback not less than 12 feet.

•

Rear yard setback not less than 20 feet.

each commercial lot said set back shall be as follows:
3

(3)

•

Front 25

•

Side 20

•

Rear 65 .

any assisted living facility

•

Front 65

•

Side 65

•

Rear 65

That the minimum frontage on the street providing access to each
residential lot shall be 75 feet and for each commercial lot shall be 150 feet.

J)

K)
That the length of the cul-de-sac road serving the subdivision be not more
than 2,000 feet, and that the road right-of-way be established at 50 feet in width,
with a paved width of 24 feet (including shoulders) and a four foot paved
sidewalk on one side for the main road and a paved width of 20 feet(including
shoulders) and a four foot paved sidewalk on one side for the side roads.
L)
That the distance between the foundations of any two principal structures,
shall be no less than 25 feet.
- M)
That there -·shall be no other variances from the Cumberland zoning
ordinance granted to any lot owner beyond those expressly set forth herein, unless
the Town and Kennedy both agree.
N)
This Agreement shall be subject to the Town's Growth Control and
Impact Fee Ordinances to the extent applicable.
Subject to the following, the Cumberland Planning Board shall have review
authority under the applicable provisions of the Cumberland Subdivision, Site Plan and
Zoning Ordinances to impose reasonable conditions of approval relating to the
development and construction of the project.
III.

Definition of "Elderly"

The parties agree that, in order to preserve the status of the houses sold in the
development as "elderly" and "owner occupancy" as those terms may be defined from
time to time, the following shall apply:
1.

Elderly shall mean at least one fee owner of 55 years of age in the year of
purchase.
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2.

Owner occupancy shall be defined as residence by the actual fee owner(s)
or their tenants, who shall meet the "elderly" definition and no use other
than as a single family residence for said owners, lessees and their guests
or invitees. No persons of 18 years of age or younger shall be permitted as
permanent residents.

The portion to be conveyed to the Town shall be developed
housing and continue to be owned by the Town.

for rental elderly

3.

The Town of Cumberland shall, either through its own municipal officers
or through an agency authorized and empowered by the Town to act in
behalf of the Town, monitor and approve the selection of eligible elderly
purchasers and shall issue a certificate of compliance as may be required
by any purchaser or their lender.

4.

The parties agree that this project is subject to the requirements of the Act
and the regulations thereunder, in particular the exemption provisions
contained in 42 U.S.C. §3607, and agree to take such steps as may be
necessary from time to time to maintain the project in compliance with the
Act and the regulations thereunder.

IV.

Preservation

of Elderly Housing - Deed Restriction Enforceable by Town:

The initial sale of each home in the development
purchaser" as defined herein.
1.

shall be to an "elderly

2.
At the time of the initial sale of each home in the development, the deed
shall contain a covenant running with the land and enforceable by the Town requiring
that that conveyance and all subsequent conveyances be to elderly owner-occupants as
defined herein.
V.

Miscellaneous

Provisions:

1.
Survival Clause: The terms and conditions of this Agreement shall be
binding upon and shall inure to the benefit of the respective successors, heirs and assigns
of the pa11ies hereto except as specifically set forth herein.
A true copy of this
Agreement shall be recorded in the Cumberland County Registry of Deeds.
It is
specifically contemplated that Kennedy shall assign his rights and obligations hereunder
to a development corporation piimarily owned and controlled by him, and shall sell lots
in the single family residential portion of the project.
However, Kennedy shall not
otherwise assign his rights and obligations hereunder without the prior w1itten consent of
the Town, which consent shall not be unreasonably withheld or delayed.
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2.
Arbitration Clause: In the event of any dispute between the parties hereto
arising out of the Town's approval of (or failure to approve) eligible and qualified
purchasers, such dispute shall be submitted to arbitration pursuant to the rules and
regulations of the American Arbitration Association, or such other similar arbitration
tribunal as the parties may select. The decision of such arbitration panel shall be final,
binding and conclusive as to all issues arbitrated therein. Any and all other disputes,
claims, counterclaims, and other matters in question between the parties hereto arising
out of or relating to this Agreement shall be decided by a Maine court of competent
jurisdiction.
3.
Further Assurances: In order to effectively and properly implement this
Agreement, the parties agree to negotiate in good faith the terms and conditions of such
further instruments and agreements as may be reasonably necessary from time to time to
give effect to this Agreement.
4.
Maine Agreement: This contract is a Maine agreement, entered into in the
State of Maine and shall be governed by and enforced in accordance with the laws of the
State of Maine.
5.
Bankruptcy: Except as set forth below, if Kennedy or a development
corporation primarily owned and controlled by him to which he has assigned his lights
and obligations hereunder should be adjudged a bankrupt, or should make a general
assignment for the benefit of creditors, or if a receiver should be appointed on account of
his or its insolvency, then this Agreement shall be null and void and neither Kennedy nor
his assignees shall be entitled to any sewer use permits for the Contract Zone property or
the benefits of this Agreement. Notwithstanding the foregoing, the Town agrees that this
Agreement shall not be deemed- null and void upon the occurrenc-c··of any of the
foregoing events provided that any mortgagee (or any such mortgagee's designee or
agent) then takes over and continues with the development of the project in accordance
with this Agreement. The Town further agrees that upon the occu1Tenceof any of the
foregoing events, or upon default by Kennedy (or a development corporation primarily
owned and controlled by him to which he has assigned his rights and obligations
hereunder) under this Agreement or under any other document or agreement which
affects the project or the subdivision, any such mortgagee (or any such mortgagee's
designee or agent) who assumes the rights, benefits and obligations of this Agreement
shall be entitled to any sewer use permits for the Contract Zone property.
6.
Approvals; Phasing; Sewer Use Permits: The parties to this Agreement
specifically contemplate that Kennedy or a development corporation p1imarily owned and
controlled by him to which he has assigned his 1ights and obligations hereunder shall
obtain all necessary State and local approvals (the "Approvals") for the proposed
development(s) in said Contract Zone (except for the Town portion). This contract does
not entitle Kennedy to any such approvals and Kennedy expects to obtain such approvals
in phases, including initial approvals for the overall site plan, and subsequent, specific
approvals for the single family house and the multiplex portions of the project. Nothing
contained herein shall require Kennedy to obtain the Approvals within any defined time
periods; provided, however, that the Town shall have the right to withdraw, in whole or
in part, the sewer use units which the Town has reserved for the project, as follows: (a) if
6

Kennedy fails to obtain the Approvals for the overall site plan (excepting the multiplex
portion) for the project by April 15, 2004, the Town shall have the 1ight to withdraw up
to 40 of the sewer use permits reserved for the project (except for those reserved for the
portion to be conveyed to the Town); (b) if Kennedy fails to obtain the Approvals for the
single family house portion of the project by April 15, 2004, the Town shall have the
right to withdraw up to 42 of the sewer use permits reserved for the project; (c) if
Kennedy fails to obtain the Approvals for the multiplex portion of the project by
December 31, 2005, the Town shall have the right to withdraw up to 38 of the sewer use
permits reserved for the project. Kennedy shall bear the sole cost and expense of
extending said sewer lines to provide for service to this project exclusive of the Town
portion. The withdrawal of sewer use permits shall be the Town's sole recourse for
Kennedy's failure to develop all or any portion of the project, it being specifically
understood that nothing contained in this Agreement shall obligate Kennedy to proceed
with the project or obtain all or any of the Approvals. Nothing contained in this
Agreement shall preclude Kennedy from applying to the Town for additional sewer use
permits in the event that additional sewer capacity should become available in the future.
The communications tower shall likewise be subject to all required municipal review·and
approvals, but shall not be subject to the time limits contained herein.
7.
Default: Should Kennedy fail to proceed pursuant to paragraph 6 above
and the Town acts to withdraw the required sewer permits, then this Agreement shall
become void and of no further effect as it applies to the Kennedy portion of the project.
8.
Amenities: The Town and Kennedy shall cooperate to provide amenities,
such as walking trails, community gardens and passive recreation areas.
Any
.. development on said site shall respect the criteria of the Route l design guidelines;- as
they may be amended.
9.
Binding Covenants:
The above-stated restnct1ons, provisions, and
conditions are an essential part of this contract and shall run with the subject premises,
shall bind the Owner, his heirs and assigns of said property or any part thereof or any
interest therein, and any party in possession or occupancy of said property or any part
thereof, and shall inure to the benefit of and be enforceable by, the Town of Cumberland,
by and through its duly authorized representatives. This Agreement may not be amended
except by mutual agreement of the parties.
10.
Severability: In the event any one or more clauses of this Agreement shall
be held to be void or unenforceable for any reason by any court of competent jurisdiction,
such clause or clauses shall be deemed to be severable and of no force or effect in such
jurisdiction, and the remainder of this Agreement shall be deemed to be valid and in full
force and effect, and the terms of this Agreement shall be equitably adjusted if possible
so as to compensate the approp1iate party for any consideration lost because of the
elimination of such clause or clauses.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have hereunto caused this Agreement to be
executed as of the clay and year first above w1itten.
TOWN OF CUMBERLAND
By:______________
Robert B. Benson
Town Manager

Peter Kennedy
Individually
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To:

Robert Benson, Town Manager

From:

William R. Shane, P.E, Gorrill-Palmer Consulting Engineers Inc.~~\

Subject:

Blau chard Road Contract- Contract Schedule

Date:

June 21, 2002

·

Adam Ogden and I have met with Rick Storey, President of Storey Brothers
Construction, to discuss the project schedule. Work is proposed to begin on July _8,2002.
As with all construction projects, there will be travel impacts therefore, I recommend the
contractor and Town make every effort to streamline the project. The Main Str~t end of
the project will affect the Sweetser's apple business if not completed by early September
and the Bruce Hill end will affect the Cumberland Fair if not completed by late
September.
·
Adam and l have asked the contractor to structure his work schedule as follows:
•

)

Complete all work up to the first coat of pavement from Main Street to a midway
point in the project by Labor Day.

•

Leave all pavement in place from the midway point to the fairgrounds until after

•

the Fair.
Stop all work during the week of the

•
•

J::air.

After the Fair, complete all work from the midway point to Bruce Hill Road and
place the first coal of pavement.
Return in the Spring to repair any settlement areas, re-seed where necessary,place
final pavement and complete project clean up. (The benefit will be the project has
been through one freeze-thaw cycle and any problem areas will be identified prior
to final paving).

I believe this schedule is in the best interest of the Town and will allow use of the
shoulders in the more densely populated area of Blanchard Road by the time School is
open. The coordination will help minimize the dust problem with 8800' of open roadway
and will minimize the construction zone.
This will impact the project completion date slightly, but will result in a better project_ for
the residents, the businesses, the Fair. get the pro}ect away from Main Street prior to the ·
start of School, and allow use of half the paved shoulders nearly a month ahead of
·
schedule,
·
The Contractor is willing to work with the Town on this aggressive schedule !'i,th no
;ncrease to the project budget.
·
·

Preliminary Opinion of Probable Construction Cost
Blanchard Road Reconstruction
Cumberland, Maine

Project Summary Costs
Base Bid (Storey Brothers Construction)
Alternate (Storey Brothers Construction)
Total Storey Brothers Contract

$848,159.50

Paving
Contingency
Survey
Town Pipe
Engineering
ROW
Inspection

$234,000.00

Total Project Cost
67% State
33% Town

$43,450.00
$891,609.50

$80,000.00
$26,000.00
$50,000.00
$45,000.00
$15,000.00
$10,000.00

$1,351,610

$905,578
$446,032

'~rorey l:$rorners
Base
Alternate
Total

$848,159.50
$43,450.00
$891,609.50

Pratt and Sons
Base
Alternate
Total

$1,143,540.50
$34,330.00
$1,177,870.50

Engineers Estimate
Base
Alternate
Total

$871,695.00
$32,700.00
$904,395.00

Pre Bid Attendees (Contractors who attended the pre-bid meeting and paid for plans)
A.H. Grover Inc.
Chase Excavating
Gorham Sand & Gravel
Pratt & Sons Inc.
Scott Dugas Trucking
Shaw Brothers
Storey Brothers Inc.
T-Buck Construction
White Brothers

JN230/BidAssesment (6-20-02)

Estimate Date 6/20/02

Preliminary Opinion of Probable Construction Cost
Blanchard Road Reconstruction
Cumberland, Maine

Estimate Date 6/20/2002

I

Project Summary costs
Base Bid
Alternate
Pavina
Continaencv
Survev
Town Pipe
Enaineerina
ROW
Inspection

$848,159.5

Tree Removal- Granite tin downs in Curb Runs
Pavina- Reclaim- CaCI _ Tack
Wolfe's - Easements- Other-

or--

$43,450.00
$234,000.00
$80,000.00

---ii-

I

$26,000.00

I

$50,000.00
$45,000.00
$15,000.00

-

,,.....

$10,000.00

Total Proiect Cost

$1,351,610

67% State
33% Town

$905,578
$440,032
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Preliminary Opinion of Probable Construction Cost
Blanchard Road Reconstruction
Cumbe~and, Maine

Item

Item Description

Unit

Quantity

Estimate Date 6/20/2002

Storey Bothers
Unit Prices

Total

i

Base Bid

201.111
201.112
202.150
203.200
203.210
203.240
203.250
304.080
304.090
304.091
309.100
403.207
403.2071
403.208
403.209
419.200
603.100
603.142
603.152
603.162
603,172
603.192
603.202
603.212
604.150
604.180
604.262
604.2621
605.090
605.111
605.120
605.130
605.150
606.171
606.760
609.110
609.310
610.080
615.000
620.580
627.619
627.710
627.731
652.000
656.632
656.660

ClearinQ Area 1
ClearinQ Area 2
Remove Exisitno Catch Basin
Common Excavation
Rock Excavation
Common Borrow
Granular Borrow
Type C Aaa Subb Course-Screened
Tvoe A Aaa Subb Course-Crushed
1.5" Stone
Fine Gradino Ooeration (Grader Roller.Operator)
19.0mm Superpave
19.0mm Superpave @11.5"
12.5mm Superpave
12.5mm Superpave@,1.5"
SawinQ Bituminous Pavement
Pioe Liner Installation and Groutina
10" Storm Drain
12" Storm Drain
15" Storm Drain
18" Storm Drain
24" Storm Drain
30" Storm Drain
36" Aluminum Pipe
Manhole
Adiust Manhole or Catch Basin to Grade
Catch Basin B5-C (4' Diameter)
Catch Basin B5-C (5' Diameter)
6" Tvoe B Underdrain
12" Perforated Edae Drain
15" Tvoe C Underdrain
18" Tvoe C Underdrain
24" Type C Underdrain
Guardrail Tvoe 3 Sinale Rail
MELT Terminal Ends
Curb Tvoe 1
Curb Tvoe 3
Riorao @18"
Loam, Seed Mulch
Erosion Control Geotextile
Lane Markinas and Stop Bars
4" Solid White Line
4" Double Yellow Line
Traffic Control
Silt Fence- 30"
Stone Check Dams

Lumo Sum
Lumo Sum
Each
2
11590.00
c.v.
100.00
c.v.
c.v.
3800.00
c.v.
1940.00
c.v.
6870.00
c.v.
1570.00
c.v.
35.00
s.v.
20540.00
Ton
10.00
1920.00
s.v.
Ton
10.00
s.v.
1920.00
l.f.
530.00
2.00
each
l.f.
20.00
l.f.
60.00
l.f.
950.00
l.f.
335.00
l.f.
565.00
l.f.
135.00
l.f.
20.00
each
1.00
each
3.00
each
32.00
each
2.00
l.f.
5965.00
l.f.
1310.00
l.f.
2455.00
l.f.
1385.00
l.f.
40.00
l.f.
1330.00
each
16.00
l.f.
315.00
l.f.
8175.00
s.v.
250.00
s.v.
15275.00
2830.00
s.v.
s.f.
100.00
l.f.
17600.00
l.f.
8800.00
hr
1000.00
l.f.
3700.00
each
65.00

$24,000.00
$18,000.00
$350.00
$5.00
$90.00
$0.01
$11.00
$14.00
$18.00
$40.00
$1.10
$140.00
$7.50
$140.00
$5.50
$2.00
$9,500.00

Removino SinQle Tree 6" to 18" in Diameter
Removino Sinole Tree 18" to 30" in Diameter
Removino Sinole Tree 30" to 48" in Diameter
Removino Sinole Tress >48" in Diameter
Haulino Excess Reclaim
4' Granite Tip Downs (Driveways)
4' Granite Tip Downs-Start of Curb Runs

each
each
each
each
c.v.
l.f.
l.f.

19.00
12.00
1.00
1.00
300.00
320.00
120.00
Total

JN230/BidAssesment.xls

$96,180.00
$28,260.00
$1,400.00
$22,594.00
$1,400.00
$14,400.00
$1,400.00
$10,560.00
$1,060.00
$19,000.00

$31.00

$620.00

$33.00
$37.00

$1,980.00
$35,150.00

$40.00

$13,400.00

$46.00
$64.00

$25,990.00
$8,640.00

$85.00
$2,100.00

$1,700.00
$2,100.00

S350.00

$1,050.00

$1,850.00
$2,200.00

$59,200.00
$4,400.00

$12.00

$71,580.00

$4.50
$29.00
$36.00
$50.00
$12.00

$5,895.00
$71,195.00
$49,860.00
$2,000.00
$15,960.00

$1,500.00
$32.00

$24,000.00
$10,080.00

$3.00

$24,525.00

$24.00
$2.70

$6,000.00
$41,242.50

$2.00

$5,660.00

$5.00
$0.25
$0.50

$500.00
$4,400.00
$4,400.00

$20.00
$2.00
$30.00

$20,000.00
$7,400.00
$1,950.00
$848,159.50

Total

Bid Alternate
201.231
201.232
201.233
201.234
203.201
609.231
609.232

$700.00
$57,950.00
$9,000.00
$38.00
$21,340.00

$600.00
$1,000.00

$11,400.00
$12,000.00

$2,000.00
$2,750.00

$2,000.00
$2,750.00

$7.00

$2,100.00

$30.00
$30.00

$9,600.00
$3,600.00
$43,450.00

STATE

•

DEPARTMENT
.

OF MAINE

OFTRANSPORTATION

16 STATE HOUSE STATION
AUGUSTA, MAINE
04333-0016

.

ANGUS S. KING, JR.

May 30, 2002

GOVERNOR

COMMISSIONER

Robert Benson, Town Manager
Town of Cumberland
290 Tuttle Road
Cumberland, ME 04021
Subject: Transportation Enhancement Program
Dear Mr. Benson:
This letter is sent to you in response to your recent project request for bike lanes
on Foreside Road. This project is eligible for consideration under the Transportation
Enhancement (TE) Program. To receive these funds, your municipality must complete
the enclosed application and submit by July 1, 2002 to: TE Coordinator, Bureau of
Planning, Maine Department of Transportation, 16 State House Station, Augusta, ME
04333-0016.
The Maine Department of Transportation is in the process of preparing its 2004-2005
Biennial Transportation Improvement Program (BTIP). Projects will be selected for
inclusion in the BTIP this fall, 2002. If your project is selected for funding, you will be
notified by early 2003.
Please feel free to contact Lori Brann or myself at 624-3300 if you have any
questions or concerns regarding the application process or the Transportation
Enhancement Program itself. For help with bicycle/pedestrian questions, please contact
John Balicki, Bicycle/Pedestrian Coordinator, directly at 624-3252.
Sincerely,

P~o.

~

Duane A. Scott
Transportation Enhancement Coordinator

~
THE MAINE

DEPARTMENT

OF TRANSPORTATION

IS AN AFFIRMATIVE

ACTION - EQUAL OPPORTUNITY

EMPLOYER

Maine Department of Transportation's

TRANSPORTATION ENHANCEMENT PROGRAM
What is the Maine Transportation Enhancement Program?
The Transportation
Enhancement (TE) Program is a federal reimbursement
program (typically 80/20) offering a
funding opportunity to help communities expand their transportation
and livability choices. Maine's program

principally supports enhancements in connection with Explore Maine, pedestrian & bicycle facilities,
environmental mitigation, and downtown revitalization initiatives, but occasionally supports other
investments that create a more enhanced transportation
system focused on the community.
must show a relationship to surface transportation
while protecting the environment.

Project proposals

What Projects are Eligible?
Proj~cts must fall into one or more of
of aviation):
Eligible Categories:
Bicycle/Pedestrian
Pedestrian and Bicycle Facilities;
Pedestrian and Bicycle Safety and
Education Activities;
Conversion of Abandoned Railway
Corridors to Trails

Scenic/Landscape/Historic
Acquisition of Scenic or Historic
Easements and Sites;
Landscaping and Scenic
Beautification;
Scenic or Historic Highway
Programs;
Rehabilitation and Operation of
Historic Transportation Buildings,
Structures, or Facilities;
Historic Preservation
Environmental
Mitigation of Highway Runoff
Pollution and Provision of Wildlife
Connectivity

Other

the following activities related to non-maintenance

Examples & Notes:

surface transportation (exclusive

-

Examples: Planning, designing and constructing multi-use trails; paved shoulders or
sidewalks on minor collectors or local roads; new sidewalks on major collectors or arterials
where closed drainage exists; walkways or curb ramps; bike lane striping, bike parking and
bus racks. Programs designed to encourage walking and bicycling. Acquiring railroad rightsof-way for the purpose of developing rail-with-trail projects.
Note: Projects proposed for this category are selected through MDOT's Office of
Passenger Transportation; contact (207) 624-3250. For Bicycle/Pedestrianinformation
ask for John Balicki For recreation-only trails, contact Mike Gallagher at the Bureau of
Parks & Lands, Maine Department of Conservation, (207) 287-2163.
Examples: Acquisition of scenic land easements, vistas and landscapes; purchase of
buildings in historic districts or historic properties; preservation of fannland.
Improvements such as street furniture, lighting, public art and landscaping along streets,
historic highways, trails and interstates, waterfronts, and gateways.
Construction of turnouts and overlooks; designation signs and markers. Restoration of
railroad depots, bus stations and lighthouses; rehabilitation of rail trestles, tunnels and bridges.
Preservation of buildings in historic districts; restoration and reuse of historic buildings for
transportation-related purposes.
Note: Projects proposed for this category are selected through MDOT's Environmental
Office; contact (207) 624-3100 for more information. For Scenic Byways Program
information ask for Bret Poi or for Community Gateways Competition information ask
for Kent Cooper.
Examples: Soil erosion controls; detention and sediment basins, river clean-ups; wildlife
passage; wildlife mortality and safety.
Note: Projects proposed for this category are selected through MDOT's Environmental
Office; contact (207) 624-3100 for more information. For Surface Water Quality
Protection Program information ask for Susan Breau or for wildlife connectivity
information ask for Sylvia Michaud

Oowpriority for funding)

Establishment of Transportation
Museums

Examples: Construction of new museums or additions may include the conversion of railroad
stations or historic properties to museums with transportation themes.

Archaeological
Research

Examples: Research, preservation planning and interpretation.

Planning and

Control and Removal of Outdoor
Advertising

Examples: Billboard inventories or removal of illegal and nonconforming billboards.
Note: 23 MR.SA 1901-1925 limits the amount and types of outdoor advertising, therefore,
this category is not funded through MDOT' s TE Program.

>>>

Who May Apply?
State, county, and local governmental agencies within the State of Maine are eligible to apply. For towns or
cities located within Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO) areas, projects must be submitted under the
auspices of the MPO. Project proposals outside the .MPO areas should indicate municipal approval, support, and
consistency with local long-range comprehensive planning.

Selection Criteria
Activities and associated projects will be prioritized for funding by the Maine Department of Transportation.
Projects will be scored and those meeting some or all of the following objectives may receive additional scoring
points:
□
supports MDOT's Explore Maine initiative (such as,
• promotestourism • encouragescommunity/downtownrevitalization • fosters multiple modalchoices
• integrateswith other transportationprograms • reducesvehicle-miles-traveled)
□
comprehensive plan adoption bonus
□
certificate of consistency (30-A MRSA 4347-A) bonus

Application and Selection Process
In general, each application must contain information that the project fits into at least one eligible category.
The application form must be accompanied by a letter from the appropriate M.PO, town/city, or other
sponsoring agency showing willingness to provide at least 20% matching funds. A municipal project
sponsor must also be willing to enter into a municipal/state agreement with the Department requiring the
sponsor to administer the development, design, and construction of the project according to all applicable
Federal, State, and local requirements. The project sponsor will also be responsible for futme maintenance of
the completed project.
Step 1:

Complete the enclosed application form completely and submit to the MDOT at the address below by
July 1, 2002. Please remember to include a letter from the sponsoring agency as noted in the above
paragraph.

Step 2:

MDOT will prioritize and select projects for funding. It is important to note that funding is limited e.g., the 2002-03 funding period had $15 M in requests for $7 M of available federal funds.

Step 3:

MDOT will notify applicants regarding the final funding status of their project by early 2003. For
funded projects, the applicant will be given the name and phone number of the :tv.IDOTproject
manager who will be providing the applicant with the municipal/state agreement to be signed by the
project sponsor.

Step 4:

Funding for the project will become available after the Statewide Transportation Improvement
Program has been approved and the municipal/state agreement has been signed. (Not before October
1, 2003.)
For further TE Program information please contact:

Duane Scott or Lori Brann
TE Coordination Team
Environmental Coordination & Analysis
Bureau· of Planning
Maine Department of Transportation
16 State House Station
Augusta, l\1E 04333-0016
207-624-3300
FAX 207-624-3301
TTY 207-287-3392
duane.scott@state.me.us
lori.brann@state.me.us

Maine Department of Transportation's

TRANSPORTATION ENHANCEMENT PROGRAM
What is the Maine Transportation Enhancement Program?
The Transportation
Enhancement (TE) Program is a federal reimbursement
program (typically 80/20) offering
funding opportunity to help communities expand their transportation
and livability choices. Maine's program
principally
supports enhancements
in connection with Explore Maine, pedestrian
& bicycle facilities,
environmental
mitigation,
and downtown revitalization
initiatives,
but occasionally supports other
investments that create a more enhanced transportation system focused on the community.
Project proposals
must show a relationship to surface transportation while protecting the environment.

a

What Projects are Eligible?
Proj~cts must fall into one or more of the following activities related to non-maintenance surface transportation (exclusive
of aviation):

Eligible Categories:
Bicycle/Pedestrian
Pedestrian and Bicycle Facilities;
Pedestrian and Bicycle Safety and
Education Activities;
Conversion of Abandoned Railway
Corridors to Trails

Examples & Notes:

- -

Examples:Planning, designing and constructing multi-use trails; paved shoulders or
sidewalks on minor collectors or local roads; new sidewalks on major collectors or arterials
where closed drainage exists; walkways or curb ramps; bike lane striping, bike parking and
bus racks. Programs designed to encourage walking and bicycling. Acquiring railroad rightsof-way for the purpose of developing rail-with-trail projects.
Note: Projects proposed for this category are selected through MDOT's Office of
Passenger Transportation; contact (207) 624-3250. For Bicycle/Pedestrian information
ask for John Balicki For recreation-only trails, contact Mike Gallagher at the Bureau of
Parks & Lands, Maine Department of Conservation, (207) 287-2163.

Scenic/Landscape/Historic
Acquisition

of Scenic or Historic

Easements and Sites;
Landscaping and Scenic
Beautification;
Scenic or Historic Highway
Programs;
Rehabilitation and Operation of
Historic Transportation Buildings,
Structures, or Facilities;
Historic Preservation

Examples: Acquisition of scenic land easements, vistas and landscapes; purchase of
buildings in historic districts or-historic properties; preservation of farmland.
Improvements such as street furniture, lighting, public art and landscaping along streets,
historic highways, trails and interstates, waterfronts, and gateways.
Construction of turnouts and overlooks; designation signs and markers. Restoration of
railroad depots, bus stations and lighthouses; rehabilitation of rail trestles, tunnels and bridges.
Preservation of buildings in historic districts; restoration and reuse of historic buildings for
transportation-related purposes.
Note: Projectsproposedfor this categoryare selectedthrough MDOT'sEnvironmental
Office;contact(207)624-3100for moreInformation. For Scenic BywaysProgram
information ask for BretPoi or for CommunityGatewaysCompetition information ask

for Kent Cooper.
Environmental
Examples:Soil erosion controls; detention and sediment basins, river clean-ups; wildlife
Mitigation of Highway Runoff
Pollution and Provision of Wildlife passage; wildlife mortality and safety.
Note: Projectsproposedfor this categoryare selectedthrough l'rlDOT'sEnvironmental
Connectivity
Office;contact(207)624-3100for more Information. For Surface Water Quality
ProtectionPrograminformation ask for SusanBreauor for wildlife connectivity
information ask for SylviaMichaud.
Other Qowpriority for funding)
Establishment of Transportation
Museums

Examples: Construction of new musewns or additions may include the conversion of railroz.d
stations or historic properties to museums with transportation themes.

Archaeological Planning and
Research

Examples: Research, preservation planning and interpretation.

Control and Removal of Outdoor
Advertising

Examples: Billboard inventories or removal of illegal and nonconforming billboards.
Note: 23 :tvm.SA1901-1925limits the amount and types of outdoor advertising, therefore,
this category is not funded through MDOT' s TE Program.

>>>

1VhoNfay Apply?
State, county, and local governmental agencies within the State of Maine are eligible to apply. For towns or
cities located within Metropolitan Planning Organization (NIPO) areas, projects must be submitted under the
auspices of the :MPO. Project proposals outside the :MPO areas should indicate municipal approval, support, and
consistency with local long-range comprehensive planning.

Selection Criteria
Activities and associated projects will be prioritized for funding by the Maine Department of Transportation.
Projects will be scored and those meeting some or all of the following objectives may receive additional scoring
points:
D supports l\i.IDOT's Explore Maine initiative (such as,
• promotes tourism • encourages community/downtown revitalization • fosters multiple modal choices
• integrates with other transportation programs • reduces vehicle-miles-traveled)
D comprehensive plan adoption bonus
D certificate of consistency (30-A lYIRSA 4347-A) bonus

Application and Selection Process
In general, each application must contain information that the project fits into at least one eligible category.
The application form must be accompanied by a letter from the appropriate ]\'!PO, town/city, or other
sponsoring agency showing willingness to provide at least 20% matching funds. A municipal project
sponsor must also be willing to enter into a municipal/state agreement with the Department requiring the
sponsor to administer the development, design, and construction of the project according to all applicable
Federal, State, and local requirements. The project sponsor will also be responsible for fuh1re maintenance of
the completed project.
Step 1:

Complete the enclosed application form completely and submit to the MDOT at the address below by
July 1, 2002. Please remember to include a letter from the sponsoring agency as noted in the above
paragraph.

Step 2:

MDOT will prioritize and select projects for funding. It is important to note that funding is limited ·
e.g.,-the 2002-03 funding period had $15 Min requests for $7 M of available federal funds.

Step 3:

MDOT will notify applicants regarding the final funding status of their project by early 2003. For
funded projects, the applicant will be given the name and phone number of the MDOT project
manager who will be providing the applicant with the municipal/state agreement to be signed by the
project sponsor.

Step 4:

Funding for the project will become available after the Statewide Transportation Improvement
Program has been approved and the municipal/state agreement has been signed. (Not before October
1, 2003.)
For further TE Program information please contact:

Duane Scott or Lori Brann
TE Coordination Team
Environmental Coordination & Analysis
Bureau· of Planning
Maine Department of Transportation
16 State House Station
Augusta, !\'IE04333-0016
207-624-3300
FAX 207-624-3301
TTY 207-287-3392
d uane.scott@state.me. us
lori.brann@state.me.us
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Application for Funds
Only competed applications will be accepted.

Section 1 - Applicant Information
Applicant's Agency/Organization - Must indicate one of the following:

D

State Agency

D Municipal/County

Govt. □ MPO

0

Quasi/Governmental Agency

D

Other (Specify)

Applicant's Agency/Organization Name:
Contact Person:

Title:

Daytime Phone:

Fax#:

E-Mail Address:
Mailing Address:
City:

-

State:

Zip:

The applicant recommends that this project be selected for funding through the Transportation Enhancement
Program and attests a commitment to the project's development, implementation, construction, maintenance,
management, and financing.

Signature

Title

Date

This application must be accompanied by a letter from the appropriate MPO, town/city, or other
sponsoring agency showing willingness to provide at least 20% matching funds. The sponsor must also
be willing to enter into a municipal/state agreement with the Department requiring the sponsor to
administer the development, design, and construction of the project abiding to Federal, State, and Local
requirements. The sponsor will also be responsible for future maintenance of the completed project.

2/20/02
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ENHapp2002.doc

NOTE: For help at any time, please refer to the MOOT Contact Information found in Attachment 1,
or call Duane Scott or Lori Brann at (207) 624-3300.
Eligible Category - Check( ✓) all that apply:

D
D
D
D

MOOT Contact:

Bicycle/Pedestrian

John Balicki

(207) 624-3252

Scenic/Landscape/Historic

Bret Poi or Kent Cooper

(207) 624-3100

Environmental

Sylvia Michaud

(207) 624-3100

Other

Duane Scott or Lori Brann

(207) 624-3300

Other Eligibility Considerations:
For Metropolitan Areas over 50,000 population, has the Metropolitan Planning
Organization (MPO) endorsed the project?

D

Yes

O

No

(If yes, this project must be included in the MPO's Transportation Improvement Program - see Attachment 1.)

For Metropolitan Areas under 50,000, does the project have the endorsement
of the local government?

0 Yes

□ No

(If yes, a letter of endorsement must be included - see Page 1.)

Does the project have community/public support?
Is the municipality willing to enter into a municipal/state agreement with the
Department requiring the municipality to administer the development, design,
construction, and maintenance of the project abiding to Federal, State, and
-· .. Local requirements? Contactthe Local ProjectsCoordinatorfor further information.

0 Yes O No

0 Yes O No

(See Page 1, and the sample Project Agreement found in Attachment 2.)

Is the municipality prepared to assume responsibility to acquire and furnish any
additional rights-of-way necessary to construct and maintain the project?

0 Yes

□ No

(See Article II, Section I, Item 3 of the sample Project Agreement found in Attachment 2.)

An answer of NO to any of the above questions may eliminate the project from consideration.

Project Description - Attach additional sheets if necessary including plans, maps, etc:
a.
Project name: ______________________________

b.

Project location/termini - please be specific and include a location map and/or photos: ___

Page 2 of 5

_

_

c.

Detailed description of proposed activities: __________________

_

d.

Name, address, and phone number of the municipality's designated project coordinator (this person
will serve as liaison to the Department of Transportation):

For bicycle and/or pedestrian projects, please complete (e) and (f). All others please go to (g).

e.

Describe why this project is important to your community and how it will improve existing conditions
for bicycling or walking from a safety perspective or in terms of providing greater access. Describe
the main users of the project by type or classification (e.g. commuters, school children, recreational
users, elderly, disabled, etc.).______________________
_

f.

Describe how this project contributes to the bicycling and walking system or network in your
community (include a description of the existing bicycling or walking facilities at either end of the
project). Include a list of any major origins or destinations that will be connected or served by the
project.

g.

Describe any current and/or previous uses of the project area: ____________

h.

Please explain current and future ownership of the property. Include any proof of ownership and/or
easement documentation: ________________________
_

Page 3 of 5

_

i.

Explain the project's benefit and relationship to surface transportation: ________

_

j.

Identify and approximate the number of customers served by the project: _______

_

k.

Describe environmental and/or economic impacts or benefits - please check any applicable
categories and explain:

0
0
0
0
0

I.

Service Center Community
Connectivity
Health
ADA Compliant
Transportation System
Improvements

0 Urban Compact Community
0 Streetscape
0 Smart Growth
□ Tourism
0 VMT Reduction # ____
(daily)
% ____

Does the municipality have a comprehensive plan?

□ Yes

0 Designated Growth Area

O Downtown Revitalization
O Reduced Maintenance
0 Other
_
_

0

No

0 In process

If yes, check all that apply:

m.

0

Adopted by local governing body (council, selectmen, town meeting)

0

Found consistent with the Comprehensive Planning and Land Use Regulation Act by the State
Planning Office

0

Includes goals or policies that relate to this application (please attach whole plan or appropriate
excerpts

Please explain the 20 year maintenance plan for the project (see Attachment 2, Article II, Section P):
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n.

Briefly explain the implementation plan for the project:
Begin Construction Date: _______

_

Advertise Date:

---------

End Construction Date: ________

Will this work be done as part of another project? ________________

List other partners/participants:

_

_

---------------------------

Please submit an engineer's cost estimate, if available, or complete this section.
Total Project Cost

$

Transportation Enhancement Funds Requested

$

% ___

Local Match (minimum 20% of Total Cost)

_

$

Fully describe match and give examples: _______________________

_

Note: The project agreement dictates that a line item budget will be submitted to the Department for
approval before any work can begin. Any work done prior to written approval by the Department
will not be reimbursable. See Attachment 2, Article II, Section A.

Please mail or fax this application with letter of commitment from the sponsoring agency to:
Maine Department of Transportation
Bureau of Planning
Attn: TE Coordinator
16 State House Station
Augusta, ME 04333-0016

Telephone:
Fax:

(207)624-3300
(207)624-3301
TTY: (207)287 -3392

Attachment 1

Contact Information

Attachment 2

Sample Municipal/State Agreement
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TRANSPORTATION
ENHANCEMENT
PROJECTAGREEMENT
between the

Municipality of (Municipality)
and the

State of Maine, Department of Transportation
Federal Project Number (Project Number), State PIN (PIN Number)
Description of Project

This AGREEMENT is made this __
day of ______
, 2002, by and between the
Department of Transportation, an agency of the State of Moine, having its principal office in Augusta,
County of Kennebec, State of Maine {hereinafter called the DEPARTMENT},
and the Municipality of
(Municipality), a municipal corporation and body politic, having its principal office in the Municipality of
(Municipality), Cou_!ltyof (County), State of Maine {hereinafter called the MUNICIPALITY}.

WITNESSETH
WHEREAS, in 1998, the DEPARTMENT
solicited project applications from interested
municipalities in the State of Maine for eligible pedestrian/bicycle projects under the Federal
Transportation Enhancement Program; and,
WHEREAS, the project described herein was selected by the DEPARTMENT
for inclusion in
its 2000-2001 Biennial Transportation Improvement Program for partial funding; and,

-·-

WHEREAS, this AGREEMENT sets out the terms and conditions of the DEPARTMENrs
Transportation Enhancement funding to the MUNICIPALITY;
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the foregoing, the parties hereto agree as follows:

ARTICLEI.

DEFINITIONS

When used within this AGREEMENT, the terms listed below shall have the following meaning:
Project: The work to be performed by or for the MUNICIPALITYand accepted by the
DEPARTMENT
for partial funding through a Transportation Enhancement Project Program
funds as more fully described in the MUNICIPALITY's
application, as amended from time to
time {hereinafter called the PROJECT}.
Project Coordinator: The person designated by the MUNICIPALITYto coordinate and manage
all local responsibilities regarding the PROJECT.This individual also serves as the municipal
liaison with the DEPARTMENT.
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Pro iect Manager: The person designated by the DEPARTMENT
to coordinate and manage all
State responsibilities regarding the PROJECT.This individual also serves as the State liaison
with the MUNICIPALITY.

ARTICLEII.

PROJECTDEVELOPMENT

A. The MUNICIPALITYshall submit an acceptable line item budget containing an itemization
estimated PROJECTcosts to the DEPARTMENT
for approval.

of

1. Once such a budget is approved by the DEPARTMENT,
expenditures may not exceed any
single cost category or budget line item amount by more than ten percent {10%} without the
DEPARTMENT's
approval.
2. In no event shall the total of all PROJECTexpenditures exceed the total amount
authorized for the PROJECT as hereinafter provided in Section N of this ARTICLE II.
B. The MUNICIPALITY shall not perform or authorize any services or work under this AGREEMENT
without first receiving the express approval to do so in writing from the DEPARTMENT.
1. Such approval shall be contingent upon the DEPARTMENT receiving authorization from the
Federal Highway Administration {hereinafter called the FHWA} for Federal participation in
the PROJECT costs. The DEPARTMENT shall not unreasonably withhold such approval.
2. All costs incurred by the MUNICIPALITY prior to receiving such approval from the

DEPARTMENT shall be ineliqible for Federal participation and, therefore, not
reimbu_rsableby the DEPARTMENTunder the provisions of ARTICLEIII. Any such
ineligible costs may not be credited to the MUNICIPALITY's matching share
-responsibilities for the non-Federal portion of PROJECT costs.
C. The MUNICIPALITYshall develop and prepare all of the necessary design plans, specifications,
estimates and contract documents for the PROJECT,as directed by the DEPARTMENT,
in
accordance with the DEPARTMENT's
standards and procedures for procuring construction contracts
for Federal-aid projects. The MUNICIPALITY
shall submit all such plans, specifications, estimates
and contract documents to the DEPARTMENT
for review and approval prior to procuring any such
contract.

1. All design shall conform to the applicable standards
Highway and Transportation

of the American Association of State
Officials (AASHTO) or equivalent.

2. All plans and specifications shall adhere to the DEPARTMENT's
utility accommodation
as set forth in its "Policy On Above Ground Utility locations'.

policy

3. The MUNICIPALITYshall develop and prepare all documentation relating to utilities, be
responsible for coordinating all matters relating to utilities, and submit all necessary
documentation to the DEPARTMENT
prior to requesting authorization to solicit competitive
bids.
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D. The MUNICIPALITY may contract for engineering and design services, as necessary, to develop,
design or construct the PROJECT, provided:

1. The selection and retention of any individual or firm to provide or furnish any engineering or
design related services for the PROJECT shall be based upon qualifications in accordance
the DEPARTMENrsconsultant selection and retention procedures.

with

2. No contract

for such services shall be awarded without the express written approval of the
DEPARTMENT
pursuant to the provisions set forth under Part 172 of Title 23 in the United
States Code of Federal Regulations {CFR},specifically those provisions set forth under Section
172.5(d).
a. The MUNICIPALITY
shall specifically monitor all work performed under any such
contract pursuant to the provisions of 23 CFR 172.13.
b. The DEPARTMENT
may accept or reject any work performed or procured under any
such contract pursuant to the provisions of 23 CFR 172.5(d).

E. The MUNICIPALITYshall develop and prepare all environmental studies and reports for the
PROJECT. All such studies and reports shall be submitted to the DEPARTMENT for review.
F. The DEPARTMENT shall prepare and submit to the FHWA, for concurrence, all environmental
documentation required for the PROJECT under the provisions of the "National Environmental Policy
Acf' (NEPA).
G. The MUNICIPALITYshall obtain all approvals, permits, and licenses required to construct

the

PROJECT.
H. The MUNICIPALITY shall provide for public participation

in the development of the PROJECT.

I. The use of all public land under the ownership or control of the parties hereto shall be made
available for all purposes necessary or incidental to the PROJECT without any cost to the PROJECT.

1. The ·DEPARTMENT
shall retain all right, title and interest that it presently holds in and to
any of the property used for the PROJECT.
2. Any municipal property that is used for the PROJECTshall be dedicated for public use, in
perpetuity, by the MUNICIPALITY.
a. Such dedication shall include a suitable monumented boundary and an engineering
description sufficient to locate and define such land with ties to a reproducible control
line.
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b. The MUNICIPALITYshall forward to the DEPARTMENT
a copy of such dedication,
with description, prior to being authorized to solicit bids for construction of the

PROJECT.
3. The MUNICIPALITYshall acquire and furnish any additional right-of-way necessary to
construct and maintain the PROJECT.
a. All such rights-of-way shall be acquired in accordance with the" Uniform Relocation
Assistance and Real Property Acquisition Act of 1970' as amended by the United
States Congress in 1987 (the Uniform Act) pursuant to the provisions set forth under
49 CFR Part 24.
b. The MUNICIPALITYor its consultant shall follow the" Real Estate Acquisition
Guide for Local Public Agencies' published by the FHWA.
c. All such rights-of-way shall be acquired prior to advertising for construction bids
and shall be held inviolate from al! encroachments. The MUNICIPALITYshall certify
in writing to the DEPARTMENT
that all such rights-of-way have-been acquired prior to
being allowed to solicit bids as herein provided in Paragraph J of this ARTICLE.
4. The MUNICIPALITYshall furnish to the DEPARTMENT
a right-of-way map or similar plan
prepared in accordance with the DEPARTMENT's
specifications detailing all right-of-way
acquired for, donated to or dedicated to the PROJECT.
5. The MUNICIPALITYshall develop and implement a maintenance plan acceptable to the
DEPARTMENT which assures an appropriate level of maintenance necessary to maintain the
improvements constructed under the PROJECT in order to preserve the·use and function
thereof as intended by the PROJECT and this AGREEMENT.
6. The MUNICIPALITYshall maintain and operate the completed facility for its intended
public purpose for a period of twenty (20) years or its useful design life, whichever is longer.

J. Upon written approval of the DEPARTMENT,
the MUNICIPALITYshall solicit for competitive
bids and award a contract to construct the PROJECTas follows:
1. Competitive bids shall be solicited to construct the PROJECT in accordance with the plans
and specifications approved by the DEPARTMENT.
2. Such solicitation and all procedures pertaining to the procurement of such a contract shall
be in accordance with the DEPARTMENT's
procurement policy and procedures for Federal-aid
projects, unless otherwise approved in writing by the DEPARTMENT.
3. Both the MUNICIPALITYand the DEPARTMENT
shall have the right to accept or reject
any and all bids received as a result of such solicitation.
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4. The MUNICIPALITYshall not award any such contract without the express written
approval of the DEPARTMENT.
5. Any construction contract shall specify that the PROJECT be constructed in compliance
with the latest edition of the DEPARTMENT's "Standard Specifications for Highways and
Bridges' and other applicable special provisions.
6. Upon award, the MUNICIPALITY shall arrange for a preconstruction meeting to coordinate
the construction of the PROJECT with the Project Manager, the Contractor, and any and all
utilities and other parties directly involved in such construction.
K. The MUNICIPALITY shall administer any construction contract and provide all of the necessary
supervision, inspection and documentation required to insure that the PROJECTis completed
satisfactorily in accordance with the plans, specifications and provisions of such contract.

1. The MUNICIPALITY's
Project Coordinator or his/her qualified designee shall be in
responsible charge of the PROJECT,at all times.
2. The MUNICIPALITY
shall use procedures acceptable to the DEPARTMENT
to document
the quantity and quality of all work performed under this AGREEMENT in an accurate and
consistent manner. The municipality shall submit construction progress reports to the
department weekly. All documentation, including all source documents used as the basis of
payment for such work, shall become part of and shall be kept with the PROJECT record and
retained as hereinafter provided under ARTICLE IV, Paragraph A.
3. The MUNICIPALITY shall provide for all testing required for the PROJECT.
4. Traffic throughout all work areas of the PROJECT shall be controlled in accordance with
the provisions of Part VI of the "Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices for Streets and
Highways" {MUTCD},as published by the FHWA.
5. Any work involving force account procedures shall require the express written approval of
the DEPARTMENT prior to so doing.
6. Upon. completion of the PROJECT, the MUNICIPALITYshall provide compliance
certification that the PROJECT was constructed, quantities were measured and documented,
and materials were tested in accordance with the plans, specifications and provisions of the
construction contract, and in accordance with the policies and procedures approved by the

DEPARTMENT.

L. The DEPARTMENT
may inspect construction activities and all documentation pertaining thereto at
any time during the period of construction and may test any of the materials used therein to ensure
compliance with the provisions and specifications of the construction contract. The DEPARTMENT
may reject any work or materials not in such compliance. Upon completion of the construction, the
DEPARTMENT will inspect the PROJECT to determine the acceptability thereof prior to paying any
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final claim for reimbursement
Paragraph C.2.

of PROJECT costs as hereinafter

provided under ARTICLE III,

M. Upon completion of construction, the MUNICIPALITY shall provide the DEPARTMENT with a set
of reproducible as-built plans of the PROJECT on Mylar or equivalent archival quality material
acceptable to the DEPARTMENT suitable for permanent filing.
N. The MUNICIPALITY shall make no changes in the scope or objectives of the PROJECT, or any of
the costs thereof other than as hereinafter provided without the express written approval of the
DEPARTMENT.

1. An approved change or extra work order shall be required to increase the cost of the
PROJECT whenever expenditures are expected to exceed any approved single cost category or
budget line item amount by more than ten percent {10%}or whenever the total of all
participating PROJECTcosts, as hereinafter defined under ARTICLE III, Paragraph A, is
expected to exceed the sum of (written amount of project) Dollars {$amount of project}. In
no event shall the total of all such participating PROJECTcosts exceed the sum of (written
amount of project) Dollars {$amount of project}, without the express written approval of the

DEPARTMENT.
2. An approved change or extra work order shall also be required to revise, modify or change
the scope or objectives of the PROJECT or any cost sharing or reimbursement provisions set
forth herein, to extend or shorten the period of this AGREEMENT or to change any of the
other terms set forth herein.
0. The MUNICIPALITYshall assure that all work undertaken by the MUNICIPALITYor any of its
consultants pursuant to this AGREEMENT conforms to all applicable Federal, State and local laws. In
part, Federal laws and regulations covering such work are set forth under Title 23 in the United
States Code {USC}for applicable statutory law and 23 CFR for applicable administrative law. General
administrative requirements relative to Federally funded activities are also contained under 49 CFR,
Part 18 entitled," Uniform Administrative Requirements for Grants and Cooperative Agreements to
State and Local Governments'. Allowability for participating costs is set forth and described in the
Executive Order of the President of the United States' Office of Management and Budget {0MB}
Circular A-87 entitled," Cost Principles for State and Local Governments'.
P. The MUNICIPALITYshall maintain and operate the completed facility for its intended public
purpose for a period of twenty (20) years or its useful design life, whichever is longer.

ARTICLEIII.

COST SHARING & REIMBURSEMENT
PROCEDURES

A. A portion of the cost to conduct the PROJECT shall be provided by the DEPARTMENT using
Federal funds available to it through the FHWAat the approximate rate of (rate spelled out)
percent {percent in number form%} of all PROJECT costs deemed eligible for Federal participation
accordance with all applicable Federal laws and regulations as hereinbefore referenced under
ARTICLE II, Paragraph 0.
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B. The MUNICIPALITY shall be responsible for all of the non-Federal or matching share of all
participating PROJECT costs. The MUNICIPALITY shall also be responsible for QJ!PROJECT costs
deemed ineligible for Federal participation, including those as hereinbefore provided under ARTICLE
II, Paragraph B.2 and as hereinafter provided under Paragraph C.4., unless otherwise agreed to in
writing as hereinbefore provided under ARTICLE II, Paragraph N.2.
C. The DEPARTMENT shall reimburse the MUNICIPALITY for all the Federal shore of all
participating PROJECT costs hereinbefore described under Paragraph A, as follows:

1. The MUNICIPALITY shall bill the DEPARTMENT no less than monthly for all claims for all
allowable direct and actual PROJECT costs incurred under the provisions of this AGREEMENT.
Costs are incurred whenever work is performed, goods and services are received or a cash
disbursement is made. All claims for such costs shall be submitted on the MUNICIPALITY's
billhead or invoice and be itemized in at least the same detail as itemized in the approved
PROJECTbudget. Each claim so submitted shall include on accumulative total for all costs
incurred by cost category or budget line item. Each claim shall also include a certification from
the Project CoordLnator that all amounts so claimed for reimbursement ore correct, due and
not claimed previously and that all work for which such reimbursement is being claimed was
performed in accordance with the terms of this AGREEMENT or any specific contract
applicable thereto approved by the DEPARTMENT
under the terms of this AGREEMENT.
2. In the event that less than One Thousand Dollars {$1,000.00} in such reimbursable costs
are incurred in any one month period or regularly scheduled billing period of at least one month
duration, the MUNICIPALITY
shall defer any such claim therefore until the next month or
regularly scheduled billing period in which at least One Thousand Dollars {$1,000.00} in such
reimbursable costs have been incurred or until the last or final claim is submitted for
reimbursement. Payment of any claim may be subject to a final inspection of the PROJECT by
the DEPARTMENT to determine the acceptability thereof as hereinbefore provided under
ARTICLE II, Paragraph L.
3. The DEPARTMENT
shall deduct all of the MUNICIPALITY's
share of such costs as
hereinbefore described under Paragraph B of this ARTICLE prior to making any
reimbursement. The MUNICIPALITY
shall show such share on all bills so submitted.
4. In the ~vent that the MUNICIPALITYwithdraws from the PROJECT,suspends or delays
the work on the PROJECTor tokes some other action, including any acts of commission or
omission, without concurrence of the DEPARTMENT
which results in the loss of Federal
participation in any of the reimbursable costs as provided herein, the MUNICIPALITYshall be
responsible for all the Federal share of such costs and, if necessary, shall refund to the
DEPARTMENT
all of the Federal share of any reimbursements received which subsequently
become ineligible for Federal participation. The DEPARTMENT
shall hove the additional
remedy of withholding any funds that may become due to the MUNICIPALITY
on account of
this PROJECT.
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ARTICLE IV.

RECORD RETENTION, ACCESS REQUIREMENTS & AUDIT

A. The MUNICIPALITYshall maintain all PROJECT records for at least a period of three {3} years
from the date of the last or final submission of claim for reimbursement for PROJECT costs in
accordance with the provisions of 49 CFR 18.42(6), except as otherwise provided below:

1. In the event that any litigation, claim, negotiation, audit or other action involving such
records has begun prior to the expiration of such period, then all records shall be retained
until all action and resolution of all issues arising there from are complete if such action or
resolution extends beyond the three year period hereinbefore described.
2. The MUNICIPALITY shall assure that, in accordance with the provisions of 49 CFR
18.42(6), the DEPARTMENT,
the Federal Highway Administration, and, if necessary, the
Comptroller General of the United States, or any of their authorized representatives,
shall
have full access at any reasonable times to all records of the PROJECTfor all purposes
necessary to make audits, examinations, excerpts or transcripts.

-

B. The MUNICIPALITYshall assure that all applicable audit requirements
with the provisions of 0MB Circular A-133.
ARTICLE V.

are met in accordance

GENERAL PROVISIONS

A. The MUNICIPALITY,its employees, agents, representatives or consultants shall, in the
performance of the work under this AGREEMENT,act in an independent capacity from the
DEPARTMENT,
and not as officers, employees or agents thereof.
B. Any amount paid out by the DEPARTMENT arising ouf·of-0r from any errors, omissions or failures
on the part of the MUNICIPALITYto meet professional standards of construction engineering and
inspection shall be recovered from the MUNICIPALITYby reductions in any reimbursements due
said MUNICIPALITYunder the terms of this AGREEMENT or by any other legal means. The
DEPARTMENT
shall promptly notify the MUNICIPALITYif any potential claim arises under the
provisions of this ARTICLE. The MUNICIPALITY
shall be afforded full opportunity for a defense
against any such claim. If it is subsequently determined that any such reduction in any
reimbursement due the MUNICIPALITY by the DEPARTMENT was either arbitrary, capricious or
fraudulent, then any amount so reduced shall be promptly paid.

c.

The MUNICIPALITY shall indemnify and hold harmless the DEPARTMENT and its officers,
agents and employees from any and all claims, suits or liabilities of every kind or nature arising out of
or from any negligent, intentional, malicious or criminal act, error or omission by the MUNICIPALITY
or any of its consultants occurring as a result of any work undertaken by the MUNICIPALITY
pursuant to this AGREEMENT. This provision shall survive any termination or expiration of part or all
of this AGREEMENT as hereinafter provided under ARTICLE VI, Paragraph C. Nothing herein shall,
nor is intended to, waive any defense, immunity or limitation of liability which may be available to the
MUNICIPALITY or the DEPARTMENT, its or their officers, agents or employees, under the Maine
Tort Claims Act pursuant to the provisions of Title 14 of the Maine Revised Statutes Annotated
{M.R.5.A.}, Section 8101 et seq. or any other privileges or immunities as may be provided by law.
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D. The parties hereto agree that, where applicable, any information pertaining to right-of-way
matters and all information pertaining to any detailed cost estimates shall be kept confidential
pursuant to the provisions of 23 M.R.S.A.,§63.
E. The MUNICIPALITYagrees to complywith all applicable equal employment opportunity
requirements as follows:
1. During the performance of any work undertaken pursuant to this AGREEMENT,
the
MUNICIPALITYshall not discriminate against any employee or applicant for employment
relating specifically to any work under this AGREEMENTbecause of race, color, religious
creed, sex, national origin, ancestry, age or physical handicap unless related to a bona fide
occupational qualification. The MUNICIPALITYshall take affirmative action to ensure that all
such applicants are employed and all such employees are treated without regard to their race,
color, religious creed, sex, national origin, ancestry, age or physical handicap during any period
of employment under this AGREEMENT.Such action shall include, but not necessarily be
limited to: employment, upgrading, demotions, transfers, recruitment, layoffs or terminations,
rates of pay-or other forms of compensation and selection for all forms of training and
apprenticeships. The MUNICIPALITYshall post, or cause to be posted, in a prominent manner
in conspicuous places readily available to all employees and applicants for such employment
hereunder, notices setting forth the provisions of this paragraph.

2. In all solicitations or advertising for employees placed by or on behalf of the
MUNICIPALITYrelating specifically to any work undertaken pursuant to this AGREEMENT,
the MUNICIPALITYshall state that all qualified applicants shall receive consideration for
employment without regard to race, color, religious creed, sex, national origin, ancestry, age or
physical handicap.
_.•·
3. The MUNICIPALITYshall send to each labor unionor representative of any of its
employees covered by a collective bargaining agreement or any other contract or understanding
under which any labor, work or services are to be furnished towards the PROJECTunder terms
of this AGREEMENT,a notice advising all such labor unions or representatives of employees of
the MUNICIPALITY'scommitment under this ARTICLEand shall post copies of such notice
prominently in conspicuous places readily available to all such employees and applicants for
employment.
4. The MUNICIPALITYshall cause all of the foregoing equal employment opportunity
provisions under this ARTICLEto be included in any contract for services or work undertaken
pursuant to this AGREEMENTin such a manner that such provisions shall be binding upon each
consultant except that the foregoing provisions shall not apply to any contract for the
purchase of or the supply of standard commercial supplies or raw materials. To the maximum
extent feasible, the MUNICIPALITYor any of its consultants shall list all suitable employment
openings with the Maine Job Service. This provision shall not apply to employmentopenings
which the MUNICIPALITYor any of its consultants propose to fill from within their own
organization. The listing of such openings with the Maine Job Service shall involveonly the
normal obligations which pertain thereto.
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F. The MUNICIPALITYshall require any and all consultants performing any of the services or work
undertaken pursuant to this AGREEMENTto be insured in accordance with the provisions set forth
under Section 110.3 of the DEPARTMENT'S
Supplemental Specifications and Supplemental Standard
Details for Construction, effective February 1, 2001 (DIVISION 100 - GENERALCONDITIONS).
G. All plans, reports, notes, papers or other tangible work produced by or on behalf of the

MUNICIPALITYunder the terms of this AGREEMENTshall be the property of the DEPARTMENT
and shall be turned over to the DEPARTMENT
upon request following completion or termination of
the PROJECT. The MUNICIPALITY shall be allowed an interest therein commensurate with its
share of the PROJECTcosts.
H. The MUNICIPALITYshall not sublet, sell, transfer, assign or otherwise dispose of this
AGREEMENT or any portion thereof or any right, title or interest therein without the express
written consent of the DEPARTMENT.No contract, agreement or transfer of this AGREEMENT
shall in any case release or relieve the MUNICIPALITYfrom any liability under this AGREEMENT.
I. This AGREEMENT contains the entire agreement between the parties hereto relative to all
matters of the PROJECTand neither party shall be bound by any statement, correspondence,
agreement or representation made previous hereto which is not expressly contained herein.

J. The DEPARTMENT
may postpone, suspend, abandon or otherwise terminate this AGREEMENT
upon written notice to the MUNICIPALITYand in no event shall any such action be deemed a breach
of contract. In the event that the reason for termination is other than for failure by the
MUNICIPALITY,the DEPARTMENT
shall give the MUNICIPALITYa written thirty {30} day notice
of termination. Postponement, suspension, abandonment or termination may be taken for any reason
by the DEPARTMENT
or specifically as the result of any failure by the MUNICIPALITYor any
consultant there under to perform any of the services required under this AGREEMENT to the
satisfaction of the DEPARTMENT.Upon receipt of written notification from the DEPARTMENT
that this AGREEMENT is to be postponed, suspended, abandoned or terminated for any of the
foregoing reasons, the MUNICIPALITYor any consultant there under shall immediately cease all
work or services subject to such termination, except any work required to protect the public health
and safety, and turn over to the DEPARTMENT within thirty {30} days following the effective dote
of such termination, all PROJECT records and documentation pursuant to this AGREEMENT. Upon
receipt of such records and documentation, the DEPARTMENT
shall reimburse or arrange a
settlement with the MUNICIPALITYin one of the following manners:

1. If the postponement, suspension, abandonment or termination is for any reason other than
that set forth under subparagraph 2., below, the MUNICIPALITYshall be reimbursed for
all work or services accomplished up until the effective
pursuant to hereinbefore ARTICLE III, Paragraph A.

date of such termination and

2. If the postponement, suspension, abandonment or termination is the result of any failure
by the MUNICIPALITYor any consultant there under to correct any unsatisfactory
performa~ce after receiving fifteen {15}days written notice from the DEPARTMENT
setting forth the basis of such dissatisfaction, the MUNICIPALITY'sreimbursement shall
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be limited to payment for acceptable work or service accomplished until the effective
of such termination and pursuant to hereinbefore ARTICLE III, Paragraph A.

date

K. The DEPARTMENT
may terminate this AGREEMENT and withdraw Transportation Enhancement
Program funds if, after eighteen (18) months from the execution of this AGREEMENT, the
MUNICIPALITYhas not demonstrated substantial progress in the development of the PROJECT.
Such termination shall not prohibit the MUNICIPALITY from resubmitting the PROJECT from future
funding consideration.

ARTICLEVI. TERMS OF AGREEMENT
A. All of the provisions set forth under ARTICLES II and III, with the exception of ARTICLE II,
Paragraphs I.5 and I.6, shall expire upon satisfactory completion of the terms set forth herein or
three {3} years from the date hereof, whichever occurs first, unless otherwise terminated sooner or
extended later in writing as hereinbefore provided under ARTICLE II, Paragraph N.2.
B. All of the provisions set forth under ARTICLES IV and V, except ARTICLE V, Paragraphs C and
D, shall expire upon satisfactory completion of the terms set forth under ARTICLE IV, unless
terminated sooner or extended later in v.iriting as hereinbefore provided under ARTICLE II,
Paragraph N.2.
C. The indemnification provision set forth under ARTICLE V, Paragraph C, shall remain in full force
and effect indefinitely or until specifically terminated, modified or amended in writing by the parties
hereto or negated by operation of low.

-·..
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ARTICLEVII.

APPROVAL

This AGREEMENThas been approved and signed in quadruplicate originals by the parties below
and becomes effective on the day and date first above written.

MUNICIPALITYOF (MUNICIPALITYNAME)

by:--------------(name & title of authorized official)

ST ATE OF MAINE
DEPARTMENTOF TRANSPORTATION

by:--------------Warren T. Foster, Its Director, Bureau of Project Development
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ATTACHMENT 1 - Contact Information
Municipalities within Metropolitan Planning Organizations (MPO) must submit their project applications to MOOT
through the MPO and be included in the MPO's Transportation Improvement Program (TIP). Below are the four
MPO areas in Maine:
Androscoggin Transportation Resource Center (ATRC)
125 Manley Road
Auburn, ME 04210
(207) 784-3852
Bangor Area Comprehensive Transportation System (BACTS)
Eastern Maine Development Corporation
One Cumberland Place, Suite 300
Bangor, ME 04401
(207)942-6389 or (800)339-6389
Kittery Area Comprehensive Transportation Study (KACTS)
21 Bradeen Street
Springvale, ME 04083
(207)324-2952
Portland Area Comprehensive Transportation Committee (PACTS)
233 Oxford Street
Portland, ME 04101
(207)774-7149

Maine DOT Contact Information:
Duane Scott, Transportation Enhancement Co.9rdinator
Bureau of Planning
16 State House Station
Augusta, ME 04333-0016

TEL: (207)624-3309
FAX: (207)624-3301
TTY: (207)287-3392
duane.scott@state.me.us

Steve Harris, Local Projects Coordinator
Bureau of Project Development
16 State House Station
Augusta, ME 04333-0016

TEL: (207)624-3329
FAX: (207)624-3431
TTY: (207)287-3392
steve.harris@state.me.us

John Balicki, Bike/Ped Coordinator
Office of Passenger Transportation
16 State House Station
Augusta, ME 04333-0016

TEL: (207)624-3252
FAX: (207)624-3251
TTY: (207)287-3392
john.balicki@state.me.us

Bret Poi, Kent Cooper, Sylvia Michaud
Environmental Office
16 State House Station
Augusta, ME 04333-0016

TEL: (207)624-3100
FAX: (207)624-3101
TTY: (207)287-3392
bret. poi@state.me. us
kent. cooper@state.me. us
sylvia.michaud@state.me.us
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Gorrill-Palmer Consulting Engineers, Inc.

Traffic and Civil Engineering Services

PO Box 1237
26 Main St.
Gray, ME 04039
207-657-6910
FAX: 207-657-6912
E-Mail:gpcei@maine.rr.com

June 5, 2002
Mr. Adam Ogden
Director of Public Works
Town of Cumberland
290 Tuttle Road
Cumberland, ME, 04021
RE:

Route 100 at Blackstrap Road/Skill ins Road
Traffic Signal Warrant Analysis

Dear Adam:
Gorrill-Palmer Consulting Engineers, Inc. completed traffic counts on Route 100 at Blackstrap
Road/Skillins Road on Tuesday, March 5, 2002 from 6:00 AM to 6:00 PM to assist in a traffic signal
warrant evaluation at this intersection. The intersection of Route 100 and Blackstrap Road consists of
one lane approaches in all directions. The speed limit on Route 100 is 40 mph, and the speed limit on
Blackstrap and Skillins Roads is 35 mph. The sight lines on Skillins Road are reduced by vehicles that
appear to be parked in the right-of-way. A hazard beacon currently exists at the intersection, and there
are advance warning signs for the stop condition on both minor street approaches.
Currently,
movement on Route 100 is free, while movement on Blackstrap and Skillins Road is stop-controlled
with 36" signs.-in good condition. However, there are no stop bars present on either of the minor street
approaches and the Skill ins Road stop sign is located approximately 75 feet from the edge of pavement
on Route 100.
In order for a traffic signal to be installed, the location should meet one or more of the traffic signal
wa1i-ants published in the 2000 Edition of the Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices, which are
listed below:

Warrant#

1
2
3

4
5
6

7
8

Description
Eight-Hour Vehicular Volume
Four-Hour Vehicular Volume
Peak Hour
Pedestrian Volume
School Crossing
Coordinated Signal System
Crash Experience
Roadway Network
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Mr. Adam Ogden
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Gorrill-Palmer Consulting Engineers, Inc. completed a signal warrant analysis for the intersection based
on raw data, as well as volumes adjusted to reflect an average condition. Warrants 1, 2, 3, and 7 are the
warrants that may be appropriate at this location and the intersection was evaluated based on these
warrants which are summarized in the following pages.

Analysis
Warrant #1 -Eigltt-Hour
conditions be met:

Velticular Volume - This warrant requires that both of the following

1. The vehicles per hour given in both of the 70% columns of Condition A in Table 4C-I

(included in Appendix C) exist on the major street and on the higher volume minor-street
approaches, respectively, to the intersection, and
2. The vehicles per hour given in both of the 70% columns of Condition B in Table 4C-l
(included in Appendix C) exist on the major street and on the higher volume minor-street
approaches, respectively, to the intersection.
In order for both of these conditions to be met at this intersection, there must be 105 vehicles per
hour approaching from one of the minor streets for eight hours of a day. An attached spread
sheet shows the traffic volumes for each hour of the day. Based on these values the intersection
does not meet this minimum volume requirement, and therefore this warrant is not met.

·warrant #2 - Four-Hour Velticular Volume - This warrant requires that for each of any 4
hours of an average day, the plotted points representing the vehicles per hour on the major street
(total of both approaches) and the corresponding vehicles per hour on the higher volume minorstreet approach (one direction only) all fall above the applicable curve in figure 4C-2 (included
in Appendix C) for the existing combination of approach lanes. On the minor street, the higher
volume shall not be required to be on the same approach during each of these 4 hours.
In order for this condition to be met, there must be at least 60 vehicles per hour exiting the
minor street. The three highest volumes were analyzed and can be seen in the attached Figure
4C-2. As can be seen from the graph, only two hours of the day meet the minimum
requirements for this warrant. Therefore, the traffic exiting the minor street does not meet this
traffic signal warrant.

Warrant #3 - Peak Hour - This warrant requires that the criteria in either of the following two
categories are met:

Gorrill-Palmer Consulling E11gi11l'('rs.In('.
Mr. Adam Ogden
June 5, 2002
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1. If all three of the following conditions exist for the same 1 hour (any four consecutive
15-minute periods) of an average day:
a. The total stopped time delay experienced by the traffic on one minor-street
approach (one direction only) controlled by a STOP sign equal or exceeds: 4
vehicle-hours for a one-lane approach; or 5 vehicle-hours for a two-lane
approach, and
b. The volume on the same minor-street approach ( one direction only) equals or
exceeds 100 vehicles per hour for one moving lane of traffic or 150 vehicles
per hour for two moving lanes, and
c. The total entering volume serviced during the hour equals or exceeds 650
vehicles per hour for intersections with three approaches or 800 vehicles per
hour for intersections with four or more approaches.
This location meets conditions "b" and "c" for single lane approaches on each leg of the
intersection. However, condition "a" involves a more intensive data collection and analysis
effort that is not usually undertaken if part 2 of this waiTant is met, which is the case for this
location.
2. The plotted point representing the vehicles per hour on the major street (total of both
approaches) and the corresponding vehicles per hour on the higher-volume minor-street
approach ( one direction only) for 1 hour ( any for consecutive 15-minute periods) of an
average day falls above the applicable curve in Figure 4C-4 (included in Appendix C)
for the existing combination of approach lanes.
In order for condition 2 to be met 75 vehicles must approach from the minor street during
any one-hour time period. During the morning peak hour 146 vehicles approached from the
minor street.
Therefore, this signal warrant will be met during the AM peak hour.
However, this is the only hour of the day where volumes meet this signal warrant.

Warrant #7 - Crash Experience - This warrant requires that all of the criteria in the
following categories are met.
1. Adequate trial of alternatives for which satisfactory observance and enforcement
failed to reduce the crash frequency.
2.

has

Five or more reported crashes, of types susceptive to correction by a traffic control
signal, have occurred within a 12-month period, each crash involving personal injury or

Gorrill-Palmer

Consul I i11gE11gim•C'rs.Inc.

Mr. Adam Ogden
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property damage apparently exceeding the applicable requirements for a reportable
crash.
3. For each of any 8 hours of an average day, the vehicles per hour given in both of the
80% columns of condition A in Table 4C-l (included in Appendix C), exists on the
major street and on the higher-volume minor-street approach, respectively, to the
intersection, or the volume of pedestrian traffic is not less than 80 percent of the
requirements specified in the pedestrian volume warrant. These major-street and minorstreet volumes shall not be required to be on the same approach during each of the eight
hours.

Gorrill-Palmer Consulting Engineers, Inc. requestecLcrash data for the most recent three year period of
1998-2000 from the MDOT. In order to evaluate whether a location has a crash problem, MDOT uses
two criteria to define a High Crash Location (HCL). Both criteria must be met in order to be classified
as an HCL.
1. A critical rate factor of 1.00 or more for a three-year period. (A Critical Rate Factor {CRF}
compares the actual crash rate to the rate for similar intersection in the state. A CRF of less that
1.00 indicates a rate of less than average) and:
2. A minimum of 8 crashes over a three-year period.

-·-

This location experienced 13 collisions during the three year period and had a critical rate factor of
2.64. Therefore, the intersection is classified as an HCL.
The threshold volumes to consider for this intersection are 80% of the Condition A, 70% column.
Therefore the minor street approach volume would need to be at least 84 vehicles (80% of 105) for
eight hours of the day. The volumes on the minor approach are high enough during 5 hours and within
two vehicles for an additional 2 hours. The eighth hour is 15 vehicles shy of the threshold volume.
Therefore, essentially 7 hours out of the required eight hours of the day meet this portion of the warrant
for single lane approaches on Skillins and Blackstrap Roads. Additionally, while this intersection is a
high crash location, the average occurrence is 4 accidents per year (three in 2000), which does not meet
the criteria of five for this warrant. The collision diagram is attached.

Recommendations
This intersection currently meets the warrant for the installation of a traffic signal based on the peakhour volume. However, the intersection would not meet the warrant if a right-turn lane were added to
the Blackstrap Road approach, since a traffic signal is generally not required for right turning vehicles
and this volume would be deducted from the analysis. Installation of a right turn lane would reduce
overall delay at the intersection. We recommend striping of 12" minimum width stop bars on both

Gorrill-Palntl'r Consult i11gEngim•Ns. Inc.
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minor street approaches, and channelization on the Skillins Road approach to allow placement of the
stop sign within 10 feet of the edge of pavement on Route 100.
This intersection is classified as a high crash location (HCL). However, the frequency of crashes
(approximately 4 per year) does not appear to meet the criteria for installation of a signal. While the
goal is to make an intersection as safe as practical, the Federal Highway Administration has adopted
warrant #7, which references 5 collisions over one year of the type correctable by a traffic signal. The
MUTCD also states that all remedial measures should be taken before installing a traffic signal since
installation of a traffic signal generally reduces angle collisions but causes more rear-end collisions.
In summary, it is the opinion of Gorrill-Palmer Consulting Engineers, Inc. that based on the traffic
signal warrants discussed above, installation of a traffic signal is not justified. Alternatively, GPCEI
recommends the addition of a right-tum lane on the Blackstrap Road approach and possibly on the
Skillins Road approach to reduce overall delay at the intersection, and that the intersection be reevaluated following the installation of a channelized right tum lane. Appropriate stop lines should be
installed and the Skillins Road stop sign relocated to within 10 feet of Route 100. We also recommend
that the Town submit a copy of this letter to the MDOT for an independent review of our analysis and
recommendations. Their approval is necessary before a traffic signal could be installed.
Please contact me with any questions you may have.
Sincerely,
Gorrill-Palmer Consulting Engineers, Inc.

~
Thomas L. Gorrill, P.E., P.T.O.E.
President
TLG/admin/JN512/Ogden6-3-02

December 2000
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Table 4C-1. Warrant 1, Eight-Hour Vehicular Volume
Condition A-Minimum Vehicular Volume

Number of lanes for
moving traffic on each approach
Major Street

Minor Street

1.................

1.................

2 or more ...
2 or more ...
1.................

1.................
2 or more ...
2 or more ....

Vehicles per hour on major street
(total of both approaches)
8

100%
-500
600
600
500

Condition 8-lnterruption

Number of lanes for
moving traffic on each approach
Major Street
1.................

2 or more ...
2 or more ...
1.................

Minor Street

1.................
1.................
2 or more ...
2 or more ....

80%b

70%c

--

--

400
480
480
400

350 200
420
420
350

70%c
100%· 80o/ob
---120
105 84
150

150
200
200

120
160
160

105
140
140

of Continuous Traffic

Vehicles per hour on major street
(total of both approaches)

100%.

-Vehicles per hour on
higher-volume
minor-street approach
(one direction only)

80o/ob

70%c

Vehicles per hour on
higher-volume
minor-street approach
(one direction only)

100%' 80o/ob 70%c

--

--

--

--

--

--

750
900
900
750

600
720
720
600

525
630
630
525

75
75
100
100

60
60
80
80

53
53
70
70

• Basic minimum hourly volume.
b Used for combination of Conditions A and B after adequate trial of other remedial measures.
c May be used when the major-street speed exceeds 70 km/h (40 mph) or in an isolated community with a population of
less than 10,000 .

•
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Signal Warrant Analysis Review
Route 26/100 at Blackstrap Road
Cumberland, ME
May, 2002
Warrant 1 {Eight Hour Volume\*
Hour Ending

Ma·or Street
Volume**
Satisfied?

Minor Street
Volume**
Satisfied?
1--,- . No

.. -·. -· .. Satisfied
_____ _
Warrant
No

L:
9:00 AM
10:00 AM
11:00 AM
12:00 PM
'.1:00 PM
2:00 PM
3:00 PM
4:00 PM
5:00 PM
6:00 PM

423
379
340
387
413
405
435
572
663
686

Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

88
67
69
49
44
82
85
68
83
88

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

*Analysis performed using Condition A, Subcondition C, due to major street volume and posted speed limit
•• Volumes adjusted to reflect an average condition
Adjustment Factor= 1.11

Signal Warrant Analysis Review
Route 26/100 at Blackstrap Road
Cumberland, ME
May, 2002
Warrant 1 (Eiciht Hour Volume)*
Minor Street
Maior Street
I
Volume
Volume**
I Satisfied?
I Satisfied? I

Hour Ending
7:00AM

~-

~

9:00AM
10:00 AM
11:00 AM
12:00 PM
1:00 PM
2:00 PM
3:00 PM
4:00 PM
5:00 PM
6:00 PM

--

---l
- --~--~~~-,.,...,..~
. '
,,. :-. . ···"'~ '-~
-

•

1.;,f:'fk"i~~

-~-~J~

381
341
306
349
372
365
392
515
597
618

Yes
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

lwarrant Satisfied

79
60
62
44
40
74
77
61
75
79

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

*Analysis was performed using Condition A, Subcondition C, due to major street volume and posted speed limit
**Volumes based on raw data collected on March 5, 2002

'·

KwTu

z.<.,\Lm <2.~CA~~~ P-o,\--\
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Figure 4C-1. Warrant 2, Four-Hour Vehicular Volume
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*Note: 115 vph applies as the lower threshold volume for a minor-street
approach with two or more lanes and 80 vph applies as the lower
threshold volume for a minor-street approach with one lane.

Figure 4C-2. Warrant 2, Four-Hour Vehicular Volume (70% Factor)
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Figure 4C-3. Warrant 3, Peak Hour
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*Note: 150 vph applies as the lower threshold volume for a minor-street
approach with two or more lanes and 100 vph applies as the lower
threshold volume for a minor-street approach with one lane.

Figure 4C-4. Warrant 3, Peak Hour (70% Factor)
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Figure 4C-3. Warrant 3, Peak Hour
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Figure 4C-4. Warrant 3, Peak Hour (70% Factor)
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Gorrill-Palmer Consulting Engineers, Inc
15 Shaker Road
File Name
Gray, ME 04039
(207) 657-6910 FAX 657-~1~Code
Start Date
Page No

GPCEI
Cumberland
512
EEB,RJB,RG

Start Time

Left

Factor
06:00 AM
06:15 AM
06:30 AM
06:45AM
Total

1.0
3
5
7
8
23

RTE 26100
From North
Thr
Rig Ped
ht
u
s
1.0
1.0 1.0
51
3
0
74
3
0
88
2
0
69
8
0
282
16
0

07:00 AM
07:15AM
07:30AM
07:45 AM
Total

17
10
6
10
43

99
107
105
88
399

6
7
2
10
25

08:00AM
08:15 AM
08:30AM
08:45 AM
Total

10
5
5
5
25

62
46
61
50
219

09:00AM
09:15 AM
09:30 AM
09:45AM
Total

5
4
5
5
19

10:00 AM
10:15AM
10:30 AM
10:45AM
Total

App.
Total

Left

Grou s Printed- Vehicles - Trucks
BLACKSTRAP RD
From East
Thr Rig Ped
App.
Left
u
ht
s Total
1.0 1.0 1.0
1.0
1
11
1
5
0
1
1
0
8
1
0
6
0
14
3
2
12
21
0
2
4
24
54
7
0

- Heav Trucks
RTE 26100
From South
Thr Rig Ped
u
ht
s
1.0
1.0
1.0
13
2
0
8
0
0
17
1
0
19
5
0
57
8
0

App.
Total

: RTE26@Blackstrap(12hr)
: 00000512
: 03/05/2002
:1
BLACKSTRAP RD
From West
Thr Rig Ped
App.
Left
ht
s Total
u
1.0
1.0 1.0
1.0
0
17
3
4
10
16
4
6
6
0
7
8
13
0
28
5
7
9
0
21
0
82
19
25
38

Int.
Total

57
82
97
85
321

1.0
5
6
8
7
26

0
0
0
0
0

122
124
113
108
467

14
13
11
11
49

1
7
3
4
15

9
10
10
6
35

0
0
0
0
0

24
30
24
21
99

1
4
3
2
10

29
15
27
25
96

2
1
4
5
12

0
0
0
0
0

32
20
34
32
118

6
9
11
8
34

14
13
13
13
53

11
18
16
14
59

0
0
0
0
0

31
40
40
35
146

209
214
211
196
830

3
9
3
5
20

0
0
0
0
0

75
60
69
60
264

11
4
5
8
28

4
4
6
11
25

6
13
12
2
33

0
0
0
0
0

21
21
23
21
86

2
0
4
4
10

23
20
28
18
89

3
3
5
7
18

0
0
0
0
0

28
23
37
29
117

4
4
6
_6
20

8
7
2
11
28

10
10
5
6
31

0
0
0
0
0

22
21
13
23
79

146
125
142
133
546

40
50
51
37
178

5
4
5
10
24

0
0
0
0
0

50
58
61
52
221

4
4
3
10
21

5
3
10
7
25

6
1
5
5
17

0
0
0
0
0

15
8
18
22
63

4
5
5
3
17

13
27
26
26
92

3
1
5
2
11

0
0
0
0
0

20
33
36
31
120

4
1
9
4
18

4
6
5
3
18

4
7
6
7
24

0
0
0
0
0

12
14
20
14
60

97
113
135
119
464

4
6
5
3
18

38
40
31
28
137

1
5
3
5
14

0
0
0
0
0

43
51
39
36
169

10
2
5
1
18

5
5
4
5
19

4
6
2
8
20

0
0
0
0
0

19
13
11
14
57

5
3
7
3
18

26
27
30
29
112

3
0
3
1
7

0
0
0
0
0

34
30
40
33
137

5
4
5
5
19

3
6
6
8
23

4
5
6
5
20

0
0

12
15
17
18
62

108
109
107
101
425

11:00 AM
11:15AM
11:30 AM
11 :45 AM
Total

7
6
3
5
21

35
32
29
32
128

3
5
4
9
21

0
0
0
0
0

45
43
36
46
170

3
6
3
4
16

4
1
4
6
15

4
7
7
8
26

1
0
0
0
1

12
14
14
18
58

3
4
4
5
16

36
29
35
47
147

7
0
4
5
16

0
0
0
0
0

46
33
43
57
179

4
3
3
4
14

6
3
2
0
11

7
3
7
2
19

0
0
0
0

17
9
12
6
44

120
99
105
127
451

12:00 PM
12:15 PM
12:30 PM
12:45 PM
Total

6
4
6
5
21

34
35
44
36
149

6
3
9
4
22

0

46
42
59
46
193

1
5
2
4
12

7
6
4
6
23

5
3
7
7
22

0
0
0
0
0

13
14
13
17
57

2
1
6
3
12

41
35
43
32
151

5
4
1
5
15

0
0
0
1
1

48
40
50
41
179

10
3
6
2
21

7
6
4
1
18

8
5
1
7
21

0
0
0
0
0

25
14
11
10
60

132
110
133
114
489

01:00 PM
01:15 PM
01:30 PM
01:45 PM
Total

5
7
6
6
24

28
28
32
31
119

4
4
5
9
22

0
0
0

37
39
43
46
165

4
2
4
3
13

1
2
4
7
14

7
4
4
3
18

0
0
0
0
0

12
8
12
13
45

6
6
6
5
23

31
42
46
40
159

2
7
4
5
18

0
0
0
0
0

39
55
56
50
200

5
8
4
7
24

6
8
8
7
29

8
6
4
3
21

0
0
0
0
0

19
22
16
17
74

107
124
127
126
484

02:00 PM
02:15 PM
02:30 PM
02:45 PM
Total

3
8
6
7
24

33
37
31
29
130

2
3
4
5
14

0
0
0
0
0

38
48
41
41
168

2
8
1
4
15

12
6
7
7
32

5
10
2
6
23

0
0
0
0
0

19
24
10
17
70

5
3
8
7
23

40
47
39
62
188

2
4
5
2
13

0
0
0
0
0

47
54
52
71
224

3
6
6
3
18

7
9
14
11
41

5
3
4
5
17

0
1
0
0
1

15
19
24
19

77

119
145
127
148
539

03:00 PM
03:15 PM
03:30 PM
03:45 PM
Total

7
9
7
7
30

36
23
36
24
119

7
4
5
5
21

0
0
0
0
0

50
36
48
36
170

3
4
4
3
14

10
9
7
7
33

12
11
11
5
39

0
0
0
0
0

25
24
22
15
86

4
4
8
12
28

65
52
69
99
285

10
8
10
4
32

0
0
0
0
0

79
64
87
115
345

6
7
5
6
24

6
1
4
5
16

8
4
6
3
21

0
0
0
0
0

20
12
15
14
61

174
136
172
180
662

0
0
1
1
0

0

16
9
21
26
72

-

0
0
0

0

101
115
160
153
529

Gorrill-Palmer Consulting Engineers, Inc
15 Shaker Road
Gray, ME 04039
File Name
(207) 657-6910 FAX 657-~1~Code
Start Date
Page No

Start Time

Left

Factor
04:00 PM
04:15 PM
04:30 PM
04:45 PM
Total

1.0
6
5
7
7
25

RTE 26100
From North
Thr Rig Ped
u
ht
s
1.0
1.0 1.0
26
3
0
35
5
0
33
12
0
40
7
0
134
27
0

05:00 PM
05:15 PM
05:30 PM
05:45 PM
Total

6
12
9
7
34

38
30
31
31
130

Grand
Total

307

Apprch %

11.
4

Total%

4.4

212
4
78.
9
30.
5

App.
Total

Left

35
45
52
54
186

1.0
7
6
5
1
19

Grou s Printed- Vehicles - Trucks - Heav Trucks
BLACKSTRAP RD
RTE 26100
From East
From South
Thr Rig Ped App.
Thr Rig Ped
Left
u
ht
s Total
ht
s
u
1.0
1.0 1.0
1.0 1.0
1.0
1.0
15
7
0
29
10
71
10
0
10
4
20
0
9
77
8
0
12
7
24
0
8
91
13
0
10
11
9
0
20
85
18
0
47
27
0
93
38 324
49
0

12
6
8
7
33

0
0
0
0
0

56
48
48
45
197

6
6
4
1
17

10
14
8
10
42

4
11
4
7
26

259

1

2691

248

294

310

29.
1

34.
5

36.
3

0.1

3.6

4.2

4.5

0.0

9.6

0.0

3.7

0.0

38.6

0
0
0
0
0

20
31
16
18
85

10
14
17
8
49

853

251

-9.9
12.2

3.6

-·--

89
99
77
69
334
203
4
80.
6
29.
2

App.
Total
91
94
112
114
411

: RTE26@Blackstrap(12hr)
: 00000512
: 03/05/2002
:2
BLACKSTRAP RD
From West
Thr Rig Ped
App.
Left
u
hi
s Total
1.0 1.0
1.0
1.0
4
16
7
0
27
15
8
4
3
0
14
4
4
0
6
0
19
8
5
6
24
31
20
0
75

11
10
10
7
38

0
0
0
0
0

110
123
104
84
421

9
4
11
3
27

6
9
9
4
28

9
3
5
7
24

237

1

2523

262

321

315

9.4

0.0

29.
1

35.
7

35.
0

0.1

3.4

0.0

3.8

4.6

4.5

0.0

36.2

0
0
0
0
0

Int.
Total
182
174
202
207
765

24
16
25
14
79

210
218
193
161
782

899

6966

12.9

H. A. L.
ACCIDENT COLLISIONDIAGRAM
DATA PACKAGE

CUMBERLAND

COUNTY:

7505

LOW NODE:

CUMBERLAND

TOWN:

HIGH NODE:

0000

DIVISION:

6

URBAN/RURAL:

RURAL

JCT OF RT 26 & SKILLINS RD & BLACKSTRAP RD

DESCRIPTION:

RTE #/RD# : _ 0026X

DATE DRAWN:

05/01/01

01/01/9,~

STUDY FROM:

STUDY TO:

DRAWN BY:

H. SMALL

12/31/99"
(;JO

Z-<oA

0.75

ACC. RATE:

1-;-'.Z9

CRF:

% INJURY:

66.7

TOTAL ACC.:

\l)

-·-

LEGEND

«:
0

►

MOVINGVEHICLE

►

VEHICLEBACKING

►

OVERTURNED

~

0

=\C
►I◄

OUT OF CONTROL

PATH OF:

~►

7
m
0

PEDESTRIAN

BICYCLE

REARENDCOLLISION

□

FIXED OBJECT

SIDESWIPECOLLISION

[Z]

PARKED VEHICLE

HEADON COLLISION
ANGLECOLLISION

ANIMAL

m

(AXB')~◄

•

©

l'ATAL
INJURYTYPE

SLED

PAVEMENT: D- DRY, I - ICY, W • WET,S - SNOW
WEATHER: C -CLEAR, F- FOG,R- RAIN,SL- SLEET,S - SNOW,CL- CLOUDY

TIME: A - AM, P- PM

Tuesday, May 01,2001

MDOT - TRAFFIC ENGINEERING- IMAGINGPROJECT "98"
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MEMORANDUM
TO:

TOWN COUNCIL MEMBERS

FROM:

NADEEN DANIELS, TOWN CLERK

RE:

ANNUAL VICTUALER'S LICENSES

I have provided you with the Master List of the 2002 Victualer's Licenses. The
list is unchanged from last year, with the exception of the Fairground licenses. I will
submit these license applications as we get closer to the fair date in order to guarantee
that they have received an inspection prior to your review.
The Fire inspections are complete and the department is recommending approval
without exception. Barbara McPheter's memo is included. She does report some minor
deficiencies at 3 establishments, but recommends approval, as she anticipates immediate
correction of these minor deficiencies.
Eileen Wyatt indicated to me Friday afternoon that she had completed her
inspections and reported minor deficiencies at the following 3 locations:
•
•
•

Allen's Farm
Big Apple
137 Main Street

She has given explicit instructions to each of these licensees and anticipates
corrections in the immediate future.
Based on the recommendations of the Health, Fire and Code Enforcement Officer,
I request your approval of the renewal licenses, as detailed on the Master

List, with a condition that the 3 businesses identified correct all necessary
deficiencies.
Thank you.

lkloc ;-/-,se

7--o~ff!

Date:

&\

da_fe

6/20/02

To:

PortlandPressHerald;ATT: Joan

From:

Nadeen Daniels,Town Clerk

*LEGAL AD*
Please run this Legal Ad on the following 3 consecutive dates:

Monday, July 1, Tuesday, July 2, and

Wednesday, July 3, 2002.

Purchase Order # 6055T
PLEASE CALL ME or EMAIL me at ndaniels@cumberlandmaine.com to confirm and quote price.

Thank you!! Any questions please contact me at 829-2205, ext. 300

TOWN OF CUMBERLAND
TOWN COUNCIL
PUBLIC HEARING
The Cumberland Town Council will hold a Public Hearing on Monday, July 8, 2002 at 7:00
p.m. to consider and act on a full liquor license application by Winn Road LLC, d/b/a 137
Main Street. The Public Hearing will be held in the Council Chambers at the Cumberland
Town Offices, 290 Tuttle Road, Cumberland Center.

Jeffrey Porter, Council Chairman

)--...:;z.·:_.t7'
-\;----;--';5.~.t~.

~UMBERLAND

PURCHASE
ORDERNUMBER

{F)[UJ
~© [}{]~~~@~ [Q)~[g}

J TUTTLEROAD
.ANDCENTER,MAINE04021
(207) 829-5559
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Theabovenumbermustappearon all
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PRICE
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DEPARTMENT
HEAD- CANARY

)//.

(\
Ch--A...icJ'

AUTHORIZED
SIGNATURE

OFFICE-PINK

ti'

STATE

OF MAINE

DEPARTMENT

ANGUS S. KING, JR.

OF HUMAN
SERVICES
DIVISION
OF HEALTH
ENGINEERING
JO STATE HOUSE
STATION
AUGUSTA,
MAINE
04333-0010

GOVERNOR

KEVIN W. CONCANNON
COMMISSIONER

May 3, 2002

'\

Mr. Roger Bintliff
\Vmn Road LLC

i

,!1i!..1b,,!,~161!.,,6,&,&,!\/l:!l.8,~~,·

!

137 Main Street
Cwnberland, Maine 04021

r,,

--,..,,,...IT""'~-.'"'<t.°'."i i,! I
...
? L,,:, ,_; ':.,.;· l.._ :-i.~
....,_.,/

Subject: 137 Main Street, Est. # 25310
Dear Mr. Bintliff,
The purpose of this letter is to clarify all the requirements you must fulfill before a permanent license will be
issued by this department.
District Sanitarian Anita L. Anderson has advised me -0f the following :
You have agreed to:
Remove extra tables from the "sitting room"
Repair all leaks under the dishwasher and plumbing
Weekly records of water meter readings would be kept for water usage
You or a designee would monitor water treatment.
You will be in direct contact with Mike Corbin of the Maine Drinking Water Program resolve the issues that
were brought to your attention in his recent letter.
You understand the liquor license cannot be expanded to include preparation of drinks due to the fact that the
bar area lacks the plwnbing to install the required number of sinks. Such an expansion may constitute a change
in the seating allowed due to the capacity of the septic system.
Please plan to complete all of the above by May 10, 2002. Once completed, we willbe able to issue the
permanent license.
Thank you for your cooperation.

s·

rely,

>-.--#(Ci)~_
McDougal
Supervisor

7

.J

Cc:
Rebecca Vigue, Program Manager
Mike Corbin,Haigue Brochu. M.D.W.P.
Barbara Mc Pheters CEO
Richard Peterson, LPI
Eileen Wyatt, Health Officer
/_J
Dan Smaha, Licensing Inspector, State Liquor Commi~i*)
Anita L. Anderson, District Sanitarian

v~·

P~!~TEOON RECYCLEDPAPER

OFFICE

- 157 CAPITOL

STREET

TTY (207)

287-2070

FAX: (2C\7) 287-.;
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2002,
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35
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CREATIVE
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871

0680

TO 98292224

CONFIDENTIAL
FACSIMILE TRANSMITTAL
COVERPAGE

DATE=-~-------

~_/tat.
___

TO:__

~----~--

FAX#:_~------~-------

FROM:M,,Af
d#'~~

'

CREATIVE LENDING SOLUTIONS, INC,

~ ..
aJ.t, ~ ~"2,-'<t,<n.p
'l A,,,,« 1-y~,,,

COMMENTS:

/~tUL-~//,~

If you do not receive the number of pages (
) indicated or have a problem receiving
this transmission, please call 207 772-1990 or fax 207 871-0680.-..

This transmittal is intended only for the use of the individual or entity to which it is
addressed, This transmittal may contain information that is privileg~d, confidential and
exempt from disclosure under applicablelaw. If the reader of this transmittal is not the.
intended recipient, you are hereby notified that anydissemination, distribution or copying
of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you received this communicationin error,
please notify us immediately by telephone, and :r:etumthe original message to us by mail
at 215 Commercial Street 2nd Flr, Portland, ME, 04101.
·
·
ThankYou.

7.v~.tJ't),,,,,1,-,
.
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36
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0680

TO

98292224

16: 34

oenanmemof

Licensing & Inspection Unit· Liquor
164 State House Station
Augusta, ME 04333-0161

Public
saten, http://www.sta~.me.~s/dpslllqt-

:PhOlle: (207)624-8743

FAX: (207)624-8979

The following licenses/permits
must be· obtained
prior to your permanent liquor license being issued:

ON PREMlSE LICENSES

J{'),J

✓ Sellel"SCertificate

- Bureau of Taxation 287-2336
_y' Health License - Department of Huma~Services 287-6671
~ Victualers License- City/Town where premise is located
Shellfish License - Marine Resources
624-6550
· · ·.
.
t!.. Dance License • State Fire Marshall s Office 624-8739
1

_._·

Federal I.D. Number - 1-800-937-8864(JulJ.e) or Soc. Sec. Numbe:r

PAGE
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MAY

29'

2002

08:

36

FR

CREATIVE

LEND I NG

207

871

0680

P.03

TO 98292224

.. Tel (207) 824•8745

'WARNING

It ls required by law that you submit your application to local authorities for
· a.pprova.l 'by Municfi;pal_ oa:icers. If you a.re located in an unorganlzed territory
you must submit yc,ur application to th.e County Commissioners.
The Municipal Officers ox-the CoUJlty Conunissloners
tmie to prope,:'1y advertise and hold public hearings.

may need 6 to 8 weeks lead

ALL MUNICIPAL AND/OR COUNTY COMMISSIONERS
AP.PR OVALS EXPIRE IN "60.DAYS"

SHOULD BE JN TIDS QF[ICE AT LEAST TWO
PRIOR TO THE OPENING OF YOUR BUSINESS.

AP.f.LICATIONS
(2) WEEKS

l!you have any further questions, please feel free to contact

usat (207) 624-8745.
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MAY

29·

2002.

08:

MAY-15-2002

36

FR

CREATIVE

LEND I NG

207

871

98292224

P.04

Depil.rtment of Public Safety
Burceu of Liq1lor Enforcew.ent

- Li<:ensing Div.

0680

TO

16:35

Promic:I! by any person 11"...11
he or sh"cican ox;ieditt a
liquor license t!irougi'l in/1uence £/IOI.lid be corr..:,l.ilely
disreg3rded.
10 -.void poGsibJe for,at1~/ lo~.s an applit'r.lnt, or
Pro:ipecli-•'1appllcem, should consult with tha 1:-ureau
before making an1 substantiaJirwestm11ntin an est;ibli3hma!"lt lh~t now i6, or ma/ be, attended by a liqu0r 1icenu.

BUREAU USE 0/\ll.Y

Lictr,se no.
assigned

.Cl.:ss Ji,:;ente

..

'

11515:tQMd

JNDIC..6.-TE
TYPE OF PRIVILEGE:

bit_1'vfil"r
~SP.r:R.I'.l'UOUS~V1NOUS

Deposit ctata

Arnc,,mt

PLEASE T.NDlCA.TETYPE OF LICENSE BY A. CHECE:MARKIN

dQpo~i:ted

. PROPER l30XES.

~ :RESTAURANT

. d HO'fEL
.
.
0 CLUB--ON.PJ(EMISE CATERING. 0 GOLF CLUB·
0 RES1'.~.URAN1'/L0UNGE O H0TEI..,...-0PTI0NAL FOOD O INDOOR TENN1S CLU.13
. 0 TAVERN
0 CLASS A LOUNGE
O CLUB
Q INDOOR ICE SKATING CLUB
0 _OTH;ER.·
PLEASE REFER TO-PAG:E3 FOR FEE SCHEDULE.
ALL QUESTIONS MU-ST :SE ANSWERED IN FULL AND SI0.00 FU.lNG_FEE MUST-ACCOMPANY ALLAPl?UCATibNS.
0

l,.

2. BUSINESS N'Alt!E (d/b/a)

cor.J)c>r"-elou,
lirµi~~cl.

APPLIC.ANT(S) (Soll,)proprietor;
llability company, etc.)

/

'·

.ADDRESS·

City o:r Town

/37 LfL!lM1

· ' · ·.

31 ,M a:.,.,1Y7

·/ ~

# '·

J,ts.tt

·

Ztp·God·e

(/ '102-/

'.,/4((_.

~~tUr.£

'

Fe.der~ll.D. Nurnblo!r

- -____
,_· · ..,_

.

..

,

,

.

tJl-CJS"
I./5 t/5 g __
._ .----·-.- ___
..:_,_.
-----~:--:-----...
--.:-.. .•--~-~~:.,_,;.·.
-~·, -- .~"••--··
---.

3.. If'pr<!!mises is a hotel, indicate- number of rooms s.vul~ble fo, ti.-.!u1sientguests: ;//
from period ofl.ast

4. Stat~ amount 0£ gross inc~

ROOMS$ ___

""'-~---~

license~_,,
'

'.i:"OOD$

. .·--,

)t

a -coi:po:t<ltion, llmice~ li~bility company ox-limited partnershi.P?
If answer is:''YES," complete Supplementary Questionnaira.
-· , .

· 6. Do you pe:rmit d:i.ncing o:r:enwrts.ininene on the lic.eru;e.dpremise,;?
.
'
,' ..
.
7. Ifm3.nae-~r is; to be employ~d. give

(A.,-

LIQUOR $_0'.._1,_vll_O~~a
.....
o~---,-.---.i..:-----

79,<.tv'O,OO
_
1

6. Is applicant

YES~-

. YES

L

NO-~·

NO~

ne1:ro.e:
_;-·~---,---.,.---:--------~----------

8. Ir business is NEW oi:-under nG:w o•.vnl!-rship, ~ndiea.te starting dll.te: ----~~--Reqi:iested inspection date:
·
. B~s.jnets houi:s~. •
·

9. Bui'jness recoi-ds .ar.t located

at.131 -~

10. Is/axe applicant(Ri citizens r.ifthe United State$?
ll. Is/are applicant-.(s) re.sid ent.c of the Sta.ta o.(Ms.ine?
,.. ,,,.,.

"

Sellex-'s·Certifi.cateNu~_ber

St~ '"'f
YES./-

Cvvnvb,.e,y
{t<M./ f /4(,,
NO __

YES._/_. _ NO_,__·

MAY

12.

29· 2002·
08: 37 FR
MP.Y-15-2~.d~
lb: ,5:,

CREATIVE

LEND I NG

207

871

0580

TO

98292224

~7h,o?v~~;
a;;,prJ;~
m97;:·

~~~t name,_~~h
~
jic_~

~cl

D.

Date of birth

:Place of birth

Name in full

Date of birth

Place of birth

Name in full

Date

orbirth

Place of birth

P. 05

8 M~t!lr'I«
Dr,,w ~~~ Ml C}<./0~/
ddress 7o.rall of a.bov,:.fofprevious 5 years. (Limit ans;we:r to dty and $;tate.)

Residence

·

--15

'5\

Give t/;;:;;;_~marri(/;

am~ in full

B.
C.

~~Y·

.,,

l/7

r/u/4y~'

~,(

j,{ '<

13. Has/have e.pplicant(s) or mar.ager ev.;;r b~en convicted
of any State of the UnitGd Stat.es? YES'__
NO

;j

tJ '-(oZ-f

.

any vic,lation of the law, othe.r than minor traffic violations,

"r-

Date of convictirm _____________
N~me ~-----------~------~~
Off~l'lse
Disposition

Lo,/4tion ________________

----~----------'--..;__.:..-

l4. Will any law -enfozment
YES~
NO

_

____________

_

.....;.
_________

_

officia1 beni?fit fins...i.cially'eith.e.r directly or indirectly in yo\J.r license, jf issued?

-------~---------------------......---,--r--:,-,.--No_
tCu11~ . ·
'JI
15. Has/have applicant(s) formerly beld a Maine liquor licen.se? YES -/-/,
/~
:lw°
Al NL ·1 1 V,,ni?'l,(,4-)
If"NO," g1ve nan~e an<f address c.fowne)0
16. Does/do applica.nt(s) own the promise:i?
YES _,L_NO_
If ''YES," give name

16~ DoC?$/;'pplie;<1.nt(s) have all the nece,uary petinitS required by the State Department
.
YES
N-0 __
Applied for-----~-

of Hurn.an Services?

19. What is the distance !:r:omthe premises to the NiAREST .school, &<:h.oolciorrnitory, chu.rch, chapel o:r psriii.h housEt,
me~ured. trom the main entrance of the pramises to the lJltlin entn-nce of the uhool, school dormitory~-h,J
chapel oq,a.ri.sh hous~ hy the ordinary course o.fh·o:vel? d
(9. 'fllhicn of the ;:i.boveis nea;rest? ~r"'~

IY);

•!

20. Have you rec.:1tivedany aui:'!:tan~e financially o:r other7,includi11g
any mortgages)
•···-~ ycuirself in the-es la.blishment•of.•your hushle!!s~-n·YES- • ·
N0•;.;.:.._ •· • •

. If"YES',,·give details l-ofl.M_

•{;nn

r/~

~[fot_R.1 W~/,

21. Has any othe.r person any i.nte:rest dh·ect.ly or indirectly in you.r bui;iness?

YES:/-.

···

..

from any &ource otht!r than

M {:,

NO-?-

"YES," give dr.tails ------·----------~-...._--------------~The Bureau is hereby a.uthorizt:-d to obtain and examine all books, records and tax re.turrui pertaining to the busine~s for
whicb. this liquor license is requo:;ted, and. also such books, reco.rds .i.nd :ri:turns during the year- in which any liq'..l<ll:'
license is in effect.
·
If

NOTE: "I un.derSt4}ld that £alse s.tate:m.ent.s ma.dt on this .form are punishable
by law. lCnowing'ly supplying
false information
on this fo:rra is a Class- D off~nsc under the Criminal Code, punishable
by conune01ent of
up to one ye~r- or by :mone7'J'y fine of up to-$2,000. or both."
·
Dated at

1!1

tt-4,/J

L

Town or Ciey,St~te

n

/5"---J:h_
•
D.;,te

_,

20 i)

r-
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08: 37
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.LC•->r

D,p.r1moc11 orP~blic S~r~ry

& l~ip:elion • Uquor

lltcnJin:

·

Hi~S1~1a!louseS1111',on
Auguita M'£ O..l.33J.O
I G.i

'

'

SUPPLEMENTARY QUESTIONNAIRE FOR CORPORA TE APPLICANTS, LIMITED
LlABILITY COMPANIES, AND LIMITED PARTNERSHIPS
I. Exact C~rporate

~ iJ?, l- lC.
/{_tN~
i )-m
incorpor;i.tecl:
.,AA,~
t{) /(11]

?'fame:_

2. D:ne of Incorporation:
3. St:1te In which you are

4. Hnot a Mnine Corporation,
Stace of Maine:--~~--~---

was ~uthorizec.l to tr:\ns?.ct business within the

elate corpor:ition

5. List tht names ancl ~dclress,?S for previous 5 years, birth' <.l::ites,titles of officer.~, directors and list
thn % of stock own eel:
.

I

-

tJ/s/70

l/1

- --

-

.

cfautlwrizecl

stock? __________

YES

Outstanding

.

,

'

/.

~ /19</(J

--r~

"'J

'--'

...

Stock? ______

_

offi<:i~!tJ..::..;J..::...-.a..,"-----

,/_

9. HYES, Please complete the following: Name:

Loc~tion

AA.

ever been con,·icted o~ ~y \'iol::1tion of the l::iw, other than minor

traffic violations, of the United States?

/

/7

I

~

8. Hl\s app\ic:.!tnt(s) or maM.ger

J/

/,_...__

~~ AA 'i--

0-1I,/!j /U,

7. Is_
~~?'.Jlrindpal o~~~-::..~-~.rhe
corp?r~!~o.n_..!aw enf~f:e1:1~nt

D:i.te of Conviction

TITLE

8' P.ltfff'ltfw-(/l_
Di, ~ fJ?,Att,,

f

Nl){t1'1~£Lµ,

6, Wh~t is the amount

%OF
STOCK

BIRTH
DATE

A1JDRESS PREVIOUS5 YEARS

N.AJvre

"' .. I
/v11{;r,t.(,...:,

/4/ti,,A...(f

NO_._..__, __

II

vV/ft /(.M.~~

Orfenje ____
tJ_t<--'-'(
_______

°'.

)db

Disposition-------~~--~----

SJGNA URE Of DULY AUTHORlZED OFF'JCER

_

....._
______

_

MAY

29

2002

08:38
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lt, · .:,::,

NOTICE -

SPECIAL ATTENTION

ALL APPLICANTG FOR NEW OR RENEW.ALLIQUOR UC ENSES MUST CONTACT THEIR :tv.TT.J"Nl
CI?~A.LOFF!Cl/\l,S
OR 1'HE CO'tJNTY COMM!SSIONERS IN UNINCORPORATED PLACES FOR APPROVAL Of THEl:RAFPLlCAT.ION
FO"R LIQUOR LICENS~S PRIOR TO eUBM1TTINO TH'EM TO nn~ BUREAJ.J. TI!XS APPROVAL EXPIRES IN 60

DAYS.
Al.L FEES lvfCJST.ACCOMPANYAPPLICATION ANDBE MADE PAYABLETO: TRE.A.SURER, STATE o~·M.AlNE.
PAYMENTS . BY CHECK SUBJECT 'f0 PENALTY PROVIDE:O BY SEC. 3 OF TITLE 2SA, MAINE REVISE])
STATUTES.

.
FE'.E SCHEDULE

Class
Class
Class
Cla~s

~

Spiri:tuous, Vinous a:n-dMalt"" ...................................................................
, ...........................
SJJirituou.c;, Viri ous a.nd Malt,* Optional Food (Hotels Only) ..............................................
Spirituous OrJy• ............·...............................................................................................................S 550.00
Vi-nous Only* ............................... ,, .............. - ........................... :....................................................
$ 220.00

I
I·A
II
llI

~

Ci.ass tv
Class V
Class X
Class·XI
•pill· 01:f
~
~ee m-u~t

·-·•-·"" -·--··

,?,.(!altLiq1..1.ot
·Only-""~ ....•....... ,...... :......... ."........ :..... ,... :.. .'................. :................................................. s; 220.00
Spirituous, Vinous and M::i.lt'"(Clubs without Oat.ering, Bed & Briakf.'.l,.~ts) ............................ $ 495.00
Spu·ir.uous. Venous and Malt* Class Al'...ounge.........................................................................., s2.200.oo
Si;i..n~out. Vinou. and·l'.,foJ.t* Reat3.t2~ant Lou.nge ............. ·................ :...... '...... :.::·..... ::....·............ $1:s·oo.-oo
·
sJl .a.ppli cations
··
·
·
·, ..........
~· 1·0•.·oo
acccr~aD,Y
....... :.......... :...........................................
·u .....................
,.•••':·•
.. ~

--····-

-: "'

... --...-:-~·,•,---;-··

-

.

.

.

.

'

.

E\·ery ap_plicant £or 11.n origitial or re°newa.1l.iq1.10r
licenee shall a1so remit with his ·applicatiJ,n a filing 'fe.e~!$10.00, e~c~pt
in Ullorpnized
places the .filin.g fee of .$10.00 · s-hall be -p,&.idto' tb.e co\,1.nty ti.:~~s\U'crof ~e ·county i.n which thr.
uninco:rp·orated. place is located, "G.ndail such app1icants for licen;.e in unincor3=7orated ·.places sh.all be .accompimied by
· evide~G of.payrrient.of fili.rigf~e '.to the,.c:011nty tre·as\irez.
····

'CLASS
I LICENSE:

ehAU

fora

Th& ·followfog 'p~e~i.se-s
be eligible
Class I License - S.pirituous', Vrnou_s and Nhlt
B~v.erages: Air.linEis, Civic: Auditorium&; Clais A Eest.1.uranti;; Clubs with ·cs.t~ring- pr-iv::i.is.ges;Dinin, Ca.rs; Go1! Ol~ba;
Hote-ls; indoor Ica Skating Cl\1.bs;Indooi- 'renni!o Clubs; Vessels; Qualified -Cater-~:rs; 0TB.

· CUSS. I-A LICENSE: -'.Thefollowing _pramis~s shall be eligible for a Class 1.,ALic~nr;;e~ $pi1-_ituous,Vino1Js and Ms.It
. Severag~~: ~ote1s only that do n.ot servdhree meal~ s. d.ay.
.
~ -·.
· . . ..
.

Th~

CLASS II trcE~SE:
foll~g
tiremfis~ aha.ll be eligiblo £or a Cla~s II License..:__S:11>b:il~o~
O~ly1 ·Airiines; .Ci..;c
. Auditoriums; Class A :Rasts:urants; Club'.,;:with cat-erin:rprivileges; Dining Carsj Golf Clubs; Hci"teh; lndoor-lc~ Sl:at:r.g
Clubs; lndoor Tonnis Club1:ahd Vessels..
·
·
. ·
:
____
..,___ ,___.,_____
... '
~-..... --__...
•• ' ___
.,
.............
--..-,l~-.,:....::..:.._·-----...:..:-:-..;.',...:_.._
..~,~::.;..!.!..._-~,-.-~
• .•..!:·,#CLASS III LICENSE: Th~ follo~ng premises shall b~ eligible for a ci;ss III Lic~~i.e,:_ Vinous Onlj•: Airlius; Chic
'.,,.·Auditciriu:rns; Class A Regta'Ul."s.nts;·
Clu.b.swith cstr:ring privileges; D>.ningCai:s1 Go)£Clubs; Hotela; In-door Ice Sk!l.ting
· · Clubs; fodoor Tennl.s Chibs; Rtstc:.i.urs.11-t~;
Vtssels; Pool Hills; allci"Bcd al".d·Btta.k.faslii.
·
·
•

'

•

••

I

'.

•

CLASS IV LICENSE: The following pre.1nis~s shall be ·ehgible fo:r a C1e.ss N Liceni;~ ......Malt :Beverages Only: Af:dines;
Civic Auditoriums; Cla~s A ·Restaurants; Clubs wi'th ca,(;'ring privileg-~9i Dining .Ca.rs; Golf Clubs; Bo tels; fodoor lee
S1:ating Club~; Indoo'{' Tennis Clubs; Re.;taurants; Taverns; Pool' Hs.11~;tmd Bed and l3J:"eakfa.its.
'

bee)i(rible.for ·a

CLASS V LICENSE: 'I'he following pre..tnises.-sb.s.11
Bevera~es: Clubi: without catering privi..leg~s.

Class

'l'ha fo~k1v.-ingpremi.9es shall be- eligible, for ll Clus
Bctverag,u: Class A.J..ounge.
·

CLASS X LICENSE:

,•,

''

V1...1.c~ns~
- Spirituous·.

Vi.no\ls and ~falt

·
X· License,-

Spirituous.

Vinous and lv!i.lt
·

CLASS XI LICENSE: The following premises s-b.a.11
be elig-iblefor s. Cl:i.ss XXLiccn:le ~ SpiritlJ.ou.s. Vinous and Malt
B·iave,-ages: Rei;l:a.\u-a:nt/Lo\tn,(;t.>; and OTB.
·
DEPARTMENT Of l?t'BLIC SAFETY, BUE EAU OF L!QUO:?. ENFORCE~.f.ENT- LICENS!NG
HOUSE STATJ.ON, AUGUSTA. MAINE 0•it33;0l64.
TEL. (207) 624-87•'15.

DMSION.

J.6~ STAT~

MAY 29· 2002 08:38
FR CREATIVE
M~Y-1s-2a~2
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SUPPLEMENTAL APPLICATION FORM
ON-PREMISE DIAGRAM
In an effort to clearly define your licensed premise and the areas that consumption and
storage of liquor is allowed, The BUieauof Liquor Enforcementis requiring all applicant.':!to
submit a diagram of the premise to be licensed in addition to a completed license application.

Diagrams should be submitted ·on.this furn\ !"l.Ild
should be as accurate as possible. Be sure to
label tj,.eate as of your diag:rarnincluding entrances, office aren.,kitchen, storage areas, dining
rooms, ·lounges, function rooms, dee.ksand all nrea·sthat you are requesting approval from the

Burea·11
for liquor consUtnption.

ooo
0
0

eo

a. 0
r o
0

_ __.__,10

~¼kf

ll •.

II

• , ... ,.,, ♦ .. •

•

•

b .,II-(,,
f

s,-,("-J

0

•

0

O

OHtC!S LOC....TEO AT,

)~?

WATP.Jl.STN!!T

OARDl}IElt.,MACT{E03345

r.01) 1524-4•m(TOD)

(l01) 624-S7G? (ta~)

TOTALP.08

~•
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~~•-u

STATE O:FMAINE

Da-wd .at ______________

_

on ____________

~---•

, M!.ir,e
20 __

clt.y

The undere:ignecl. being Municipal Officers
Count}' Commis,;ioners

of.the

town
ot____
plnntation
uninc:orpote.ted. pl:i.c:.i

~-----------

.
.
hel:'i::bycertify that we have given public notice on this applicatio.Il ~nd held public hearing the!'eon as requ'ircad by S€lction
653 Ti.He 2SA, .Mair1e Re.vised Statutes and hereby approve said application in accordanc.e with the provi.;;1ons o.f Sections
6134and 1051, Title 2SA, Maine l{evised Shtute-s ai; a.mended.

THIS APPROVAL EXPIRES

IN G0·DAYS

NO'.l'ICE

SPECIAL ATTENTio'N.
§ 653·. He,frings; bureau niview; appesl
1.' He3rlngs. Th~ municipal oHlcGrs or, in the case of unincorporated places, ttie -county comrnission8rs of·t11a courity in which the
unincorporated place is located, sh.i.11ho IQa puotic he.aring for the constderatiol'I of appliCQ\ions
for MW Ol"l•prarnise
liceMes arid apptioations ior
transfer of location ot exis~ir,9 on-premise licenses. The municipal officers or county corn1rii$$ionersmay hold a public hearfng·for the consideration ~f reql.!ests fC,,1'
reniwal of licenses, except that when an applicant has held a licanse lor1he prior 5 years and a complaint h~s noi been filed
against the applicant within that time, the applicant may request a waiver oi the'nearing.
··
' A. ·The bweau sh.all prepare and supply appllcation .forms. (1993, c.730,:§ ·27 (amo),) .
·· ·· •
8 .. The municipal offic~rs or ttie·county ..~ornmissioners, as the case may bti, shall provide public notice of eny_h~:1.ring hoJd under \his
section b_ycav:;ing a notice, at tl'le app_lica,nt'spr~p.aid expense, stating t~I.! na,i:ne.a~c, ~lace or h~8:ring, to__
{lppear on,at_least :s
conseovt1vadays. be for~ \ho date of Maring 1na dailynewspaper having general c,rcufat1on i/'l \he mun1c,pafitywhere the- prem1$esare
loea1~ or one we.ek l?gf:,ro the date of the hearing In a weekly newsp"!per having general cm;ulation in the niunicipalily where the
premises. are localed. f1995, o.·140, § 4 (emd).J
..
'
·
· ·
·
If the-municipal ·offic~rs or the county ¢<immisslonerg, as the cese may.be, ,fail tQ tal<e flnal act:on ori . .1n applica!1on for~ new o~premise license, for transfer cf the location· orary existing on-premise license or for rane'-'!al of an ·on-premise license within 60 ~ays of
the filing of an app!ic3tion, the application Is deemed approved and ready for action by the bureau. For purposes ol 1his per3!:Jfaph, the.oa!e of filinQof the_application Is the date ::he appljcation Is race-ivBd by the mur)icipal officers.ercounty commissioners. ihis psrag~.:.ph
applies 10all applications pending belore·municipal officers or eoun\y commissionars as or the effective date or this paragraph as well
as all applica~ons 1lled on or after the eff.,c1ive date of .tl')isparagraph. This paregraph applies 10 an exi~ting on-premise licens.i that
h!s been extended pending renewal. Tile municipal office-rs or the- covnty cornrnissioners:.hall take final ae1i0Jion an on•pre."r,)S~
license, that has ceen extended pending renewal within 120.day:1 or\he filing of the, ,3pplicalion. (1999, c. 589, § 1 (art:d).]
:2. Flndi.ngi:. Jn granting ordenyi,ig an application, the municipel officers or the county corrirnisslonar6 shall indicate the reasons for tneir
decisiol"I and provide a copy to lhe applicant.· A ficl'nse may be denisd on one or more of lhe toliowing grounds: .
A. Conviction er th~, applicanl of any Cl.is.s A, Glass or Class C crin,e; (1987, c 45, Pt A§ '- (new).)
·
· ·-- ·13. No~compllanc~ 1)f-the·licensect·premis~s·or Its ase·with any:loeaf·zoni_ng ordinance o,othsr land \is~ 01dinance n-or direc1Iy-retatGdto' ..
· tiql.lor cont,ol; (1987, c. 45, Pt, A§ 4-(neY,).)
·
.
.·
Conditions of rec:ord such as waste disposal violations. hezillh or Slifetyviolations or repeat&d p~rking or traffic violations on or In lhe
vicl,iity of th.a licansed premliJ'es and caused by persons patroni21ng.or employed by the licensed prqmi:311sOf other such condi~ions
c;qused by per&ons patronizing or employed by the licensed premiS~ll \hat unreasonably cfistufl'); Interfere wiih or effect the abilil)' ol
person~ or busin~sses resid:ng or loe:ated in the vicinity of the li9ensed premises 10 use 1heir property In a reasonable n'lanner; (1993,
o. 730, § 27 (amd).]
·
·
:
'
·
· ·
·
.
C. Repeated incidents ·or racora of breaches or rr,e p!iiace, disorderly conduct, vandalism or other violations of law on or in the vicinity of •
lhe licensed premises anc;I cavsed by persons patronizi11g
or employe·d by the licensed premises; ('l 989. c. ·59~, § 3 (atnd).)
·
e. A viol.1tlon ol any provision of this 'T'ille; and (1989, c. 592, § 3 (arnd).]
F. A determination tiy the rnun!cipal Officers or county eomrnissioners that the purpo~e of the application is to circurMetit ,,-,~ provision$ of
s~ction 601. (1909, c. 592, § 4 (new),)
[1993, c. 730, § 27 (amd).]
3. Appeal to bureau, Any applicant aggrievoo by lhg decision of the municipal o/fic~rs or county commii!oioniars under tr,!.;section rNJ.Y
appear to the bur\ilau within 15 days of the receii:,tc,f the written decision of th~ munieipal officers or cour,ty cornmissioner.s, Th~ bureau Mall
hold a pvblic hearing in the city, town or v11incorpor~tc.d plaee wMra the premisos are situi\ted. In acting on such an appeal, the t>ureau m.i.y
consider all licensure requiroments and findings referred to in svbseetion 2.
A. [1993, c.
§ 27 (rp).)
.
4: No llcensa to per.ion who movod to obtain 11license. (REPl!ALEO)
S. (TEXT EFFECTIVE 3/15101) Appeal 10 DI.strict court. Any person or governm!lntal entity aggriev~ct t>yt1 i,ureau decisiori Ut'lder th1S
section milY ippeal 1he decision to the District Court within 30 days of receipt of 1t,5 wrinan decision of the bureau.
An applicant who fifes an appeal or who has al'lepp1;1alpending shall pay the annual license tee the applicant would i;>tne;wise p2y.
Upon resolutiori orthe .ippeal, if an applicant's license renewal is denied, the bura.:.iu shall refund the· applic:!nl lhe prorated amount or the
unused lic'ilnSa f<!a.

· c.'·

a

·c.

no.

**

TOTAL

PAGE.09

**
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□ Urgent
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Review

□ Please Comment

□ Please Reply

□ Please Recycle
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Stock
Company

COMMERCIAL LINES POLICY
LIQUOR LIABILITY COVERAGE FORM
DECLARATIONS
POLICY NUMBER: PAC6219640
1.

NAMED INSURED AND MAILING ADDRESS: ·
137MAIN
137 MAIN STREET

2.

LIMITS OF INSURANCE

A_ggregateLimit

~00,000

.

$300,000

Each Common Cause Limit

3.

DESCRIPTIOtfAND LOCATIONS of al1llcensed premisesyou Own, Rent, or Occupy
SAME

4.

DESCRIPTION
OF
HAZARDS
UQUOR

CODE#
INCL

PREM.
BASIS

RATES

ADVANCEPBE,MIUM

,.

INCL

5.

Pollcy·may be AVDITABLE

6.

SPECIFIC LIQUOR LIABILITY FORMS/ENDORSEMENTS
ASP~ PEN/UQ (04/99) SCHEDULEATTACHED

FLAT

495

This page alone does not provide coverage and must be attached to a Commerclal Lines Common Polley Declaratlon9
Page, Common Polley Conditions, Coverage Part Coverage Form(s) and any other applicable form& and
endorsements.

58000(11 /97)

INSURED

JUN 17 2002
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LIQUOR LIABILITY COVERAGE FORM
Various provisions In this policy restrict coverage. Read
the entire policy carefully to determine rights, duties and
what is and Is not covered.
Throughout this policy the words "you" and "your" refer to
the Named Insured shown In the Declarations, and any
other person or organization qualifying as a Named In•
sured under this policy. The words "we,·"us" and "our"
refer to the Company providing this Insurance.
The word "Insured" means any person or organization
quallfylng as such under WHO
IS AN INSURED(Section
II).
Other words and phrases that appear In quotation marks
have special meaning.Referto DEFINITIONS(SectionV).
SECTION I - LIQUOR LIABILITY COVERAGE
1. I naurlng Agreement
a. We will pay those sums that the Insuredbecomes
legally obligated to pay as damages becauseof
"Injury" to which this insurance applies If liabllity
for such "Injury" is imposed on the Insured by
reason of the selling, serving or furn~hing of any
alcoholic beverage. We will have the right and
duty to defend the Insured against any •suit"
seeking those damages. However, we will have
no duty to defend the Insured against any "suit"
seeking damages for "Injury" to whl~h this Insur. ance does not apply. We may, at ·our discretion,
Investigate any "Injury" and sattle any clalm or
"suit"that may result. But:
·
(1) The amount we will pay for damages Is limit-:
ed as described in LIMITS OF INSURANCE
(SECTIONIll); and
(2) Our right and duty to defend end when we
have used up the applicable limit ot Insurance
In the payment of judgments or settlements.
_Noother obligation or liabnity to pay sums or
perform acts or services Is covered unlessexplicitly provided for under SUPPLEMENTARYPAYMENTS.
b. This Insurance applies to "Injury" which occurs
during the policy period. In the "coverage territory."
2.

Exclusions.

This Insurancedoes not apply to:
a. Expected or Intended Injury
"Injury" expected or Intendedfrom the standpoint
of the Insured. This excluslon does not apply to
"bodily injury" resulting from the use of reasonable force to protect persons or property.
b. Workers'Compensationand SlmllarLaws
Any obligation of the Insured under a workers'
compensation, disability benefits or unemployment compensation law or any similar law.

CL 185 (1-86)
CG 00 3.301 96

c. Employer's Llablllty
1
'Bodily Injury"to:

(1) An "employee" of the insured arising out of
and in the course of:
(a) Employmentby the Insured; or
(b) Performing duties related to the conduct
of the lnsured's business; or
(2) The spouse,child, parent, brother or sisterof
that "employee' as a consequence of paragraph (1) above.
This exclusion applies:
(1) Whetherthe insured may be liable as an em•
ployer or In any other capacity; and
(2) To any obligation to share damages with or
repay someone else who must pay damages
becauseof the "InJury.·
d. Liquor License Not In Effect
"Injury" arising out of any alcoholic beverage
sold, served or furnished while any required license Is suspendeq or after such license expires,
is cancelled or revoked.
e. Your Product

'Injury" arising out of "your product." This exclusion does not apply to "Injury" for which the Insured or the lnsured's lndemnitees may be held
liable by reason of:
(1) Causing or contributing to the Intoxicationof
•·
any person;
·
(2) The furnishing of alcoholic beverages to a
person under the legal drinking age or under
the Influenceot alcohol; or
(3) Any statute, ordinance or regulation relating
to the sale, gift, dlstrlbutlon ot use of alcohollc beverages.
f. Other Insurance
Any "Injury"with respectto which other Insurance
Is afforded, or would be afforded but for the exhaustionof the limitsof Insurance.
This exclusion does not apply If the other Insurance respondsto llablllty for "injury" Imposedon
the Insured by reason of the selllng, serving or
furnishing of any alcoholic beverage.

SUPPLEMENTARY
PAYMENTS
We will pay, with respect to any claim we Investigateor
settle, or any "suit"against an Insuredwe defend:
1. All expenseswe incur.
2. The cost of bonds to releaseattachments, but only for
bond amounts within the applicable·11mit
of Insurance.
We do not haveto furnish these bonds.
3. All reasonable expenses Incurred by the insuredat
our requestto assist us In the Investigation or defense
of the claim or ·suit,· Includingactual loss of earnings
up to $250 a day becauseof time off from work.
4. All costs taxed againstthe insured in the ·suit.·
5. PrejudgmentInterest awarded against the Insuredon
that part of the Judgmentwe pay. If we make an offer
to pay the applicable llmit of Insurance. we will not

Copyright, lneuranoe Sarvicee Office, Inc,, 1994
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pay any prejudgment Interest based on that period of
time afterthe offer.
6. All Interest on the full amount of any Judgmentthat
accrues after entry of the judgment and before we
have paid, offered to pay, or deposited in court the
part of the Judgmentthat Is within the applicable llmlt
of Insurance.

Expenses incurred by the Insured for first aid administeredto others at the time of an event to which
this Insuranceapplies.
Thesepaymentswill not reducethe llmlts of insurance.
SECTION 11-WHO IS AN INSURED
1. If you are designated In the Declarationsas:
a. An Individual, you and your spouse are Insureds.
b. A partnership or Jointventure, you are an Insured.
Your members, your partners and their spouses
are also Insureds, but only with respect to the
conduct of your business.
c. A limited llablllty company, you are an Insured.
Your members are also insureds, but only with
respect to the conduct of your business. Your
managers are Insureds, but only with respect to
their duties as your managers.
d. An organization other than a partnership, joint
venture or limited liability company, you are an
Insured. Your "executive officers· and directors
are insureds. but only with respect to their duties
as your officers or directors. Your stockholders
are also Insureds, but only with respect to their
llabllltyas stockholders.
2. Each of the following ls also an Insured:
a. Your ·employees," other than eitheryour ·executive officers• (if you are an organization other than
a partnership. Joint venture or limited llablllty
company) or your managers (tt you are a limited
liability company), but only for acts within the
scope of their employment by you or while performing duties related to the conduct of your
business. However,none of these "employees·Is
an insuredfor:
(1) "Injury";
(a) To you. to your partners or members(if
you are a pannershlp or joint venture),to
your members (If you are a limited liability company), or to a co-"employee"
whne that co-"employee"is either In the
course of his or her employment or performing duties related to the conduct of
your business;
(b) lo the spouse, child, parent, brother or
sister of that co-·employee· as a consequence of paragraph (1)(a) above; or
(c) For which there Is any obllgation to share
damages with or repay someone else
who must pay damages because of the
injury described in paragraphs (1}(a) or
(b) above.
7.
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(2) "Propertydamage"to property:·
(a) Owned or occupied by, or
(b) Rentedor loaned
to that "employee,• any of your other "employees,• by any of your partners or members (if. you are a partnership or joint venture), or
'
by any of your members (if you are a limited
liability company).
b. Any personor organizationhaving proper temporary custody of your property lf you die, but only:
(1) With respect to llabnlty arising out of the
maintenance or use of that property; and
(2) Until your legal representat!Vehas · beenappointed.
c. Your legal representativeIf you die, but only wtth
respect to duties as such. That representativewil
have all your rights and duties under this Coverage Part
3. Any organization you newly.acquire or form, other
than a partnership, Joint venture or limited llability
company, and over which you maintain ownershipor
majority interest, will qualify as a Named Insuredif
there Is no other similar Insurance available to that
organization.However:
a. Coverage under this provision is afforded only
until the 90th day after you acquire or form the
organlz.atlonor the end of the policy period,
whicheverIs earlier;and
b. Coverage does not apply to "Injury" that occurred
beforeyou acquired or formed the organl2ation.
No persori or organizationIs an InsuredWithrespect
to the conduct of any current or past partnership,
Joint venture or limited llablllty company that Is not
shownas a Named Insuredin the Declarations.
SECTIONIll - LIMITSOF INSURANCE
1. The Limits of Insurance shown in the Declarations
and the rules below fix the most we will pay regardless of the numberof:
a. Insureds;
b. Claimsmade or "suits"brought; or
c. Persons or organization~ making claims or bringIng "suits.•
2. The Aggregate Limit Is the most we will pay for all
"injury" as the result of the selling, serving or furnishIng of alcoholic beverages.
3. Subject to the Aggregate Limit, the Each Common
Cause Umit Is the most wtl wUI pay for "Injury"sustained by one or more persons or organizationsas
the result of the selllng, serving or furnishing of any
alcoholic beverageto any one person.
The Limits of Insuranceof this CoveragePart apply separately to each consecutive annual period and to any
remainingperiod of less than 12 months, starting withthe
beginningof the policy period shown In the Declarations,
unlessthe policy period is extended after issuancefor an
additionalperiod of less than 12 months. In that case,the
additionalperiod wlll be deemedpan of the last preceding
CL 185 (1-96)
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period' for 'PU,tloses·'of determining the Limits of Insurance.
SECTION IV - UQUOR LIABILITY CONDITIONS

1, Bankruptcy.
Bankruptcy or insolvency of the Insured or of the
insured's estate wlll not relieve us of our obligations
under this Coverage Part.
2. Outl9s In The EventOf Injury, Clelm Or Suit.
a. You must see to it that we are notified as soon as
practicable of an "Injury'' which may result in a
dalm. To the extent possible, notice should include:
(1) How,when and where the "injury"tool<place;
(2) Toe names and addresses of any Injured personsand witnesses; and
(3) The nature and location of any "Injury"arising
out of an occurrence.
b. If a claim Is made·or wsuit"is brought againstany
insured,you must:
(1) Immediately record the specifics oftheclalm
or "suit"and the date received; and
(2) Notify us as soon as practicable.
You must see to it that we receivewritten notice
of the claim or "suit"as soon as practicable.
c, You and any other involved Insuredmust:
(1) Immediately send us copies of any demands.
notices, summonses or legal papers received
In connection with the claim or "suit'';
(2) Authorize us to obtain records and other information;
(3) Cooperate with us In the Investigationor settlement of the claim or defense againstthe
"suit";and
(4) Assist us, upon our request, in the enforcement of any right against any person or organizationwhich may be liable to the Insured
because of Injury to which this insurancemay
also apply.
d. No Insured wlll, except at that insured's own
cost, voluntarlly make a payment, assume any
obligation or Incur any expense, other than for
first aid, without cur consent.
3. Legal Action AgainstUs.
No person or organization has a right under this
Coverage Part:
·
a. To join us as a party or otherwise bring us into a
~suit"asking for damages from an Insured;or
b. To sue us on this Coverage Part unless all of Its
terms have been fully complied with.
A person or organization may sue us to recover on an
agreed settlement or on a final judgment against an
insured obtained after a~ actual ttlal: but we wlll not
be liable for damages that are not payable under the
terms of this Coverage Part or that are In excess of
the applicable llmlt of' insurance. An agreed settlement means a settlement end releaseof liability slgngd by us, the lnsurooand the claimant or the claim-
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ant's legal representative.
4. Other Insurance.

If other valid and collectlble Insurance Is availableto
the Insured for a loss we cover under this Coverage
Part,our obligations are limited as follows:
a. Primary Insurance

This insurance Is primary. Our obligations are not
affected unless any of the other insurance is also
primary. Then. we wlll share with all that other
Insuranceby the method described In b. below.
b. Methodof Sharing
If all of the other insurance permits contribution
by equal shares,wewill follow this method also.
Under this approach each insurer contributes
equal amounts until It has paid Its applicable limit
of insurance or none of the loss remains,whichevercomes first.
If any of the other insurance does not permit
contribution by equal shares, we will contribute
by limits. Under this method, each Insurer's share
Is based on the ratio of Its applicable limit of
Insurance to the total applicable limits of Insurance of all Insurers.
5. Premium Audit.
a. We will compute all premiums for this Coverage
Part In accordance with our rules and rates.
b. Premium shown in this Coverage Part as advance
premium Is a deposit premium only. Atthe close
of each audit period we wUI compute the earned
premium for that period. Audit premiums aredue
and payable on notice to the first Named Insured.
If the sum of the advance and audit premiums
paid for the pollcy period Is greater than the
earned premium, we wlll return the excessto the ·
first Named Insured.
c. The first Named Insured must keep records of the
information we need for premium computation,
and send us copies at such times as we may
request.
6. Representations.
Byaccepting this policy, you agree:
a. The statements In the Declarations are accurate
and complete;
b. Those statements are based upon representations you made to us: and
c. We have issued this policy In reliance upon your
representations.
7. SeparationOf Insureds.
Except with respect to the Limits of Insurance,and
any rights or duties specifically assigned in this Coverage Part to the first Named Insured, this insurance
applies:
a. As If each Named Insured were the only Named
Insured;and
b. Separatelyto each Insuredagainst whom claim Is
made or •suit" Is brought

Cl. 185 (1-eB)
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a. Transfer Of Rights Of Recovery Against Others To

Us.
If the Insured has rights to recover all or part of any
payment we have made under this Coverage Part,
those rights are transferred to us. The insured must
do nothing after loss to impair them. At our request,
the Insured wlll bring "suit" ortransfer those rights to
us and help us enforce them.
9. When We Do Not Renew.
If we decide not to renew this Coverage Part,we will
mail or delfverto the first Named Insured shown In the
Declarations written notice of the nonrenewalnot less
than 30 days before the expiration date.
If notice Is malled, proof of mailing will be sufficient
proof of notice.
SECTION V - DEANITIONS
1. "Bodlly injury" means bodily mJury, sickness or

disease sustained by a person, Including death
resultingfrom any of these at any time.
2. "Coverageterritory" means:
a. The United States of America (Including its territories and possessions), Puerto Rico and Canada;
b. lnternatlonal waters or airspace, provided the
"Injury" does not occur In the course of travel or
transportation to or from any place not Included
In a. above; or
c.. Allparts of the world If:
(1) The "Injury" arises out of:
(a) Goods or products made or sold by you
In the territory described In a. above: or
(b) The activities of a person wI:e home Is
in the territorydescribedIn above.but
Is away for a short time on yo; r business;
and
.

(2) The lnsured's responsibility to pay damages
Is determined In a vsult" on the merits, In the
territory described in a. above or in a settlement we agree to.
3. "Employee" Includes a •ieased worker." "Employee"
does not include a "temporary worker.•
4 . . "Executive
officer"means a person holding any of the
officer positions created by your charter, constitution,
by-laws or any other similar governing document.
· 5. "Injury" means all damages,Including damages be•
cause of "bodily Injury" and "property damage,•and
Including damages for care, loss of services or loss of
support
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6. "Leased worker" means a pers'onlea~ed'~o
you··bya
labor leasing firm under an agreement betweenyou
and the labor !easingfirm, to perform duties relatedto
the conduct of your business. "Leased worker" does
not Includea "temporaryworker."
7. "Propertydamage" means:
a. PhysicalInjury to tangible property, Including all
resulting loss of use of that property. All such loss
of use shall be deemed to occur at the time of the
physical injury that caused it; or
b. Loss of use of tangible property that is not physically injured. All such loss of use shall be deemed
to occur at the time of the "occurrence• that
caused it.
a. "Suit" means a civil proceeding In which damages
because of "Injury·to which this Insuranceappliesare
alleged."Suit" includes:
a. An arbitration proceeding in which such damages
are claimed and to which the Insured must submit
or does submit with our consent; or
b. Any other alternative dispute resolution proceeding in which such damages are claimed and to
which the insured submits with our consent.
9. "Temporary worker" means a person who Is furnished
to you to substitute for a permanent •employee"on
leave or to meet seasonal or short-term workfoad
conditions.
·:10. "Your product' means:
a Any goods or products, other than real property,
manufactured, sold, handled, distributed or disposed of by:
c1.) You;
(2) Others trading under your name; or
(3) A person or organization whose businessor
assets you haveacquired; and
b. Containers (other than vehlcles), materials,parts
or equipment furnished in connection with such
goods or products.
"Your product' inc;ludes:
e. Warranties or representations made at any time
with respect to the fitness, quality, durability or
performance or use of "y9ur product": and
b. The providing of or failure to provide w.arnlngsor
instructions.
"Your product• does not Include vending machinesor
other property rented to or located for the use of
otheis but not sold.
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CumberlandCode
EnforcementOffice

Memo
To:

Robert Benson, Town Manager

From:

Barbara McPheters, Code Officer 61'~'{

CC:

File

Date:

06/20/2002

Re:

137 Main Family Dining, 137 Longwoods Road, Map U8 Lot 5

I have reviewed the request for a full liquor license for Winn Road LLC (D/B/A 137 Main)
and offer the following:
•

The establishment is limited to 35 inside and no outside or 30 inside and 8 outside
seats due to the septic system design.

•

Meals are limited to 1 or 2 per day based on the septic system design.

•

The building cannot be expanded without Planning Board site plan review
approval.

The requirements listed in State of Maine, Department of Human Services, Division of
Health Engineering letter dated May 3, 2002 must be met. A copy of the letter is
attached.
Currently, the site is not in compliance with previous approvals as it relates to parking,
decking and dumpster location. I have discussed the deficiencies with the manager,
Roger Bintliff and he has agreed to locate the dumpster in the fenced area as required. A
site plan amendment must be filed for Planning Board review to address the parking and
rear deck installation.
I am concerned that expanding the use by granting a full liquor license will increase the
traffic and need for parking. The site is limited in area and adequate parking is not
provided at this time. Employees are parking beside the exit drive on the gravel next to
the banking and stream.
I would recommend that a site plan amendment request be filed within 10 days and
approval be secured within 90 days. I have discussed this with Andy Fillmore, Town
Planner and he agrees that this time frame is reasonable for the Planning Board and
achievable by the applicant.
Based upon the above information, I would not recommend approval of the license until
the zoning issues are resolved and, as always, I am reserving the right to inspect as
needed.

G:\CodeEnforcement\Correspondence\2002\Benson,
Robert#004.doc

MEMORANDUM
TO:

TOWN COUNCIL MEMBERS

FROM:

NADEEN DANIELS, TOWN CL~w

RE:

ANNUAL VICTUALER'S LICENSES

I have provided you with the Master List of the 2002 Victualer's Licenses. The
list is unchanged from last year, with the exception of the Fairground licenses. I will
submit these license applications as we get closer to the fair date in order to guarantee
that they have received an inspection f)rior to yotir. review.
The Fire inspections are complete and the department is recommending approval
without exception. Barbara McPheter's memo is included. She does report some minor
deficiencies at 3 establishments, but recommends approval, as she anticipates immediate
correction of these minor deficiencies.
Eileen Wyatt indicated to me Friday afternoon that she had completed her
inspections and reported minor deficiencies at the following 3 locations:
•
•
•

Allen's Farm
Big Apple
137 Main Street

She has given explicit instructions to each of these licensees and anticipates
corrections in the immediate future.
Based on the recommendations of the Health, Fire and Code Enforcement Officer,
I request your approval of the renewal licenses, as detailed 011 tlze Master

List, with a condition tlzat tlze 3 businesses identified correct all necessary
deficiencies.
Thank you.

INTEROFFICE

MEMORANDUM

TO:

NADEEN DANIELS, TOWN CLERK

FROM:

BARBARA MCPHETERS, CODE OFFICER

SUBJECT:

VICTUALER'S LICENSES

DATE:

06/20/2002

~

I have reviewed the files for the following businesses and have no issues but would reserve the right
to inspect at a later date:
Chebeague Island Bakery
Chebeague Orchard B&B
Cumberland Cafe
Doughty's Market
HMS Host/Burger King

Innco, Inc OBA Chebeague Inn
Spring Brook Farm Dairy Store
Sunset House Bed & Breakfast Inn
Viking Grill/Val Halla Golf & Rec - Banquet Center

he following businesses were inspected and had deficiencies to be corrected within 30 days:
Allen's Country Store
Food stop

J Brothers Variety Store

None of the deficiencies found at the above listed businesses should warrant
licenses if the necessary corrections are completed as required.

withholding

of the

No deficiencies were found during the inspections of the following businesses:

-·-·

The Big Apple Food Store··# 1082
The following businesses will be inspected before or during the Cumberland Craft Fair or Cumberland
Fair:
Aucoin Concessions - Lemonade/FruitSmoothy
Aucoin Concessions - Fried Dough
Cole Farms
Cumberland-North Yarmouth Lions Club
Danmark Food Concessions
Gourmet Goffe Cafe and Coke Can
Jyang - Lee Kitchens

.
<

Kernel Bob's KetUeKorn
King Paul & Queen Thelma
Maine Therapeutic Riding
Three Leaf Foods
Vincent Nielsen dba Vinnys Concessions
West Cumberland United Methodist Church

An inspection was conducted at 137 Main Street and a number of zoning deficiencies/violations
must
be corrected.
It would not appear that these violations would affect the issuance of the victualer's
license but could affect the issuance of the liquor license.

It appears that applications were not submitted for:
Gail Terison's Log Cabin Store - which is currently closed and not operating
Track Side Snack Bar - operating at and during Cumberland Fair
I hope this information is useful during the Town Council's review of these requests.

TOWN OF CUMBERLAND, MAINE
APPLICATION for VICTUALER'S (Food Service Establishment) LICENSE
Business

or

Business
Name
Date

Trade

_&J
______
t;;;_~LL7--b./A/4:J:d__
~ 7

__,:2..._oL
__ft.LS.d-J:_

Address:

of Manager:
of event

Signature

1
_ _d_/_ft!L
••J:...
__G1..<tLJij___
5_k_,!r__:::.::
___
_

Name:

~(?,1v~is--lflL-~,,

or new

of authorized

C:

Business

Phone:

_ "ov~_z_('-6..:_-s_

license:
person:

paav/l/.:

I?.,uid?,. Date:

19-f

-ci ;L

=========================================================
CHECK THE PROPER CATEGORY OF REQUESTED LICENSE:
(a)

Restaurant or Vichtaler not serving malt beverages on the
premises.

$50.00

(b)

Restaurant or Victualer serving malt beverages on the
premises.

$50.00

(c)

Class A Restaurant, as defined by the Revised Statutes
of Maine, serving both ..mal t liquor and spirituous and
vinous liquor.

$50.00

(d)

A business establishment such as, but not limited to, retail
grocery stores, food storage warehouses, bakeries, delicatessen
stores, and dairy product stores where food is stored or is kept
for sale and where the total area of the establishment is less than
10,000 square feet.

S25.00

(e)

Same as (d) but total area of the establishment is more than
10,000 square feet.

$25.00

( f)

Eating and Lodging places. Any place where eating and
sleeping accommodations are furnished to the public such
as hotels, motels, and bed and breakfasts.

$100.00

(g)

Establishment

NO FEE

(h)

Vending Machine.

$10.00

(i)

Temporary Vending Unit operating at a fair. (per unit):

$10.00

-...

operated by Non-Profit organization.

Name & type of vending

unit(s):

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Enclose CHECK payable to:

"Town of Cumberland"

SEND TO: TOWN CLERK, 290 Tuttle Road, Cumberland, ME 04021
Application

received:

6· S ~ D?-

Date of issuance:

-~

TOWN OF CUMBERLAND, MAINE
APPLICATION for VICTUALER'S (Food Service Establishment) LICENSE
Business

or

Trade

Name':

,L

~-jf

Business
Address:
Name of Manager: ~-Date

of event

or new

_&_i,---~f(.Q___
(6Dd...<$~

~-d±.c

J(/_12__~q,_ef![j{!_&_j};,j:i;+

c0.i~usines~ne:
license:

11
. /()oc!J.,

_'71/..3
-9cJ/J-

_

~ 2D'i-L

££/t~r,
IV\
Date: sj, ~O 2.
=======================================--J================

Signature

of authorized

person:

CHECK THE PROPER CATEGORY OF REQUESTED LICENSE:
(a)

Restaurant or Victualer not serving malt beverages on the
prexn.ises.

sso.oo

(b)

Restaurant or Victualer serving malt beverages on the
premises.

sso.oo

(c)

Class A Restaurant, as defined by the Revised Stahites
of Maine, serving both' malt liquor and spirituous and
vinous liquor.

$SO.OD

( d)

A business establishment such as, but not limited to, retail
grocery stores, food storage warehouses, bakeries, delicatessen
stores, and dairy product stores where food is stored or is kept
for sale and where the total area of the establishment is less than
10,000 square feet.

S25.00

(e)

Same as (d) but total area of the establishment is more than
10,000 square feet.

S25.00

(f)

Eating and Lodging places. Any place where eating and
sleeping accommodations are furnished to the public such
as hotels, motels, and bed and breakfasts.

5100.00

(g)

Establishment

NO FEE

(h)

Vending Machine.

510.00

(i)

Temporary Vending Un.it operating at a fair. (per unit):

Sl0.00

operated by Non-Profit organization.

Name & type of vending

unit(s): ___________________

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Enclose CHECK payable to:

'
\

''Town of Cumberland"

SEND TO: TOWN CLERK, 290 Tuttle Road, Cumberland, ME 04021

A;'nlication

received:

s:~o-·6d-

Date of issuance:

--t-

_

TOWN OF CUMBERLAND, MAINE
APPLICATION for VICTUALER'S (Food Service Establishment) LICENSE
Business

or

Trade

Name':

Add F-e-s.s
•

Business

Manager:

i:-Jl~\S::
rfos;-,.
+-___---glAr-~c✓ _ tz:',·n( __
CCAh

I 9 5" /\--(;LR5 & S

'b-et'---i'~-( vl Ctr-h VL--~usiness

b

C,,i \

l\

Phone:

~

cl

{j C (_J

~ iq-3 ~ :"sr

premises.
(b)

Restaurant or Victualer serving malt beverages on the
premises.

SS0.00

(c)

Class A Restaurant, as defined by the Revised Statutes
of Maine, serving both"malt liquor and spirituous and
vinous liquor.

$50.00

( d)

A business establishment such as, but not limited to, retail
grocery stores, food storage warehouses, bakeries, delicatessen
stores, and dairy product stores where food is stored or is kept
for sale and where the total area of the establishment is less than
10,000 square feet.

$25.00

Same as (d) but total area of the establishment is more than

$25.00

(e)

10,000 square feet.
(f)

Eating and Lodging places. Any place where eating and
sleeping accommodations are furnished to the public such
as hotels, motels, and bed and breakfasts.

$100.00

(g)

Establishment

NO FEE

(h)

Vending Machine.

$10.00

(i)

Temporary Vending Unit operating at a fair. (per unit):

$10.00

operated by Non-Profit organization.

Name & type of vending

unit(s): ___________________

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Enclose CHECK payable to:
SEND TO:
Application

"Town of Cumberland"

TOWN CLERK, 290 Tuttle Road, Cumberland, ME 04021

received:

5 ~ 16 ~ 0

d--

Date of issuance:

_

TOWN OF CUMBERLAND, MAINE
APPLICATION for VICTUALER'S (Food Service Establishment) LICENSE
Business

or

Trade

Name·:

.--:r-_~Jj_t:~C.t.)._T.,_r.1_._C:......._S::/f~t:.t.!ci.t:!x=.<.J.C(_U
\J

J

J

Business
A <lares s: /1:::v~,.,-~'-,cz~-~'Sa.<..2::i:A..J~'d.-f2b.e&-ri..'+tle.-~l
acL,J/c- j~,;;
,
,
\j
Name of Manager: p::i.cr--ie. :_(!:Jf::u~deo Business Phone: (il..£[.7)
f:i;lf« ·.;S):_:5:-J
-

;~;:~;~~:;~:~~~~~~~;=~;~~~;~~~~=~==~io

2_

CHECK THE PROPER CATEGORY OF REQUESTED LICENSE:
(a)

Restaurant or Victualer not serving malt beverages on the
premises.

$50.00

(b)

Restaurant or Victualer serving malt beverages on the
premises.

$50.00

(c)

Class A Restaurant, as defined by the Revised Statutes
of Maine, serving both malt liquor and spirituous and
vinous liquor.

$50.00

( d)

A business establishment such as, but not limited to, retail
grocery stores, food storage warehouses, bakeries, delicatessen
stores, and dairy product stores where food is stored or is kept
for sale and where the total area of the establishment is less than
10,000 square feet.

S25.00

(e)

Same as (d) but total area of the establishm~~ti~ more than
10,000 square feet.

$25.00

(f)

Eating and Lodging places. Any place where eating and
sleeping accommodations are furnished to the public such
as hotels, motels, and bed and breakfasts.

S100.00

(g)

Establishment

NO FEE

(h)

Vending Machine.

S10.00

(i)

Temporary Vending Unit operating at a fair. (per unit):

$10.00

Name

operated by Non-Profit organization.

& type of vending

unit(s): ____________________

Enclose CHECK payable to:
SEND TO:
Application

''Town of Cumberland"

TOWN CLERK, 290 Tuttle Road, Cumberland, ME 04021

received:

Lj

-2>o· V:)-

Date of issuance:

,·-

_i:_~:_

_

TOWN OF CUMBERLAND, MAINE
APPLICATION for VICTUALER'S (Food Service Establishment) LICENSE
Business

q~µ~f.e,

(

or

Trade

➔ Business
Address:
Name of Manager:
Date

Name':

-•· Y)_A_

(JtLY).t
U.M.,~t- J; lu.-\-lcl'O:L~..t~}--

~ 01::lH t ( l _?ZvcLC{
~

6Jb.L'Tol>.f2____

of event· or new

Signature

5

_

of authorized

license:
person:

Business

___

j.u~vh.~~.L-

Phone:

_F,'1{l£:_:.k_
?>'-ll!_

_2:2!,,...

~~)itlv 1IbJ.c{

Date:

r;~d~

- O 1..

============================~============================

CHECK THE PROPER CATEGORY OF REQUESTED LICENSE:
(a)

Restaurant or Victualer not serving malt beverages on the
premises.

S50.00

(b)

Restaurant or Victualer serving malt beverages on the
premises.

$50.00

(c)

Class A Restaurant, as defined by the Revised Statutes
of Maine, serving both"malt liquor and spirituous and
vinous liquor.

$50.00

( d)

A business establishment such as, but not limited to, retail
grocery stores, food storage warehouses, bakeries, delicatessen
stores, and dairy product stores where food is stored or is kept
for sale and where the total area of the establishment is less than
10,000 square feet.

S25.00

(e)

Same as (d) but total area of the establishment is more than
10,000 square feet.

(f)

Eating and Lodging places. Any place where eating and
sleeping accommodations are furnished to the public such
as hotels, motels, and bed and breakfasts.

$100.00

(g)

Establishment operated by Non-Profit organization.

NO FEE

(h)

Vending Machine.

s10.00

(i)

Temporary Vending Unit operating at a fair. (per unit):

$10.00

>s:__

Name & type of vending unit(s): ____________________

Enclose CHECK payable to:
SEND TO:
Application

"Town of Cumberland"

TOWN CLERK, 290 Tuttle Road, Cumberland, ME 04021

received:

Date of issuance:

_

TOWN OF CUMBERLAND, MAINE
APPLICATION for VICTUALER'S (Food Service Establishment) LICENSE
Business

or

Trade

Business
Address:
Name of Manager:
Date

of event

Signature

_J;Jj_£.£fB.6JJ£__Q.R.c.il.wJ.cL_liS
/j{JJ._!i.5.2_
__C}J£.&c.1/!Gf.!t
___
/_s/c,ti4d_,_i/_L-ayo/ i

Name:

/ldtu7ll{-u/1-1:f2._
__

or new

license:

of authorized

person:

Business

Phone:

~tz1C/J

5Yh :il.i'%8/ _
6 lf (f}- C/l/ g' t""

Date:,

f!~/4z..._

========================================================:;
CHECK THE PROPER CATEGORY OF REQUESTED LICENSE:
(a)

Restaurant or Victualer not serving malt beverages on the
premises.

$50.00

(b)

Restaurant or Victualer serving malt beverages on the
premises.

$50.00

(c)

dass A Restaurant, as defined by the Revised Statutes
of Maine, serving both-·malt liquor and spirituous and
vinous liquor.

$50.00

( d)

A business establishment such as, but not limited to, retail
grocery stores, food storage warehouses, bakeries, delicatessen
stores, and dairy product stores where food is stored or is kept
for sale and where the total area of the establishment is less than
10,000 square feet.

$25.00

(e)

Same as (d) but to·t~ area of the establishment
10,000 square feet.

$25.00

(f)

Eating and Lodging places. Any place where eating and
sleeping accommodations are furnished to the public such
as hotels, motels, and bed and breakfasts.

$100.00

(g)

Establishment

NOFEE

(h)

Vending Machine.

$10.00

(i)

Temporary Vending Unit operating at a fair. (per unit):

$10.00

Name

is more than

operated by Non-Profit organization.

& type of vending

unit(s): ____________________

Enclose CHECK payable to:
SEND TO:
Application

"Town of Cumberland"

TOWN CLERK, 290 Tuttle Road, Cumberland, ME 04021

received:

5 ·:J:i - t> ?--

Date of issuance:

_"j._

_

TOWN OF CUMBERLAND, MAINE
APPLICATION for VICTUALER'S (Food Service Establishment) LICENSE
Business

or

Trade

Business
Address:
Name of Manager:
Date

of event

Signature

Name':

~:-:••:;r· _-_\
.•·..· ·•.,.r,.• !"•-------------------

--------

--------------------------------------------Phone:

f) 11~-.J,-,,l
/J-1.-1/(,.
_s,,,.
JL, Business

or new

of authorized

7 _
_ 9:_1 -.::>~•,<::

license:
person:

~~ JJ:4 ,

Date: ft ..1 I 5 IA<

==================================--:=================_LL=
CHECK THE PROPER CATEGORY OF REQUESTED LICENSE:
(a)

Restaurant or Victualer not serving malt beverages on the
premises.

sso.oo

(b)

Restaurant or Victualer serving malt beverages on the
premises.

sso.oo

(c)

Class A Restaurant, as defined by the Revised Statutes
of Maine, serving both ..malt liquor and spirituous and
vinous liquor.

sso.oo

( d)

A business establishment such as, but not limited to, retail
grocery stores, food storage warehouses, bakeries, delicatessen
stores, and dairy product stores where food is stored or is kept
for sale and where the total area of the establishment is less than
10,000 square feet.

S25.00

(e)

Same as (d) bu(total area of the establishment is more than
10,000 square feet.

$2-5.00

(f)

Eating and Lodging places. Any place where eating and
sleeping accommodations are furnished to the public such
as hotels, motels, and bed and breakfasts.

$100.00

(g)

Establishment operated by Non-Profit organization.

NO FEE

(h)

Vending Machine.

$10.00

(i)

Temporary Vending Unit operating at a fair. (per unit):

$10.00

Name & type of vending

unit(s): ___________________

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Enclose CHECK payable to:

"Town of Cumberland"

SEND TO: TOWN CLERK, 290 Tuttle Road, Cumberland, ME 04021
Application

received:

~- \5·0;;1...

Date of issuance:

_

TOWN OF CUMBERLAND, MAINE
APPLICATION for VICTUALER'S (Food Service Establishment) LICENSE
Business
Business
Name
Date

or

Trade

Name':

Address:

of Manager:
of event

or new

_j)_Q_~(_l}_!_j_!
__/]J!!tl!.!!.'"I.
___________________
_

_ C /I €./?£1·1<.vE __~ )?,,.,
_J

£'j -JZ,._.
i. _____

___________________
_

Business

Phone:

S; 'Ii: -Cfc1q 1_

license:

~C-1.. -J),.,-.c,-C-f:i...Date: ,;J,~;',,1-71 )-,,, ~===========================~L~======
( \ ======================-=
'

Signature

of authorized

person:

CHECK THE PROPER CATEGORY OF REQUESTED LICENSE:
(a)

Restaurant or Victualer not serving malt beverages on the
premises.

$50.00

(b)

Restaurant or Victualer serving malt beverages on the
premises.

$50.00

(c)

Class A Restaurant, as defined by the Revised Statutes
of Maine, serving both-·malt liquor and spirituous and
vinous liquor.

S50.00

(d)

A business establishment such as, but not limited to, retail
grocery stores, food storage warehouses, bakeries, delicatessen
stores, and dairy product stores where food is stored or is kept
for sale and where the total area of the establishment is less than
10,000 square feet.

S25.00

Same as (d) but total area of the establishment is more than-···

S25.00

(e)

-~-

10,000 square feet.
( f)

Eating and Lodging places. Any place where eating and
sleeping accommodations are furnished to the public such
as hotels, motels, and bed and breakfasts.

s100.00

(g)

Establishment

NO FEE

(h)

Vending Machine.

$10.00

(i)

Temporary Vending Unit operating at a fair. (per unit):

s10.00

Name

operated by Non-Profit organization.

& type of vending

unit(s): ____________________

Enclose CHECK payable to:
SEND TO:
Application

"Town of Cumberland"

TOWN CLERK, 290 Tuttle Road, Cumberland, ME 04021

received:

5·~3 U -M

Date of issuance:

_

TOWN OF CUMBERLAND, MAINE
APPLICATION for VICTUALER'S (Food Service Establishment) LICENSE
Business
Business
Name
Date

or

Trade

Address:

of Manager:
of event

Signature

---

_ __f::..D.Ql].5.ID_e
________________________
_

Name:

__flJfi~tL-~-._____________________
_
--111.su(). kVi.II/1- Business Phone: _ 'ff2C/-~:;;:>!:2D

or new

of authorized

_3_l✓-;i

, ~~

license:
person;/

=============================

-

zoo-z_

~~~>!--

Date:

_/-=-==

~kk,2==L==

··==============

I

CHECK THE PROPER CATEGORY OF REQUESTED LICENSE:
(a)

Restaurant or Victualer not serving malt beverages on the
premises.

sso.oo

(b)

Restaurant or Victualer serving malt beverages on the
premises.

$50.00

(c)

Class·A Restaurant, as defined by the Revised Statutes
of Maine, serving both ..malt liquor and spirituous and
vinous liquor.

$50.00

(d)

A business establishment such as, but not limited to, retail

525.00

grocery stores, food storage warehouses, bakeries, delicatessen
stores, and dairy product stores where food is stored or is kept
for sale and where the total area of the establishment is less than
10,000 square feet.
(e)

Same as (d) but total area of the establishment is more than
10,000 square feet.

(f)

Eating and Lodging places. Any place where eating and
sleeping accommodations are furnished to the public such
as hotels, motels, and bed and breakfasts.

$100.00

(g)

Establishment

NO FEE

(h)

Vending Machine.

510.00

(i)

Temporary Vending Unit operating at a fair. (per unit):

510.00

operated by Non-Profit organization.

Name & type of vending

525.00

unit(s): ___________________

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Enclose CHECK payable to:

"Town of Cumberland"

SEND TO: TOWN CLERK, 290 Tuttle Road, Cumberland, ME 04021
·
App 1ication received:
"
Date of issuance:

1o-s·o----

-X

_

TOWN OF CUMBERLAND, MAINE
APPLICATION for VICTUALER'S (Food Service Establishment) LICENSE
Business
Business
Name
Date

or

Trade

Address:

~-22~~-~J~--~5-t~~~l:LQ_C?:t--=--~
__hd____________________
\

Name':

of Manager:)1k11t:0~~'.24;.l.P~
of event

Signature

or new

of authorized

Business

Phone: <iQ._9-::
S 5Cl l
~

license:

persotri2:"?t)-,2(.J-_7i!:::,

Date:

.6]).5)c,o---

=================================
,:__=============================
CHECK THE PROPER CATEGORY OF REQUESTED LICENSE:
(a)

Restaurant or Victualer not serving malt beverages on the
premises.

sso.oo

(b)

Restaurant or Victualer serving malt beverages on the
premises.

sso.oo

(c)

Class A Restaurant, as defined by the Revised Statutes
of Maine, serving both' malt liquor and spirituous and
vinous liquor.

sso.oo

( d)

A business establishment such as, but not limited to, retail
grocery stores, food storage warehouses, bakeries, delicatessen
stores, and dairy product stores where food is stored or is kept
for sale and where the total area of the establishment is less than
10,000 square feet.

(e)

Same as (d) but total area of the establishment is more than
10,000 square feet.

(f)

Eating and Lodging places. Any place where eating and
sleeping accommodations are furnished to the public such
as hotels, motels, and bed and breakfasts.

$100.00

(g)

Establishment

NO FEE

(h)

Vending Machine.

Sl0.00

(i)

Temporary Vending Unit operating at a fair. (per unit):

s10.oo

operated by Non-Profit organization.

Name & type of vending

$25.00

unit(s): ___________________

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Enclose CHECK payable to:
SEND TO:
Application

''Town of Cumberland"

TOWN CLERK, 290 Tuttle Road, Cumberland, ME 04021

received:

'--· \l~o..,,,.-.__)

Date of issuance:

_

TOWN OF CUMBERLAND, MAINE
APPLICATION for VICTUALER'S (Food Service Establishment) LICENSE
Business
Business
Name
Date

or

Trade

Addres¥s:

of Manager·
of event

Signature

Name':
,

~U~\._~,r

of authorized

'1%,-~rwL

\G0:.
c~n?.Q.l'r'~l?l

--

or new

_ ~(l.r\
'

""'

~-------

_________________________ _

-'c

__

~14

.

Business

Phone:

"" C'

z:D.,r7

'c.)..( ··-..J~__ L

license:
person:

Date:

===================-=====================================

CHECK THE PROPER CATEGORY OF REQUESTED LICENSE:
(a)

Restaurant or Victualer not serving malt beverages on the
premises.

sso.oo

(b)

Restaurant or Victualer serving malt beverages on the
premises.

sso.oo

(c)

Class A Restaurant, as defined by the Revised Statutes
of Maine, serving both' malt liquor and spirituous and
vinous liquor.

sso.oo

( d)

A business establishment such as, but not limited to, retail
grocery stores, food storage warehouses, bakeries, delicatessen
stores, and dairy product stores where food is stored or is kept
for sale and where the total area of the establishment is less than
10,000 square feet.

525.00

Same as (d) but total area-of the·establishment

$25.00

(e)

is more than

10,000 square feet.
(f)

Eating and Lodging places. Any place where eating and
sleeping accommodations are furnished to the public such
as hotels, motels, and bed and breakfasts.

5100.00

(g)

Establishment

NO FEE

(h)

Vending Machine.

Sl0.00

(i)

Temporary Vending Unit operating at a fair. (per unit):

Sl0.00

operated by Non-Profit organization.

Name & type of vending

unit(s): ___________________

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Enclose CHECK payable to:
SEND TO:
Application

"Town of Cumberland"

TOWN CLERK, 290 Tuttle Road, Cumberland, ME 04021

received:

l'.?· Q O • 0

:l-

Date of issuance:

_

TOWN OF CUMBERLAND, MAINE
APPLICATION for VICTUALER'S (Food Service Establishment) LICENSE
Business

or

Trade

Business
Address:
Name of Manager:
Date

of event

Name':

_3unS:t,Hcu~_Ptd_c_&mLifai
_lnt1

~f;;,

~-!2~!:L-~-fd~-8=_Q~£J~~~_l5f4~

~~_Lm....+-_Business

or new

Phone:{ ~::£2.')
)Wto-

~B

j_ 2(:oZ-

license~-..J_LJlJ,1

:;~:::R:;::r~::~:;tF~
~ 3i#Pz
Date:

(a)

Restaurant or Victualer not serving malt beverages on the
premises.

$50.00

(b)

Restaurant or Victualer serving malt beverages on the
premises.

$50.00

(c)

Class A Restaurant, as defined by the Revised Statutes
of Maine, serving both.malt liquor and spirituous and
vinous liquor.

$50.00

(d)

A business establishment such as, but not limited to, retail
grocery stores, food storage warehouses, bakeries, delicatessen
stores, and dairy product stores where food is stored or is kept
for sale and where the total area of the establishment is less than
10,000 square feet.

$25.00

(e)

Same as (d) but total area of the establishment
10,000 square feet.

$25.00

(f)

Eating and Lodging places. Any place where eating and
sleeping accommodations are furnished to the public such
as hotels, motels, and bed and breakfasts.

(g)

Establishment

(h)

Vending Machine.

S10.OO

(i)

Temporary Vending Unit operating at a fair. (per unit):

$10.00

Name

is more than

operated by Non-Profit organization.

& type of vending

Application

NO FEE

unit(s): ___________________

Enclose CHECK payable to:
SEND TO:

$100.00

"Town of Cumberland"

TO\iVN CLERK, 290 Tuttle Road, Cumberland, ME 04021

received:

S ~ c9~ • o :i-

Date of issuance:

_

TOWN OF CUMBERLAND, MAINE
APPLICATION for VICTUALER'S (Food Service Establishment) LICENSE
Business
Business
Name
Date

or

Trade

Address:

of Manager:
of event

Signature

Name':

V~ l~c

)'\-G,e,p Cex-,·fl---S_e_,
________ _

_j_J./la-~1-hA-u..,~_(Lb _____________________ _
U-LG-- 1\1n~'i:tr'-:_ Business
Phone: _3'L✓cl- -~2 2-~-

or new

of authorized

license:
person:

~ ~Il

O·

_i_~--=-2!/~·

Date:

6 /z2,,/o
"'2--

=======================================-=================
CHECK THE PROPER CATEGORY OF REQUEST£

ICENSE:

(a)

Restaurant or Victualer not serving malt beverages on the
premises.

sso.oo

(b)

Restaurant or Victualer serving malt beverages on the
.premises.

sso.oo

(t)

Class A Restaurant, as defined by the Revised Statutes
of Maine, serving both-·malt liquor and spirituous and
vinous liquor.

sso.oo

(d)

A business establishment such as, but not limited to, retail
grocery stores, food storage warehouses, bakeries, delicatessen
stores, and dairy product stores where food is stored or is kept
for sale and where the total area of the establishment is less than
10,000 square feet.

$25.00

(e)

Same as (d) but total area of the establishment is more than
10,000 square feet.

$25.00

(f)

Eating and Lodging places. Any place where eating and
sleeping accommodations are furnished to the public such
as hotels, motels, and bed and breakfasts.

$100.00

(g)

Establishment operated by Non-Profit organization.

NO FEE

(h)

Vending Machine.

$10.00

(i)

Temporary Vending Unit operating at a fair. (per unit):

Sl0.00

Name & type of vending

unit(s): ___________________

Enclose CHECK payable to:
SEND TO:
Application

"Town of Cumberland"

TOWN CLERK, 290 Tuttle Road, Cumberland, ME 04021

received:

5·-d/J- ~

Date of issuance:

_

TOWN OF CUMBERLAND, MAINE
APPLICATION for VICTUALER'S (Food Service Establishment) LICENSE
Business

or

Trade

.'·lJLJI
.JZ/__/__L{2__
__________________
_

Na me:

---ij~ /Jk; J_/4_u·1------------_
-----,,-_.

Business
Address:_ ..
Name of Manager: ·

J).r,_-CJ.:Z:!l/L;F
Business

Date

of event

Signature

or n~w lice~se(

of authorized

~

_

_

·====-/;I=========-·

/2£c...i,._;[,__,
,(_

__" ____

pers~~;~~-<:~H~~..4'

=======================

Phone:

_.

.'

-,/;r•,/c-J

, ·
',-, T

1

-----=.

_I ___

I_

CHECK THE PROPER CATEGORY OF REQUESTED LICENS
(a)

Restaurant or Victualer not serving malt beverages on the
premises.

$50.00

(b)

Restaurant or Victualer serving malt beverages on the
premis1:_5.

$50.00

(c)

Class A Restaurant, as defined by the Revised Statutes
of Maine, serving both malt liquor and spirituous and
vinous liquor.

$50.00

( d)

A business establishment such as, but not limited to, retail
grocery stores, food storage warehouses, bakeries, delicatessen
stores, and dairy product stores where food is stored or is kept
for sale and where the total area of the establishment is less than
10,000 square feet.

$25.00

(e)

Same
(d) but total area of the establishment is more than
10,000 square feet.

(f)

Eating and Lodging places. Any place where eating and
sleeping accommodations are furnished to the public such
as hotels, motels, and bed and breakfasts.

$100.00

(g)

Establishment operated by Non-Profit organization.

NO FEE

(h)

Vending Machine.

$10.00

(i)

Temporary Vending Unit operating at a fair. (per unit):

$10.00

£s..

Name & type of vending

unit(s): ______________________

Enclose CHECK payable to:
SEND TO:
Application

$25.00

"Town of Cumberland"

TOWN CLERK, 290 Tuttle Road, Cumberland, ME 04021

received:

r_:---~

~o

· c>·)._

Date of issuance:

_

Town of Cumberland
VICTUALER'S

LICENSE

INSTRUCTIONS

There are two types of Victualer's licensing done each year. One is for the various
Cumberland Fairground events and the other is the annual licensing done each year
for the local businesses in town.
ANNUAL VICTUALERS LICENSE: The annual Victualers license run from
July 1st through June 30th of each year.
(1) May 1st the Town Clerk sends out an annual reminder letter, along with an
(
application and return envelope to each business. --(,c:,)l.\
c-.~e-/ o: c.2::-i,,1,)n-.:..-:_
(2) When the application is returned:
* A copy of the check is made on the back of the application,
* The date received and amount received is noted at the bottom of the application
* (3) photocopies are made of the updated annual Victualer's license list May 1st:
** one is sent to the Health Officer, Eileen Wyatt
** one is put in the Fire Chief's (Dan Small) mail box
**one is put in Code Enforcement (Barbara McPheters) mail box

(3) All the Victualer's applications are usually heard the last Town Council meeting
in June and Lisa must be notified 2 weeks ahead to put it on the Council agenda.
FARMERS MARKET VENDERS: Do NOT need Victualer's licenses. Under the
Victualer Ordinance, they come under the classification of farm stands/ civic
organization that does not require one.
FAIRGROUNDS

EVENTS:

People call in with requests for a Victualer's ap°plication. Sometimes they are
confused if and why they need one. Anyone serving food, whether freshly cooked,
baked, pre-made, canned, pickled, etc. with samples being provided needs a
victualer's license. A non-profit organization such as a church or civic or school
group also needs one although there is no fee. The application is pretty specific, it
has a non-profit listing and a listing for a vendor at a fair, etc.
Victualer's licenses for fairground events are granted by the Town Clerk (do not
have to be heard by the Town Council)
After applications for fairground's events are received:
* A copy of the check is made on the back of the application
* Date and amount received is noted on the front of the application
* Special note must be made if the vendor has more than one concession
(cost is $10 per concession and is $30 is sent, put down 3 concessions)
*No copies are made for Fire Chief/ Health Officer/ Code Enforcement, instead a
listing of Vendor names & number of concessions is kept under each event
(Cumberland Fair, Craft Fair, etc) and this list is sent or given to them shortly before
the date of event.
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STATE OF MAIKE
DEPARTMENT
OF HUMAN
SERVICES
DIVISION
OF HEALTH
ENGINEERING
10 STATE HOUSE STATION

ANGUS S. KING, JR.

AUGUSTA,
MAINE
04333-0010

GOVERNOR

KEVIN W. CONCANNON
C0Mfl.11SSIONER

May 3, 2002

Mr. Roger Bintliff
WmnRoadLLC
137 Main Street
Cumberland, Maine 04021

-- - ..-

Subject: 137 Main Street, Est. # 25310

.,

Dear Mr. Bintliff,
The purpose of this letter is to clarify all the requirements you must fulfill before a permanent license will be
issued by this department.
District Sanitarian Anita L. Anderson has advised me -0f the following :
You have agreed to:
Remove extra tables from the "sitting room"
Repair all leaks under the dishwasher and plumbing
Weekly records of water meter readings would be kept for water usage
You or a designee would monitor water treatment.
You will be in direct contact with Mike Corbin of the Maine Drinking Water Program resolve the issues that
were brought to your attention in his recent le~e_r. _
You understand the liquor license cannot be expanded to include preparation of drinks due to the fact that the
bar area lacks the plumbing to install the required number of sinks. Such an expansion may constitute a change
in the seating allowed due to the capacity of the septic system.
Please plan to complete all of the above by May 10, 2002. Once completed, we will be able to issue the
permanent license.
Thankyou for your cooperation.

s·

rely,

~~c;J~
McDougal
Supervisor

- .J

7

Cc:
Rebecca Vigue, Program Manager
Mike Corbin, Haigue Brochu. M.D.W.P.
Barbara Mc Pheters CEO
Richard Peterson, LPI
Eileen Wyatt, Health Officer
/_J
D~ Smaha, Licensin~ In_specto:, S:ate Liquor Commi~i~
Anita L. Anderson, D1stnct Sarutanan
(;--'···
P~ll'-TIOON ~ECYCUDP.-\PE&

OFFICE

- 157 CAPITOL

STREET

TTY

(207) 287-2070

FAX: (207)

287•4'

Shelley Doyle
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

SusanMc9inty
Tuesday,June 4, 2002 1:SOPM
ShelleyDoyle
need and address

Shelly,

I need to get in touch with Steve Moriarty before the meetin9 tomorrow
evening and I have o meeting at church tonight. Can you send me his email
or forward this message to him?? Thank you-Susan
Steve,
The RecyclinQ connittee is busy researching what other towns are doing and
making plans for public awareness events. Wewould like to have a workshop
scheduled wi.th the TownCouncil in order to update you on what we have
learned so far and to make sure we are on the track you would like us to be
on. Can you suggest a time and date for a workshop?

Thank you, Susan

smcginty@lntaine.rr.com
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CORRESPONDENCE

Maine Municipal
Association
60 COMMUNITYDRIVE
AUGUSTA,MAINE04330-9486
(207) 623-8428
www.memun.org

To:

Memorandum

Key Municipal Officials of MMA's Member Municipalities

From: Gary Brown, President, MMA
Date: June 17, 2002
Re: Ballots for Election to MMA'S Legislative Policy Committee

MMA's member municipalities have made their nominations for the 2002-2004 Legislative
Policy Committee (LPC). It is now time to elect your representatives to serve on the Committee.
The election ballot is enclosed. The ballot must be completed by the Board of Selectmen or Town or
City Council of your municipality.
Number of votes

( )

Most municipalities are asked to vote for two candidates, because there are two elected
LPC members for most districts. Some municipalities only vote for one candidate, because the
other LPC member in that district is appointed. You are instructed on the ballot (above the list
of candidates) whether to vote for two candidates or just one.
Candidate profiles

If you are not familiar with any .of the candidates, please review the Candidate Profiles on
the back of the ballot. Feel free, also, to contact the candidates directly.
Write-in candidates

In addition to the candidates listed on the ballot, you may vote for a candidate whose name
you write in. The write-in caQdidate need not be from your municipality, but must be from a
municipality in your Senate/LPC district. Check to be sure the write-in candidate is willing to serve
if elected! Write-in candidates should be communicating their interest in serving among the
municipal officers within their district.

If you are instructed to vote for two candidates and only one candidate is on the ballot,
please use the "write-in" line for your second vote, if you know of someone who is willing to serve.

Deadline for returning ballot
Return ballot by 5:00 p.m. on July 12, 2002, to:

u

State and Federal Relations Dept.
Maine Municipal Association
60 Community Drive, Augusta, ME 04330
FAX: 626-3358

Your participation is important --Thank You!

OFFICIAL BALLOT- District 26
Maine Municipal Association's Legislative Policy Committee
July 1, 2002 - June 30, 2004 term

VOTE FOR TWO:

D

Anthony T. Plante, Town Manager, Windham

□

___________________________

(/
position

name

MUNICIPALITY:____________

municipality

DATE: _________

£S

write in)

_

BY SELECTMEN/COUNCILORS:

)
signature

signature

print name

-·

~~

print name

signature

print name

signature

print name

signature

print name

Return by 5:00 p.m., July 12, 2002, to:
Laura Veilleux, Maine Municipal Association
60 Community Drive, Augusta, Maine, 04330
FAX: 626-3358

-...

LPC District #26:
Cumberland
Gray
New Gloucester
North Yarmouth

Pownal
Raymond
Windham

Candidate Profiles:
Anthony Plante has been the Town Manager of the Town of Windham for the past 5 years. Prior to that
he was the Finance & Personnel Director in Bedford, NH from 1989 - 1996. Mr. Plante has served on
the LPC during the 2000 - 2002 term and enjoys the opportunity to work with people who represent the
breadth of viewpoints in Maine. His primary issues of concern are comprehensive tax reform, growth
management and preventing the further erosion of local control.
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FACSIMILE TRANSMISSION SHEET
1

JENSEN BAIRD GARDNER & :akNRY
Ten Free Street

P.O. Box 4510
Portland, ME 04112
(207) 775-7271
FAX: (207) 775-7935
www.jbgh.com

I

I
i
I

I

TO:
FAX:

Bob Benson
829-2224

CC:

FAX:
File Number
FROM:
E-MAIL:

DATE:

t

:

Deborah M. Mann
dmann@.jbgh.com
June 20, 2002

NUMBER OF PAGES

(including fax sheet)

22

The information contained in this facsimile message is confidential and, if addressed lto our clknt or certain COUllSel,is subject to
the attotney--client or work privilege, and is intended only for use of the individual or entity named above. If the reader of this
message is not the intended recipient, or the employee or a2cnt rcSJ)onsiblc to deliver it to the intended n:cipicnt, you arc hereby
notified that any dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is striqtly prohibited. If you have received this
communication in error, please notify us immediately by telephone, and return the original message to us at the above address via
the U.S. Postal Service.

COMMENTS:
Here is a copy of the Decision. Feel free to call Dehbie at home to discuss at
799·8601

0612012002
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Reporter of Decisions

MAINE SUPREME

JUDICIAL COURT
2002 ME 96

Dedsion:
Docket:
Argued:
Decided:

Cum.~01-353

October 9, 2001
June 20. 2002
SAUFLEY. C.J., CLIFFORD, RUDMAN, DANA, ALEXANDER,
CLTFFORD. RUDMAN, DANA, and CALKINS, JJ.
§Af]FLEY. C.J., and .ALEXANDER. ,J.

Panel:
Majority:

Dissenting:

and CALKINS, JJ.

NANCY BLANCHARD et al.
V.

DEPARTMENT OF TRAN"SPORTATlON et al.

CLIFFORD. J.

[q[l]
entered

Nancy

in the Superior

Department

1

Blanchard

appeals

Court (Cumberland

of Transportation

entered

following

Blanchard

a three-day

also appeals

nonjury

the taking.

Ma.:ine had

been

Departnient

e,~ceeded its legislative

private

use in violation

contentions

authority,

trial,
§

of the Department
from a judgment

in which

Island

350 year-round

the

of

court

21. of the Constitution

Blanchard

contends

that

and that the talting was

of
the
for a

by Blanchard's

of Article I, § 21. We are unpersuaded

and affirm the judgments

[<12) Chebeague

approximately

in

Judgment

Warren., J.) in favor of the

County.

.concluded that the public use clause of Article I,
satisfied

summary

on the issue of the authority

to take land owned by Blanchard.

the court

from a partial

of the Super-ior Court ..

is a sn1all island community
residents

and about

2000

in Casco Bay with

additional

summer

1. The.re are three named plaintiffs in this case:, Nancy Blanchard.
the Estate of
Winifred Blanchard, and the Nancy Blanchard Cousins Island Charitable Remainder Unitrust.
Because Nat1cy Blanchard is the personal representative of the estate and the sole trustee of the
unttrust, she is referred to as if she were the sole plaintiff.
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res~dents.

The island

to the mainland

is part of the Town of Cumberland

by a bridge.

Cousins

Island,

:mainland by a bridge, is the 1nost convenient

and is not connected

which

m~land

is connected
tenninal

to the

for the feny

I

semce

to Chebeague

Island.

Transportation

Company

to maintaining

Chebeague

['lr3] In October

eminent
users

The _ferry service is provided

(Feny).

2

The feny link to Cousins

Island as a year-round

of 1999, the Department

acquired

domain, 1.4 acres of land for continued

traveling

transportation

to and from Chebeague
system used by commuters

the Cousins

parking

community.
from Blanchard,

by

use as a parkJ.ng lot for ferry

of the ferry service between

consisted
I

Island and ·cousins

wharf, a satellite

Island is essential

Island. At the tln1e of the taking, the

•

Chebeague

residential

by the Chebeague

Island operated by the Ferry, the Cous1ns Island

lot located in the Town about

ten miles away from

Island Wharf, serviced by a shuttle bus. and the parking lot owned

by Blanchard,

which ts a short walk up Wharf Road from the Cousins Island

wharf.
[<J:4] Prior to the taking,

I

Blanchard

used it as a parking

lot i.n conjunction

Island

years.

I

for over thirty

tdterminate
i

with

.

the lot to the Fen-y, who

the ferry service

The Ferry does not transport

allows commuting/ island residents
lot lease was set

had leased

to Chebeague

cars,

and the lot

to have close access to their vehicles.

on January

The

I, 2000.

i

I

I
Jsa

2.. The Ferry
for-profit public corporation that was created by Chebeague Island
residents as a commdnity enterpli$e. Feny shares may be purchased by any :member of the
public. The F'eny haslnever paid diV1dends to its shareholders. The board of directors sen,e on
a volunteer basis. TI1e Ferry has paid federal tncome truces in only th:ree years, the last being in
I 979. All revenues earned by the Ferry have either been invested in the transportation
system
or set as1de to purchase or replace eql.lipment.
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[<J5J. After conducting

extensive

the existing

facility on Cousins

ferry landing

and that the availability

the wharf

was essential

connecting

Chebeague

studies,

Island

of parking

residents

on Cousins

of a ferry

food stores, and other essential

order to ensure

the Blanchard

parking

once the lease

expired.

that

for the

Island adjacent

schools,

mainland

lot would continue

the Department

location

transportation

With their jobs.

health care providers,
that

concluded

was the only feasible

for the operation

Island

the Department

to

system
hospitals,·

services.

In

to be available

for

the lot by eminent

acquired

domain.

[CJf6J Following the taldng. the Department

for its continued
parking

lot

Department's

operation

to the
lease.

ability to reassert

as a parking

Ferry,

incorporating

leased

the land to the Town

The Town then

lot.

the

same

subleased

the

terms

as

the

have :retained

the

lease

Both the Town and the Department

control over the lot if they are dissatisfied

with the Ferry's

perlonnance.
lease with the Town gives the Department

(q7J The Department's
right to terminate
determination

if the Town, or its assignee

of the Department.

services

for persons

System''

is defined to include

and Cousins

Islands.

using

"to provide

the Transportation

lot, the satellite

fail, 1n the sole

safe an.d accessible
System."

the ferry service operating

the wharf at Cousins

wharf With the Blanchard

or su.blessee.

parking

"Transportation
between

Chebeague

Island, the Wharf Road linking
parking

the

the

lot, and the shuttle-bus

service to and from the satellite lot. The Town is also obliged to "maintain

the
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Premises

in good operating

accessible

and safe for public use."

[18] The sublease

rights

to the

Premises

condition

Department.

generated

the Premises

is also obligated

The Ferry
condition

and safe for public use."

that revenues

so that

are

between the Town and the Feny gives the Town similar

in good operating

accessible

year-round

year-round

so that

to "maintain

the

the Premises

are

mandate

Both the lease and the sublease

by the lot "shall be used to support the transportation

system."
[19) The_lease

and sublease

limit

fifteen spaces being reserved for residents
for ongoing barge operations,

Ferry allocates
parking

at the lot to 165 cars,

of the Town of Yarmouth,

the leases prohibit

the 150 unreserved

perm.its to members

parking

all commercial

of the public who a:re year-round

commute

to and from the ma.inland for work on a daily basis;

who can demonstrate
household
parking

residents,

park

combination,

at.

and

of Chebeague

need.

Island,

to

who

second prtority

Except in rare cases,

permit.

permits.

a prtority need for an .overnight parking

overnight

pern1its

the satellite lot and the Blanchard

satisfy the demand for overnight parking.

for,

each

There are other priortty-

but these generally do not need overnight

obtain

overnight-

and third prtortty being any other persons

a specific and unusual

who are unable to demonstrate
may

residents

receives only one overnight-parking

categories,

Th.e

of the public based on need, with first priority

members

going to other year-round

and, except

activities.

at the lot by awarding

spaces

with

the

satellite

People
pennit
lot.

lot are more than adequate

In
to
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[(}llO] Daytime

parking

permit.

During

average

of seventeen

durtng

the weekdays,

Blanchard

the month

of August

vehicles

lot is often available

of 2000,

lot is the mainland

per day used the Blan.chard

terminus

a

without

the year after the talting,

an

lot in this manner

three per day on the weekends.

the Ferry to transport
canied

at the Blanchard

In addition,

the

for the barging operation. conducted

other items, such as vehicles,

by

or freight that cannot

be

ferry. This service is available equally to all members

on the passenger

of the public.
[':II11]

Blanchard·

initially

from t?lking the property.
denied

(Cumberland

brought

this action to enjoin the Department

After an ex parte

County,

Crowley,

J.). the Department

condemnation

and tendered

her complaint,

seeking to have the taking set aside.

and filed a conditional
event that Bland1ard
requesting

compensation

com1terclaim

prevailed.

Blanchard

authority

and

of

Blanchard

amended

The Department

answered

to Blanchard.

filed a second

paid in the

amended

taking of the property

c01nplaint

should

the

to be unlawfuL

[<112) The trial court granted a partial
Departm.ent

order was

filed a notice

for retun1 of the compensation

damages based on the temporary

taking be determined

restraining

temporary-

against

Blanchard

sununruy

on the

to take the lot and the sufficiency

issues

judgment
of the

of the public

in favor of th.e

Deparunent's

exigency

to justify

the taking. After a three day nonjury trial, the court found that
the transportation
system of which the
integral part is accessible to all men1bers
Blanchard
lot is. available
for use by
public . . . , [but] the Blanchard
lot is
n1embers of the public on equal terms.

Blanchard
lot is
of the public and
all members
of
not accessible
to

an
the
the
all
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The evidence at trial demonstrated
that the limited
parking space at the Blanchard lot is appropriately allocated on
the basis of need.

[CJI:13]Based on these findings the court concluded
for a public use, and entered

a judgment

that the taking was

favor of the Department.

in

This

appeal followed.
I. PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT
[<1141 The Legislature

the Department

pursuant

provides, in pertinent

has granted a general power of eminent domain to
to 23 M.R.S.A. § 153-B(l)

(Supp.

part:

The Department
over and hold
necessary- to:

of Transportation,
on behalf of the State n1ay take
for the State such property as it determines

G. Construct, improve and maintain transportation
directed by law and provide mitigation
for e:tisting
environmental effects of transportation
projects.
[(][15]

Department

which

2001).

The Superior

Court concluded

the authority

to take Blanchard's

{1116) We review a trial court's

that section

projects as
or potential

153-B(l){G)

gave the

lot.

construction

of a statute

de novo.

Great

Northern Paper, Inc. v. Penobscot Nation. 2001 ME 68, qr 14, 770 A.2d 57 4, 580.
Our

main

Legislature's

objective
intent.

in statutory
Id.

q[

and, if there is ambiguity.

history to determine

15.

is to give effect

"[Wle look first to the statute's

we look beyond

[that] intent."

[<Kl7] When the Legislature

parruneters

interpretation

that language

to the

plain meaning

to the legislative

Id.

delegates

the power of eminent domain,

of that power are strictly construed.

the

Jn r-e Bangor Hydro-Electric
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Co., 314 A.2d 800, 806 (Me. 1974).

used to defeat the clear intent
unreasonable

constlruction,

"Strict

of the statute

nor to construe

cannot

the statute

be

in an

'Tow11ofUnton v. Strong, 681 A.2d 14, 18 (Me. 1996).

m~er."

[':D:18)RelyiJ.1.gon the canon of strict construction.

the phrase

however,

"as directed

by law," in section

153-B(l)(GJ,

Blanchard

argues

that

limits the Department's

delegated power to jnstances where there is a legislative directive to carry out a
transportation

particular
Legislature

project.

did not specifically

feny-passenge:r

service.

Under

authoriZe

the Department

because

this interpretation,
either

the taking

the

of the lot or the

would have exceeded

its authority

in

taking the lot. We disagree.
[CJI:
19]

If the words

authorization

"as directed

for a taking or a project necessitating

B(l)(G) would have little meaning

· a specific statutory

because

authorization

property.

Section

legislation

that Blanchard

153-B(l)(G)

by the Superior

Court is that it

the state's transportation
limit

construction

scheme.

of section

to take the: property

conststent with the general statutory

statutory

153-

would have to enact

wanted

to take

153-B(l){G) adopted

is a general aut11.octzation, delegated from the

policies.

construction

the Legi~lature

then section

is required would serve as the authority.

the grant only by directing

[~(21] This

a taking,

statutory

would serve little purpose because the specific

contends

to the Department,

speci.fic

every time the Department

[<.120] The more reasonable

Legislature

by law" require

Accordingly,

that is necessary

the words uas directed by law"

the Department
guidelines

of the statute

to achieve

in a manner

to proceed

go~eming

its activities.

is .;:onsistent

See Finks v. Maine State Highu,ay
I

Comm'n,

with

the overall

328 A.2d

791,
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798 (Me. 1974) (terms of a statute
overall

statutory

occasion

and

_:interpretation).

context

and construed

necessity

for the

'Il1e Legislature

plan and implement various

transportation.

law,

and

air, water or rail").

projects,

broad

regardless

(1992)' (transportation

§ 4203(3)

matter,

the

.of a particular

has given the Department

to

powers

of the mode of

means "any

The Legislature does not specifically
approve,

Department.

by the

Department

in terms of overall responsibility,

and its citizens.

The

particular

.undertaken

The Legislature's

policy and the Department's

transportation

con~equences

with the

for people or goods within, to or from the State, whether

money for, nor does :i.t separately

State

consistent

in Hght of the subject

transportation

See 23 M.R.S.A.

fonn of transportation
by highway,

,vill be given a meaning

transportation
generally

Legislature
duties,

allocate
projects

directs

and obligations

declaration

of the State's

the
to the

overall

role is that ·

adequate, safe and efficient transportation
facilities and services
a:re essential to the economic. gro·wth of the State and the wellbeing of its people and that the planning and development of such
facilities and services shall be coo:rd:lnated by a state departm.ent of
tran~portation
with
overall
responsibility
for balanced
transportation policy and planning.
Id. § 4204.

['122] When properly construed,
of eminent
effectuate

domain

power to the Department

the transportation

['3I23] Moreover,
legislation

statute."

upon

section

153.:.B(l}{G) is a necessary
to allow the Department

to

policies of Maine.

"[t]he whole body of previous

a particular

grant

topic should

and contemporaneous

be considered

in interpreting

any

Finks, 328 A.2d at 797. Prior to 1987, the scope of the Department's
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delegated
( 1992)

authority

(sections

automobile
take

one through

graveyards,

property

as

See 23 M.R.S ..A. § 153

projects.

six pertained

only to roadside

and state aid highways).

necessary

to

as directed

''[c]onstruct,

153 was repealed

and section

the Departxnent

and

enacted

to

maintain
in 1987 as

153(7) was recodified

P.L 1993, c. 536, § 1. This amendment

153-B(l)(G).

The authority

improve

by law" was originally

development,

P.L. 1987, c. 267; see 23 M.R.S.A. § 153 (1992). In

153(7) of Title 23.

1993, section

to highway

and state

projects

transportation

section

was limited

to·exercise

eminent

as section

the authority

expanded

domaiJ.?.power for non-highway,

of

as well as

highway projects.
of Fact attached

[<lf24] The Statement

was enacted

as section

law" language
Legislature
more

has charged

specific

exercised.

refers

limitation

Department's

153-B(l)(G) also demonstrates
to those

types

the Department
on when

See L.D. 1410, Statement

{CJ[25J The

legislative

testimony

to the legislative

that the "as directed

of transportation

projects

to plan and implement

the power

of eminent

that

that

by
the

and is not a

domain

can

be

of Fact (113th Legis. 1987).

history

concerning

docum.ent

reinforces

this
I

L.D. 1410 included

conclusi.on.

the folloWi:ng:

Since 1972, the Department
of Transportation
has been
involved with transportation
projects other than just highways.
We ar-e involved with Ports and Marine Facilities including cargo
tenninals
and fish piers. We manage an airport, and oversee other
public transportation
facilities.
Many of those other n1odes of
transportation
require, from time to time, that the [Department]
make surveys and take property for transportation
purposes.
L.D.
1410 makes clear that th.is would be 'Nithtn the [Department's]
authority.

The
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In summary,
L.D. 1410 clarifies
µie authority
of the
[Department] to do preliminary
engineering· and take property for
all types of transportation
projects.
Transportation

An Act to Clarify the Taking

Committee.

Department

of Transportation

In enacting

section

eminent

1 (May 15, 1987) (statement

153-B(l)(G)

in accordance

domain

the legislature
with other

and not to require specific legislative
case-by-case

intended

statutorily

enactments

of Property

by the

of Jane L. Lincoln).
to allow the use

authorized

for non-highway

of

"pu;rposes,"
projects

on a

basis.
II. JUDGMENT AFfER TRIAL

[CJI26] Blanchard
fails to satisfy

Department

of private property
authorized

contends

Maine's

or private

471 A.2d 1026,

that are essential

the· taking

Whether

use

of her

requirement

lot by the

that any taking

the use for which a talcing is

is a question

1033 (Me. 1984).

to answering

appeal only if clearly erroneous.

that

constitutional

be for a public use.

is a public

Warchalowslci,
court

also

Findings

this question

Brown. v.

of law.

of fact by the trial

of law will be set aside

on

Sturl.eva.nt v. Town of Winthrop, 1999 ME 84:,

9, 732 A2d 264, 267.

(q[27] Article I, § 21, of Maine's Constitution

provides:

Prtvate property shall not be taken for public uses without
compensation:
nor unless the public exigencies require it.
ME.

CONST.

"must

art. I, § 21.

be for a public

constitutional

The exercise

of the State's

use and upon· a public

requirements.

power of eminent

exigency"

Finks, 328 A.2d at 794.

just
domain

to meet this State's

q[
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fcn:28} Private property

can be taken without

uses,1-Varchalowski,

public

government

action

the owner's

consent.

471 A.2d

for private
Paine

the owner's consent

at 1033,

and can be taken

use, 'With or Without

th.rough

only with

compensation,

126 Me. 121,

u. Savage,

only for

136 A. 664,

123,

665

(1927).
[Cf29] The distinction

a public

between

extent

depends

on the facts of each case.

Admin.

Dist. No. 17, 161 Me. 334,

and a private

use to a large

Oxford f;ounty Agne. Soc'y v. School

336, 211 A.2d 893, 894 {1965).

As a general

I

I

rnle. pr-operty is devoted to a public use only when the general public,
portion

of it (as opposed

and upon
Brown

occasion

v. Gerald,

to particular

to do so, has

indiViduals),

a right

only

party.
in

Id. The use must

a theoretical

effecti,;eness,

to demand

in

its organized

capacity

and shru-e in the

use.

100 Me. 351, 372, 61 A. 785. 794 ('1905). The public has to be

able to be served by the use as a matter
private

'

or some

aspect,

under circumstances

of right, not as a matter

also be public
but

rather

in

of grace of any

at the time of the taki.ng, •·not
actuality,

practicality

and

required by public e}dgency." Wa.rch.alowski,

471 A.2d at 1029-30.

[<Jl30] Providing
constitute

for public parking

facilities

on publicly owned land may

a public use:

{M]unicipal
"parking
facilities"
[open to everyone]
in effect
constitute
a "public use" by any definition.
The public will have
full access to the facilities and the right to use the same. A direct
benefit will lie in the increased safety of members of the public and
their property.

Opinion of the Justices, 231 A.2d 431. 434 (Me. 1967).
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[CJI3
l]
owned

agency and municipality

The fact that a government
the

by

public-parking

public

to a prtvate

Camden

as. a public parking

when leased

facility.");

Court

operation

and facility

to private

St,eet

of a

Plaza Pa,lcin.g, Inc.

107 A.2d 1, 3 (N.J. 1954) ("And, the land

to be used for a public purpose

operation

for the

lot does not make the use private.

v. City of Camden,
cease

'

corporatiob

lease lands

Parking

do not

operators

for

Co. v. City

of

Boston, 143 N.E.2d 683, 687 (Mass. 1957) ("the fact that private ope:rators may
I

be expected

I

to profit from the operation

of (pu_blic p~king

does not . .

facilities]

plan is not for a public pJrpose").

. mean that the statutory

I

j

Toe Department

[132]

public parking

facility

undoubtedly

open to every member

Justices, 231 A.2d at 434. The Deparbnent
con1pany

for the

Camden

Plaza

prioritizing

maintenance

Parking,

and

of the public.

of such

The issue

and create a
Opinion of the

could also contract

operation

107 A.2d at 3.

With a private

facility.

a parking

in this case is whether

access to the publicly owned parking lot on the basis of need and

giving prtority to the year-round
parking

could take the property

residents

of Chebeague

Island n1eans that the

facility is being put to private use.

(CJI33]We conclude

that giving priority parking

Chebeague Island does not render the use private.
not preclude

the allocation

of a scarce resource

to year-round

residents

of

The "public use'' clause does
on the basis of need.

3

Even a

3. Challenges to the method of allocation based on equa\ protection or due process have
not been advanced

here.

See, e.g., Lai v. New York City Government,

163 F.3d 729. 730 (2d Cir.

1998J (equal protectio11 challenge to city's allocat1oo of parking spaces to handicap

persons):
to v11Iage
ordinance providing for establis:t1ment of off street parking atea for exclusjve use of village
residents); State v. Whisman. 263 N.E.2d 411, 415 (Oh1o Mtsc. 1970) (equal protectiou challenge
to parking pem:1.it preferences).
People v. Gilbert, 137 N.Y.S.2d 389. 392 (N.Y. Co. Ct. 1954) (eqt1~

protection

challenge
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narrow

definition

the public

equal use by all members

of "public use" does not require

at all times on equal tenns.

Poole v. City of Kankalcee.

of

94 N.E.2d

416. 419-20 (Ill. 1950).
[<n:34] The trial
members

of the public.

availability.

found

that

on the basis

The only limitation

With the greatest

of need.

right is that

of space

of parking

spaces

perm.its

to those

of priority

the character

of the use from public

to private parking.

{':135] MoreoveI", a use may be public
inhabitants

of a restricted

locality.

of Illinois has concluded

Court

on that

The allocation

need does not transfonn

for use by all

the lot was available

The court furtheX" found that the limited number

were allocated

parking

court

illinois's

Constitution

even if the use is limited to the

Poole, 94 N.E.2d at 419-20.

that

pursuant

to the "public

a use may be limited to inhabitants

The Supreme
use" clause

of a community

of
and

remain public:

or

It is not essential that the entire community
people of the state.
or any political subdivision thereof, should be benefited or share in
the use or enjoyment thereof. The use may b.e local or limited. It
may be confined to a particular district, and still be public. . . . If
local or limited,
the use must be direc 1tly beneficial
to a
considerable
number of the inhabitants
of a section of the state,
and the property to be taken must be controlled by law, for the
advantage of that particular
portion of the. community
to be
benefitted.
Id.

See also 2A

DotvrArN

use"

§

L. SACKMAN & Russeu.. D. VAN

BRUNT,

NICHOLS ON EMINENT

7.02[2}. at 7-27 (3rd. ed. 2000) (even a strict interpretation

allows

locality).

JULIUS

the use

to be limited

to inhabitants.

of a small

of "public
or restricted
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[":1[36] So long
particular

number

Island constitute
individuals

as the use

of indiViduals,
a cpmmunity.

concerns

the use is public.

Granting

of Chebeague

identifiable

the :tear-round

lot that serves Chebeague

to a

as opposed

The residents

They are not a particular,

distinct from the public.

in the use of the sma.11 parking

a community

group of

residents

priority

Island does not make

the use private.
[437]

is open

Finally,

the lot wa.s taken to support~

of the public.

to all members

transportation

system

lot is one component

is accessible

of the

Blanchard

lot and the satellite

available

public..

public resource

private because

devoted

system

Within the system.

of need.

to transporting
includes

Because

all

both

the

parking

is

the Blanchard

for parking,

1his allocation

spaces

manages

a

needs of all the people using

contends

that the fact that the lot is being leased
owned company,

means

to

that the use is

the public does not have acces·s to the lot as a matter of right

the Ferry could limit access to certain individuals.

not supported

found

sufficient

all of the demand

the transportation

by the Ferry, a privately

and managed

this

court

system.

[r.n:38] Blanchard

because

lot.

system

within

on the basis

to best address

the transportation

The

accommodate

the lot are allocated

Within

by the general public on equal tern1s.

of the public at those lots.

lot, limited in si~e, cannot

that

the

Parking

to all members

system
that

The trial

of a transportation

members

transportation

This contention

is

by the facts in this c.ase.

[q[39J TI1e Department

has taken the property for parking purposes,

and

i

in exercising

the eminent

domain power has implici'¢}y guaranteed

that the lot
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will be put to a public use.
1001, 1006 ( 1904).

The lease between

With the Department
Department's
the ferry.

Ulmer v. Lime Rocle R.R. Co., 98 Me. 579, 593, 57 A.

the power to reassert

sole discretion,

control

The Town has retained

Upon tennination

possession
ensures
arbiter

returns

of whether

using

this same level of control in its lease

of the lease,

to the Department.

that the use will remain

by persons

the

to make the lot accessible and safe for use

with the Ferry and, the Ferry has covenanted
public.

retains

over the lot if, within

the lot is not used for parking

The Town has promised

by the public.

the Town i=l,Ildthe Department

to make the lot accessible

through

lapse

of time ·or breach.

The control retained· through

public

and makes

the Town or its assignee

the lease

the Department

is providing

to the

the sole

safe and affordable

public parking.

The entry is:
Judgments

affinned.

SAUFLEY, C.J., with whom ALEXANDER. J., joins,

[<!40] It is the responsibility
does not abuse

its extraordinary

citizens against their wishes.
of identifiable
reqUirement

of the courts

t'O assure

that government

power to take the pti.vate property

Because

private individuals,

dissenting.

the taking in this case is for the benefit

the ·taking does not satisfy

of the Maine Constitution.

of its

Therefore,

the public

I must respectfully

use

dissent.
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['141]
owner,

It is well established

the government

the property

that,

without

may only exercise

the consent

of the property

its power of eminent
!

domain

when

is to be put to a public use and when a public exigency requires

it. 4 ME. CONST. art. I. § 21; Ace Ambulance

Seru., Inc. v. City of Augusta,

A.2d 661, 663 (Me. 1975); F(nks v. Me. State Highway

Comm'n,

328 A.2d

337
791,

794 (Me. 1974).

['[42]

As a preliminary

matter,

this case ts .seriously 1n question.
proceedings
potential

despite

Island Transportation

of Chebeague

[143]

determining
Legislature

Our review of public

exigency

Ace Ambulance

findings,

Company.

domain

a.

It is not

into a renewed

would be available

however,

basis to support

Serv., Inc., 337 A.2d at 663

exigency has long been considered

to

is limited

to

a finding of public
("lT]he question

of

to be a political decision for the

to make, free from judicial review (unless it can be said there is no

basis upon which exigency could be found).").

the taking,

1n

Island if the property was not taken.

detennin.ing whether there is any rational
eh'1gency.

eminent

would not have entered

Moreover, this is not a case where no spaces

residents

rational

initiated

existed

the Blru:1char-ds were still negotiating

clear from the record that the parties
contract.

any public exigency

The Department

the fact that

lease with the Chebea.gue

whether

to resolve uncertainties

about the future

5

The asserted

avatlability

basis

for

of the lot, the

4. The public eJd.gency requiremer1t exists only under Maine's Constitution.
ME. CONSf. art. I, § 21 with U.S. CON$"!'.amend. V.

Compare

5. The same standard of review applies when an administrative
agency makes the
determination
of public exigency. In. re Bangor Hydro Elec. Co., 314 A.2d 800, 805·06 (Me.
1974).
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terms of a new agreement,
satisfy this highly deferential

standara

private

of law subject

is a question

Wa,chalowski,

increasingly

the use of eminent

not taken for private purposes.

thereby

enabling

or

de novo review.

Courts

Brown

v.

domain

across the country

to ensure

Southwestern

that property

could not be taken

is

domain

is to

Ill. Dev. Auth. v. Na.t'l

at *9 (111.2002)

2002 WL 501593.

---, No. 87809,

are

the Illinois Supreme

Engaging in this scrutiny,

not abandon.''

L.L.C., --- N.E.2d

that property

(holding

a use is public

the parties tbat "[tJhe power of eminent

reminded

be exercised ·with restraint,
City Envtl,

to our

107 A.2d 841, 849 (1954)_

scrutinizing

Court recently

as to whether

1026, 1033 (Me. 1984); Crommett v_ City of Portland,

471 A.2d

150 Me. 217, 231.

of

. '

a determination

however.

to the question

applied

.

exigency,

be said to

standard.

{q[44] In coni:rast to the deferential

public

could rationally

and the cost to patrons,

for use as a private

parking

lot,

a private bu.~iness to avoid the open real estate market);

see

a'fso 99 Cents Only Stores v. Lancaster Redeu. Agency, No. CV 00-07572

SVW,

t

2001 WL 811056,

a ta.king unconstitutional

at "'6 (C.D. Cal. 2001} (finding
i

where property
of Highland

was taken to enable a private company to expand); Herm o. City

Heights.

unconditional

69 F. Supp.

governmental

productive

and

attractive

2d 908, 913 (E_D. Ky. 1999) ("Naked

power
property

to compel
to

a citizen

another

and

to sur.rend er his

citizen

. . . [to

use]

'

predominantly
profit

for his own pnvate use just because

is thought

. . . preferable

such an alten1ative

in the subjective

notion

private

of governmental

I

authorities

is repugnant

other grounds

to our constitutional

prot~ct1ons

by 3 Fed. Appx. 487 (6th Cir. 2001);

_ . __"), vacated on

Condemnationqf

I

110 Wash.
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'

St., 767 A.2d 1154. 1160 (Pa. Commw. Ct. 2001) !(holding that a prtvate party
I

may not direct condemnation

of property),

appeal dented by 788 A.2d 379 (Pa.
'

2001)_
['3I:45] A public use is "'one in which all the public has a right to demand
and share

....

"'. Irt re Opi:fl.ions oftheJusti.ces,

872 (1919) (quoting

Property cannot
another

private

l:US Me. 503. 515, 106 A. 865,

Brown v. Gerald, 100 Me- 351, 372, 61 A. 785, 794: (1905)).
from one private individual

be taken

solely for the benefit

of

See Haw. Hous. Auth. v. Midkijf, 467 U.S. 229, 245

individual.

(1984)_

(146}

Although

the mere fact that

will benefit private parties

property

a public u.se must be the dominant

the government's

does not render
purpose

public

purpose):

(finding
issue:

the public

benefit

'"[T)he tail cannot

incidental
Auth.

In re Opinions of the Justices,

purpose

of the ta.king was a

As one court

framed

wag the dog· and allow the public purpose

of Fort Lauderdale,

private one ....

the

to be only

". Ba.ycol, Inc. v. Downtown

315 So.2d 451, 456 (Fla_ 1975).

more than a mere theoretical right to use.

150 Me.

Cromm.ett,

118 Me. at 516, 106 A. at 872

to be only' incidental).

to a predominantly

of

a taking unconstitutional,

of the taking.

at 236, 107 A.2d at 852 (holding that the dominant

use of a piece

Dev.

The use "must

It must be an actual.

effectual

be

right

to use."' Brown v. Gerald, 100 Me. at 373, 61 A. at 794.
[91'.4
7] A use that benefits

rather

than the community

467 U.S. at 245.
property

at large, is

In addition,

is '"independent

a particular

class

a private

of identifiable

use.

See Haw.

individuals,
Haus.

Auth.,

a use is public only if the right to use

of the will of the person

or corporation

taking

the
title
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under

condemnation,

and [] such

use by the ptiblic

Soc'y v. Sch. Admin.

Oxford County Agric.

is protected

Dist. No. 17, 161 Me. 334, 337, 2l. l

A.2d 893, 895 (Me. 1965) (quoting Toomey Hosp. v. City of Sumter,
744, 747 (S.C. 1964)).

by law.'"

ln Brown v. Gerald, the illustrations

134 S.E.2d

used demonstrate

this notion:
If it be a railroad
company,
the public! have a right to be
transported,
and to have their goods carried from place to place,
upon
payment
of reasonable
tolls.
The company
must
accommodate
them, whether it ·will or no.. If it be a canal or
turnpike
or bridge. all i:nay travel thereOin.. If it be a boom
company. all who have logs in the river are entitled of right to have
the booms used for them.
If it be a tel!ephone or telegraph
company, its privileges are open to, and compellable by all. If it be
a water company, the entire public has, _and must have, a right to
the use of the water.

100 Me. at 372, 61 A. at 794.
['148] Here, prior to the taking, the Blanchard

a private· parking

lot, W1th. spaces

allocated

property

on a priority

had been used

basis.

After

as

the

takii?-g, the same use was made of the ·property. TI1e only difference was that
tlie Chebeague
leasing

Island

the property.

Transportation

6

The ancillary

Company

TI1e dominant

group of individuals
Isla.nd community

beneficiaries

general public, but rather

The spaces

would

not

use of the parking lot was in fact a

of the parking

liv:ing on Chebeague
at large.

a lower fee for

private benefii to the company

prove fatal to the taking if the post-taking
public use.

was charged

Island

lot, however,

:rather than

are a select

the Chebeague

in the lot are not available

are allotted to private individuals.

to the

Only households

6. The Supertor Court indicated that the company's savings at the .Blanchard lot were
more thatl offset by increases at a satellite lot. for which the company was not char~ed prior to
the ta.king. Nonetheless, the cost of using the Blanchard lot was reduced substantially.
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with

a member

mainland

who lives on the island

get top pn.ority for a space,

household.

This is a particular,

need for the spaces,

prtvate

Moreover,
company,

the priority

from demanding

and

who works

and only one space

identifiable

results

any member

in

of the Chebeague

per

They have a

group of individuals.

pub-lie access

on the

is available

which was being met by a private

system

preventing

thus

year-round

parking

lot.

at the will of the
Island

community

a right to use the lot.
I

(q[49J Because
property

private

indjvidual
company,

the State has exercised

by eminent

or industry,

that

there is insufficient

domain

its extraordinary

in circumstances

is, the

individuals

that

allotted

public use of the property

the taking does not satisfy the requirements

United States

constitutions.
of the Superior

to take

benefit

a prtvate

spaces

and

the

that has been taken.

and therefore

{<J:50JI would vacate the judgment

powers

of the Maine and

Court.
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Attorneys

for plaintiff:

Patrick Sharkey, Esq. (orally)
Mintz Levtn Cohn Ferns Glovsky & Popeo, PC
1 Financial Center
Boston, MA 0211 O

David A. Lourie, Esq.
189 Spurw.ink Avenue
Cape Elizabeth, ME 04107

Attorneys

for defendants:

Rebecca H. Farnum,

Esq. (orally)

Michael Bosse, Esq.

Thompson

& BoWie

PO Box4630
Portland, ME 04112-4630
(for ME DOT)

Deborah M. Mann. Esq. (orally)
Jensen Baird Gardner & Henry
PO Box4510

Portland,

ME 04112

PO Box 4630

(for Town of Cumberland)

ToWNOF

CuMBERLAND,

MAINE

290 Tuttle Road
Cumberland

Center, Maine 04021-9321

Telephone (207) 829-5559

• Fax (207) 829-2214

June 20, 2002

Sen. Karl Turner
16 Town Landing Road
Cumberland Foreside, ME 04410

Rep. Terry McKenney
14 Crystal Lane
Cumberland, ME 04021

Dear Karl & Terry:
I am sure you have heard concerns from a number of Cumberland residents in
recent weeks concerning the impact of the town's property tax revaluation. On the
evening June 18 I accompanied the town assessor as well as members of our Revaluation
Advisory Committee to a well-attended meeting on Chebeague Island. As you might
expe_c:_t,
we heard a great many concerns about the impact of fair market valuation upon
individuals of modest means and upon those who have lived on family properiy for many
years with no cmTent desire or intention to sell. There are widespread fears that increased
taxes may force some residents to sell.
A number of residents at the meeting suggested that the Town Council schedule a
follow-up informational meeting with both of you as our legislative representatives to
discuss possible options for property tax reform. People are concerned about rapid and
unlimited appreciation in fair market value, particularly under circumstances in which the
prices paid by wealthy buyers from out of state directly impact the market value of all
other properties in the area. I am sure that the same concerns are felt elsewhere in town,
perhaps most notably in the Cumberland Foreside area.
I wonder whether both of you would be interested in attending a public meeting on
Chebeague at some point in July? I would suggest a Monday or a Wednesday evening,
so that we may take advantage of the later return boat. Would either July 15 or July 17
work for you? We should also consider scheduling a mainland meeting.

I will be leaving for a week's vacation beginning on Sunday, and if you cannot
reach me between now and then, I suggest that you contact Bob Benson or Jeff Porter,
who has just been elected as Council Chairman.
Thanks very much, and I look forward to hearing from you shortly.
Sincerely,
Stephen W. Moriarty
Cumberland Town Council
SWM/dgp
cc:

Jeff Porter
Donna Damon
Robert Benson
Jeff Daigle

MAINE SCHOOL ADMINISTRATIVE DISTRICT #51
CUMBERLAND/ NORTH YARMOUTH
P. 0. Box 6A
Cumberland Center, ME 04021

Web site: www.msad51.org - Phone: 829-4800
Board of Directors

Agenda
Monday
June 17, 2002

7:00 PM

Mabel I. Wilson School
Conference Room

1. Call To Order - by MSAD #51 Board of Directors Chairperson, Kim True.
2. Approval of Minutes
3. Superintendent's Report
4. Presentations
a) Math Committee presentation

5. Committee Report
a) Steering Committee
6. Items for Action

a) Appointment of individuals to teaching positions for the 2002-2003 school year
b) Vote to approve fall and winter coaches for the 2002-2003 school year
c) Second reading and vote to approve technology policies:

IJNDA

Internet Safety Policy

IJNDB

Network Acceptable Use Policy

IJNDC

School System Web Site/Web Pages

IJNDC-AR

School System Web Site/Web Pages Procedure

d) Vote to appoint co-curricular stipend position for the 2002-2003 school year

7. Communications
a) Chebeague Island Update

8. Adjourn Meeting ___

PM
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Upcoming Meetings/Events

6/16/02 - Father's Day
6/17/02 - Last Day of School: Early Release, Grades 7-12@ 11:15 PM, Grades K-6@ 12:15 PM
6/18 and 6/19/02 -Teacher In-Service days

/ ,VV

l"'IVI

Next Meeting:
Wednesday,

6/26/02

Mabel I. Wilson School

June 17, 2002 BOD Agenda
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MAINE SCHOOL ADMINISTRATIVE DISTRICT #51
CUMBERLAND/

NORTH YARMOUTH

P. 0. Box 6A

Cumberland Center, ME 04021

Web site: www.msad5l.org

- Phone: 829-4800

Board of Directors

Minutes
Monday
June 3, 2002

7:00 PM

Cumberland Town Hall
Council Chambers

1. Call To Order - by MSAD #51 Board of Directors Chairperson, Kim True 7:09 PM.
Attendance

Board of Directors: John Aromando, M'aryellen Fitzpatrick, Polly Haight Frawley, Henry Kennedy,
Betts Gorsky, Audrey Lones, Kim TrlJe, Bob Vail
Administrators: Jack Hardy, Robert Hasson, Scott Poulin
2. Approval of the Minutes - of the Board of Directors meeting held on May 20, 2002.

Motioned
Voted: To approve the minutes of the Board of Directors meeting held on May 20, 2002. (Voted: 8-0)
3. Superintendent's Report
4. Presentations
a) Mabel I. Wilson School Accreditation Report
5. Committee Report

a) Finance Committee
b) Negotiation Committee
c) Design Team
d) Steering Committee
e)

Policy Committee
First Reading of the following policies:

BDR-1
BEA

School Board Nominating f'ommittee
School Board Use of Electronic Mail

CB
CBD

District Superintendent
Superintendent's Contract

CBI

Evaluation of Superintendent

June 3, 2002 BOD Minutes
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CHCAA
EB
EBB
EBCA

Student Handbooks
Environmental and Safety Program
Greely Swimming Pool
Crisis Response Plan

EBCB
ECAB
EDB

Fire Drills

EDE
EEA
EEAEA
EEAEAA
EEAEAAR
EFC
EFDA
EGAD
EGADAR
FB
GA

Unauthorized Vehicles
Maintenance & Control of Material
Waste Management and Recycling
Student Transportation

Services

Student Transportation, Employee Requirements, Training and
Responsibilities
Drug & Alcohol Testing of School Bus Drivers
Drug & Alcohol Testing of Bus Drivers - Procedures

Free and Reduced Lunch
Restriction on Sale of Foods
Copyright Compliance
Copyright Compliance Procedure
Facilities Planning
Personal Goals/Priorities
Objectives
..

GBEC
GBGAA

Drug-Free Workplace

GBJC
GCF

Retention of Application Materials

GCFB
GCFB-R

Recruiting and Hiring of Administrative Staff
Recruiting and Hiring of Staff - Administrative Procedure

GCGA
GCI

Substitute Teachers
Professional Staff Development

GCK

Professional Staff Assignments and Transfers

GCOA

Supervision and Evaluation of Professional Staff

GCOC

Evaluation of Administrative Staff

GCQC

Resignation of District Employees

Blood Borne Pathogens
Professional Staff Hiring

June 3, 2002 BOD Minutes
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IJNDA

Internet Safety Policy

IJNDB

Network Acceptable Use Policy

IJNDC

School System Web Site/Web Pages

IJNDCAR

School System Web Site/Web Pages - Procedures

f) Performance Indicators - Report Out, Update
g) Time Task Force
h) Technology Task Force - Report Out
6. Items for Action
7. Communications
a) North Yarmouth Comprehensive Plan Committee
8. Adjourn Meeting 9:13 PM
Upcoming Meetings/Events

6/5/02 - Early Release, Grades 7-12@ 1:12 PM, Grades K-6@ 12:15 PM
6/5/02 - Staff Recognition, Val Halla, 3:00 - 5:00 PM
6/6/02 - GHS Class Day, 12:00 PM
6/6/02 - GJHS Awards Night, 7:00 PM
6/7/02 - GHS Candlelight, 8:00 PM
6/9/02 - GHS Graduation, 2:30 PM
6/12/02 - Early Release, Grades 7-12 @ 1:12 PM, Grades K-6 @ 12: 15 PM
6/13/02 - Mabel I. Wilson School Step-up, 9:00 - 9:30 AM
6/16/02 - Father's Day
6/17/02- Last Day of School: Early Release, Grades 7-12 @ 11 :15 PM, Grades K-6@ 12:15 PM
6/18 and 6/19/02 - Teacher In-Service days
Next Meeting:
• Monday, June 17, 2002- Mabel I. Wilson School, Multipurpose Room, 7:00 PM
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MAINE SCHOOL ADMINISTRATIVE DISTRICT #51
CUMBERLAND/

NORTH YARMOUTH

P. 0. Box 6A
Cumberland Center, ME 04021

Web site: www.msad51.org - Phone: 829-4800
Board of Directors

Minutes

MSAD #51
2002-2003 Budget Public Vote

Tuesday
June 4, 2002

7:00 PM-

Greely High School Gymnasium

Attendance:

Board of Directors: John Aromando, Maryellen Fitzpatrick, Polly Haight Frawley, Henry Kennedy,
Betts Gorsky, Audrey Lones, Kim True, Bob Vail
Administrators: Wayne Fordham, Don Foster, Suzanne Godin, Jack Hardy, Robert Hasson,

Pat Palmer, Scott Poulin, Susie Robbins, Scott Smith, Judy True, Penny Wheeler-Abbott
1. Call to Order - Moderator Champoux called the budgefmeeting to order @ 7:40 PM

2. Moderator Champoux appointed and administered the oath for the ballot clerks.
3.

Moderator Champoux recognized Finance Committee member, Polly Haight Frawley, who explained
the budget.

4. The Moderator sought a motion on Article IV.
Article IV - Motion by Kim True, Second by Bob Vail

Moved that M.S.A.D. #51 raise $5,465,532 in additional local funds under the provision of 20-A
MRSA 15614. Motion carries by a show of hands.
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5. The moderator sought a motion on Article V.
Article V - Motion by Bob Vail, Second by Polly Haight Frawley
Moved that M.S.A.D. #51 authorize the Board of Directors to expend $20,381,832 for the fiscal year
beginning July 1, 2002 and ending June 30, 2003 from the State- local allocation, unexpended
balances, tuition receipts, local appropriations, state subsidy and other receipts for the support of
schools. Motion carries by a show of hands.
6. The moderator sought a motion on Article VI.
Article VI - Motion by Henry Kennedy, Second by Polly Haight Frawley

Moved that M.S.A.D. #51 appropriate $80,500 for Adult Education and raise $24,000 as the local
share. Motion carries by a show of hands.
7. The moderator sought a motion on Article VII.
Article VII - Motion by Maryellen Fitzpatrick, Second by Betts Gorsky
Moved that M.S.A.D. #51 authorize and ratify $152,114.25 as the principal amount of school bus
lease purchase agreements entered into during the fiscal year 2001-2002, pursuant to 20-A M.R.S.A.
section 5401 (15)(C), payments for which lease purchase agreements have been included in the
budget as pr.epared. Motion carries by a show of hands.
8. Budget Meeting Adjourned

@

8:25 PM
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MAINE SCHOOL ADMINISTRATIVE DISTRICT #51
CUMBERLAND/ NORTH YARMOUTH
P.O.Box6A
Cumberland Center, ME 04021

Web site: www.msac151.org - Phone: 829-4800
Board of Directors

Minutes
Tuesday
June 11, 2002

5:00 PM

Mabel I. Wilson School
Conference Room

1. Call To Order- by MSAD #51 Board of Directors Chairperson, Kim True 5:12 PM.
Attendance
Board of Directors: John Aromando, Maryellen Fitzpatrick, Polly Haight Frawley,
Henry Kennedy, Betts Gorsky, Audrey Lones, Kim True, Bob Vail
Administrators:

Robert Hasson

2. Items for Action

a) Executive Session
Motioned

2nd ed

Voted:.To enter in to Executive Session (Voted: 7-0).
Motioned

2nd ed

Voted:.To come out of Executive Session (Voted 8-0).
3. Adjourn Meeting 8:40 PM
Upcoming Meetings/Events
617/02 - GHS Candlelight, 8:00 PM
6/9/02 - GHS Graduation, 2:30 PM
6/12/02 - Early Release, Grades 7-12@ 1:12 PM, Grades K-6@ 12:15 PM
6/13/02 - Mabel I. Wilson School Step-up, 9:00 - 9:30 AM
6/16/02 - Father's Day
6/17/02 - Last Day of School: Early Release, Grades 7-12 @ 11: 15 PM, Grades K-6 @ 12: 15 PM
6/18 and 6/19/02 - Teacher In-Service days
Next Meeting:
• Monday, June 17, 2002- Mabel I. Wilson School, Multipurpose Room, 7:00 PM
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